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Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is rc.
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it pro
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‘Immersion

is the only form of baptism of view, it aims especially to draw
in m
practiced, but it is not imposed upon com- erate drinkers, such
as in these

A remark I heard bin

most

of whom

a

make of a text he was emforcing—that he

had seen

certainly not less than

sand persons brought
saved in the assurance
particular, within the
lustratesin a striking

four thou-

He is simply
his way home

from a visitfo Canada for health (resulting

in six months arduous labor) and is detaned by the Young Men's Christian Association, with whose

co-opérationte

is labor-

ing, fora term of two weeks. Ho thinks,
however, of 1e-visiting this country a( a future time,
“
Mr. Varley's style is dramatic, and much
varied in action and locality. He seemsto
need u large stage, which he traverses restlessly, and often likes a post to put his arm

around, or

takes

a chair

for a

little more

confidential talk, or plumps down on the
floor te emphasize or illustrate. The variely is as great in his style of discourse,
which

is by turns

argumentative,

al, eloquent, pathetic, or humorous.
latter vein, be

is,

like

Thomas

colloqui-

In the

Whitaker,

information, by bring-

vataral,

which = ascribes any

in general

can

to distinguish’ between

hardly be

oy

ing Grecian

When

expected

the paleograpb

justly famous in the former ca-

the tw | pacity, it was taken for granted(bat his
text ‘was the best. But it is one thing to
:
disco
ver manuscripts and copy: and print
. THE COLLEGE.
The first half of the long term of winter them, and form convenient and accurate
and spring is drawing to a close. The at. | digests of their contents, and quite a differtendance at the college proper has beer till. | ent thing to decide, in view of all the ma| terials .and ‘all (he probabilities, what in
recently smuller than usual, on account
of] every
case is the true text. This latter
SO many members being absent teaching.
But aflairs have gone on quietly’ and” Ste- task requires qualities of mind in which,
cessfully. Two have been added to the | for a great man, Tischendort was strikingly deficient. Impulsive; self-conceited, arclasses in the Theological School during
the bitrary,
he jumps to eonclusions like a boy,
present term, increasing the Yoll to a number greater than for some fourteen years and his judgment is singularly unreliable.
past. The number studying for the minis- ‘Of late years he has become. so enamored
try here in all departments, shown by mem- of his darling Sinaitic, that he sometimes
follows it against all the other authorities
bership in the Theological School, or
by
against the most manifest
accepting aid from the Ed. Society, ‘is ris- and
Internal probabilities. ‘There is, of course, no
ing forty. Adding to these those
of the
opportunity for offering proof in this artisame class connected with Hillsdale Colleg
e,
‘cle; but we beg leave to assert strongly and
and we have between sixty and seven
ty
earnestly, that Tischendorf's, text of the
young men in the course of preparatio
n,
publicly committed to this work, There New Testament is far from being satisfacto-

"Mr. Varley is in some aspects a very re-

whole iuquiry meeting participates, and ev- during the day.
soul

may

simultaneously

same process to

the

same

follow

the

result, for him-

sel’,

singing,

Vipr,
A

a

mn am I

ni

Special Correspondence.

markable man. Without external advan—
tages, having been bred a London tradesLEWISTON,
ME., March 3, 1875,
man-(a butcher), his diction, pronunciation
0
find tone are unexceptionably those of cultCHURCHES.
ure and good society ; uoticeably better, for
Tlie Rev: Mr.Chase of the Baptist church,
instance, than of Newman Hall. You rec- Lewiston, baptized thirty converts last Sunognize none of the insular solecisms, in day. At the evening meetings in other
phrase or accent—unless such expressions churches there was some interest, and
as * different’to” may be so classed—and svyeral for the first time came forward for

The little band met to-

gether, read the word and were engaged in
:

with

mob,

concealed weapons,

onslaught upon

infallibility

entering the room Ly.,tes
made

the offending

the deadly

worshipers,

One man was beheaded, others were cloven

down by swords and kuives.

excommunication of

Mr.

H.

in England charged with the crime of refusing to tell his bishop that he believed in the

* Jerusalem, my happy home,
Ob, how I long for thee,”

when the popish

The recent

Petre, a member of a distinguished family

Six men (one

of the

Pope,

strikingly

the spirit of the papacy

illus-

and the

kind of argument it is fond of using [or the
enforcement of brule obedience to its pretensions. As the London 7%mes remarks,
Mr. Petre’s fate throws, indeed, a disas-

(\

L

fn

New

‘England, last

singular persistence.

;

FRANKING RESTORED.

He found a bird's

skeleton, into which he thrust it, and went
Congress has partially undone (he best
on. But ip his hand the plant sprouted so piece of work that it has lately performed.
fast that it started out of the bones above It “has practically resiored the franking
and below. ‘This gave him fresh fear of its privilege, indeed, ‘completely restored
it,
withering, and be cast ahout for a remedy. excepting the private correspondence
of
He found a lion's bone, which was thicker members. It is n't of much conse
quence
than the bird’s skeleton, and he stuck
the that only agricultural documents ave to pass
skeleton with the plant in it into the bone after next December.
We shall doubtless
of the lion. Ere long, however, the plant have the whole burden
speedily and pergrew out of the lion's bone likewise. Then manently back
on the Post Office Depart

he found the bone of an ass, larger still ment,

than that of the lion, so he put it into the
SIMON CAMERON VINDICATED.
ass's bone; and thus he made his way (lo
The remarkable spectacle was presented,
Naxia. When about to set the plant, he
found that the roots had entwined them- Tuesday, of the House of Represéntatives
pausing in the midst of the hurry of the last
selves

around the bird's skeleton and the three days
of the session, to rescind a resothe ass’s bone ;-and as

lion’s bone and

he lution of censure on a cabinet officer,
passed
could not: take it out without damaging the
nearly thirteen years ago. Just as the
roots, he planted it as it wae, and it came
Arkansas question had been taken up, Mr.
up, speedily, and bore, to his great joy, the
Schofield, of Pennsylvania, obtained unanimost delicious grapes, from which he made
mous consent for the consideration of a resothe firet wine, and gave it to men to drink.
But behold a miracle! When the men first lution to rescind the resolution passed April
drank of it they sang like birds; next, after 20, 1862, censuring Simon Cameron, then
drinking a little more, they became vigorous Secretary of War, for a certain contract for
military supplies, and after a few words
and gallant like lions; but when they
drank from Mr. Holmag
, on the Democratic, and
more still they began to behave litfe:asses.
Mr. Dawes, on the Republican side, the
aa
5
resolution was adopted without dissent.

Yon

General

oy

Moltke.

—

i

OBSERVATIONS

a

on

A correspondent of the Monde has been
visiting M. Moltke's estates at Creseau,

near Schweidnitze, in Silesia, and gives us

an account of the great tactician’s
The Marshal is always the fits te
1

2

day.
=

—

iron bedstead, almost the only furniture of
his bed-room, at five o'clock. He then,by
the aid of a spirit-lamp, warms up some
coffee which has been Jeft ready for him
over night, and goes out for a long walk.
At ten o'clock the Marchal goes up into his
library, and, whilst discussing his frugal
breakfast of a plate -of bouillon, or a glass
of wine and a slice of bread and butter, he

OF

VENUS'S

TRANSIT.

Mr. Airy, astronomer royal at Greenwich,
England, reports that he has received a
despatch from the transit of Venus obseryers at Kerguelen’s Island, through Stone and
O376el, Coke and Goodridge observed the
ingress.
Perry got a good observation on
the egress, and obtained some observations.

The weather was generally cloudy.
The
English photographs are poor. The Ameri-.
cans and Germans lost the internal contact.

The Americans obtained some photographs.
Rrof. Young arrived home Thursday, and
brings favorable reports.

A story is told of an old gentleman
reads his newspapers avd his letters. .. This .who always took notes of bis minister’s
finished, he gets to work on military mat- sermons, and on one occasion read them
ters, and draws out plans, &ec., until

roon,

when he sleeps till dinner-time
(two
o'clock). . The afternoon is spent in-writing
letters and walking, and at ten o'clock Von
Moltke goes to bed. The Marshal keeps
Sunday most rigidly, not a stroke of work
is done, but he goes to church at the head
of his household, and. occupies the rest of
the day in religious reading. Von Moltke
has a sincere reverence
and affection for his
wife; who died on the Christmas day of
1868. He himself designed the plan of her
tomb, which is situated

on an eminence

at

the end of the park, embowered in cypresses, and consists of a marble monument,
with a figure of Christ, and the inscription,

Love is the fulfillment of the law.” He
always carriessthe key about with him, and
on his arrival in the country his first visit
is to this mausoleum,

while rarely an even-

ing passes withou* his spending a few
ments at the tomb.
:

Events

—

mo-

/

STAR

ON

THE

BANNER.

In the hurry of its closing hours, the U.
S. House of Representatives came to the
Colorado

bill,

and

that

territory

was

at

length admitted as a State. .New Mexico
failed to get in, but wil] probably succeed
at the next trial.

This

makes

thirty-eight

states in the Union.
PINCHBACK

AND

SYPHER.

‘The cases of Pinchback. and Sypher,
claiming seats in Congress from Louisiana,
have been at length ciphered out, and both
are sent to the background. This action
will be likely to please nearly everybody
but the gentlemen themselves, and, most of

y

sentence.
‘I didn’t say that.” ¢ I know
you didn’t,” was the reply,‘ I put that in
myself to make sense.”
Method is essential 12a good habit,
imparts vigor to eharacter.

and

Washington Correspondence.
[3

CRP,

WASHINGTON,

D. C., March 3, 1875.

The forty-third Congress is approaching its
end.
To-morrow at 12 o’clock, it will take its
place with the Congresses that have preceded it in
history.
In many respects it will compare favorably with any of its predecessors, but in
some essential particulars, it has failed, and no
act at this late hour can red em it, or re-establish its character,
The failure of this Congress
tas come through its weakness; rather, perhaps
I should say, through its timidity and lack of
courage in avowing republican principles, and
in maintaining them in action by right legisla-

It has

.

seemed to think that the time has

come when it was necessary to let down in some
measure, the ‘sternness of republican ideas, and
compromise somewhat with rebels and Democrats. Poor pretexts, all of them.

——

ANOTHER

to the minister himself.
‘‘Stop, stay !" said
the latter, on the occurrence of a certain

tion.

4

of the Week.

Haws!

a

Winter holds on with

The wind ®as north, and blew strong and
‘As he sat cold, filling the air
with light snow and.

an American citizen) were brutally mur- frous light on the condition of these whom all, Messrs. Sheridan and Lawrence, who
thus get seats at the Capitol.
dered in a few moments of time,
The
be leaves behind; every layman who may
worshipers made such defense as possible
THE NEW SENATE,
be suspected of haber the smallest
under the circumstances.
Many were doubt in his own mind whether the Roman
The President having called an extra
wounded, bruised, gashed and left bleeding Catholic Church, —that is, the Pope acting
session of the Senate for March 5,the new
:
4s he did in 1854 and 1870,—has thé pow- smembers appeared and were sworn in - Fribut for his well-nourished physique, he the prayers of Christians. - At the Pive St. on the ground.
On the following day, by advice of the er of making definitions of faith,—that is,
would pass equally well for an English or F. Baptist church, meetings continue to be
day noon.
Andrew Johuson and General
American
Consul, Mr. Hutchinson went
an American gentleman,
held each evening as they have been most of aboard a ship in the harbor, and came to of promulgating dogmas which must be Burnside are said to have been cordially
believed,
—is to be put to the question hy received’ No business was transacted ex‘ Brought to Chuist,” to use his chosen the time for some weeks past.
this city, arriving on Tuesday of last week. bis priest, and if he can not answer satisphrase, under the ministry of Baptist: Noel,
cepl the offering of resolutions by Mr.
TEMPERANCE,
.
’
factorily, ‘excommunicated. Tt is eternal Morton of Indiana, recognizing
at nineteen, he became a Baptist of the Enthe Kellogg
Phe Aubuin Reform Club is vigorously at
eath and eternal torture not only to doubt government and admitting
glish liberal stamp (he is an intimate friend
Pinchback,
“Tischendorf.
of Mr, Spurgeon) and a zealous lay preach- work, its members having increased from
single word of the Pope uttered in the which were laid oyer, .
tL
e—a——
x
Dr. J; A. Broadus; in the course of wn form ‘and ‘manner adopted in’ 1854, bat
er, while carrying on (ultimately) an ex- twenty a week ago ‘last Sabbath, to some
THE WORKING OF CIVIL RIGHTS.
tensive business. In ‘conjunction with his sevgnty last Sabbath. = It should be remem: instructi¥e article in the Religious Herald
en to think it possible’ that any word so
“Even
the inadequate Civil Rights Bill,
father-in-law, he built, many years ago, a bered, that pone are eligible to membership op the eminent textual-critic, Tischendorf,
tered in all time to come should not be
chapel inthe part of London {o which his in clubstof this kind except such as have this. sums ‘up sghit he has and has not absolutely ‘binding on the faith and con- which Congress finally passed, is very dislabors were divected, . It is some, eleven been in the habit of« using intoxicating done :
tastefal to the Southerners. 6 As soon as it
science.’
oe
a
was proclaimed a law, leading hotel-keepyears: since the large church to which his drinks as a beverage. : A similar club was
!
7
Ini two tespects Tischendorf has done
official and unpaid ministry is given, was foimed in Lewiston, last Sabbath, with a more for the criticism of the New Testa"The canonry of ‘Westminster Abbey, va- ers in Baltimore, Alexandria; Richmond and
foundog by him, on the simplest and broad- membership as reported of some seventy- ment text: than any other wan. He has
nt by the death of the Rev. Charles other Southern’ cities, closed their houses
“st scheme of evangelical faith, and in strict five,/holdinga rousing meeting in the even- discovered, collated, published and digested
{ingsley, has been conferred on the Rev. father thar admit negroes. Colored people
independency, haying fellowship without ing at Lyceum hall. Thus this good work the materials to an extent and with a suc- Robingon Duckwork, M. A., Vicar of St. were also ejgeted. from barber shops and
tCtlesiasticnl connection with the Baptist goes bravely on,
0
which the new
’
cess to which even the gigantic labors of | Mark's, Hamilton-terrace, and chaplain in other places
Bt to enter. . If these
“ociation to which Mr.Sputizeon belongs.
law had giventhem.
The movement is interesting in this point Mill and Wetstein can not for a. moment be: ordinary to the Queen,
bila
.

THE WEATHER.

oy

Bacchus was a boy‘'Bé journeyed

reached his destination.

—Y——

ery

x

D

there, with his eyes upon the ground, he
saw a little plant ‘spring up between his drifting the highways and railroad cuts so
feet, and was so much pleased with it that [ull that travel was seriously impeded. The
he determined to take it with him and plant same condition prevailed in the West. In
it in Naxin. He too"up and carried it the. midst of such weather the thought of
away with him; but, as the sun’ was very approaching spring is rea'ly cheering. Only
hot, he feared it might wither before he it seems to approach very slowly.

Th Wong Si,

ley to different churches for Bible exercises,
between the above appointments.
Alf!
these services are well attended, #nd the
evening preaching draws a dense throng,
on whom decided effect is visible.

‘ AN

fat down upon a stone to rest.

special

given to dumb show which exudes a hugery, in fact, does not at all deserve to be
rely ticklfd and tickling drollery, with only a are others, doubtless many others, .in these
garded as an authority. If it be, asked,
chools, who have convictions on" {he
few incoherent and nearly stifled words to
subNEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
ject, but are not ready to identify them- “Then whose text is authority ?’. The
hint the theme,
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
selves fully with this elass, and others still answer must be, There is at present no
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
But the power of the man is in the Script- elsew
another’s, or whether he has subsgribed or not-—is
here who,if the way were open by the authority. The text-criticism of the New
ares. You would take him for a scholar by
responsible for dhe payment.
promi
se
of adequute aid, would be in the Testament is in a transition state. Within
If a person orders his
paper discontinuéd, he the nicety with which he handles
the shades school at once.
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may conthe last few years the school of Tregelles
s
tinue to send it until
ayment is made, and collect of significance in the Greek. But this is
the’ . Here is an openi
has reached results which begin to apy
the whole amount, w
er the paper is taken from
ng
for
Christ
ian
prayer
fruit of othef men’s research, and it is the
the office or not.
and Christian beneficence, full of necessity proach to scientific precision. There must
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
best, the most perspicacious and spiritual
newspapers and periodicals from the
ce, or
and full of promise. That it i$ understood ‘always continue to be room for question
removing and leaving them uncalled post-ofi
for, ix prima of modern
devout learning, which be has
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
and for improvement, as to text, translation
drawn to his aid. He is that rare expos- and appreciated is evinced by the general
and
exegesis. But before a great many
and
cheerf
ul response to the appeals of our
itor, the man who is not afraid of anything
years we shall have a far better text than
F,
Agent
,—J.
be can find in the Bible, whether new or
the lamented Tischendorf was capable of
old. Nothing undertaken, done or revealconstructing, and it will come from Enged by the Author of inspiration, can be so
The Mexican Outrage.
land, to which the scepter in text-criticism
transcendent as to be incredible with him.
—
OP
Eina
SE
Er
—v
‘now returns, after bein
Nor
are
the
forms
From
Califo
the
Christian Advocate | bese WOTA(1 UETIOANY
and
rnia
figures
which
serve
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1875.
as the alphabet of revelation too hold for of San Francisco, we clip the following
— | bis full aceeptance and free use. Preaching account of the Acapulco massacre as given The Force Bill.
Morning Prayer.
to inquirers, he assures them with startling by ‘the missionary himselfin charge at. the
—
Oe
boldness, that their idea of reforming and time:
Mr. George William Curtis does not beWhen first thy eyes unveil, give thy soul leave
On Sunday afternoon an immense con- lieve in arming the President with unlimitbecoming better men is a soul-destroying
To Jo the like ; our bodies but forerun
In still more startling phrase he gregation assembled at the Presbyterian ed authority so far as the South is concernThe spirit's daty. True hearts spread and heave delusion.
tells them that what ‘God demands is— Tabernacle to listen to a history of the ed. He says in Harper's Weekly :
Unto their god, as flowers do to the sun.
Give Him thy first thoughts then ; o shalt thou Death!
They are to throw themselves in- persecution and martyrdom of Protestant
If there are unlawful combinations in
keep
to the death: of Christ who died for their Christians at Acapulco—the horrors of any state so numerous and powerful that
Him company all day, and in Him sleep,
gins; in him and with bim to die also for January 26th. Rev.
M. N. Hutchinson, they oe overturned, or are overturning,
Yet never sleep the sun up. Prayer should
their sins; crucify the Adamic stock, and Superintendent Presbyterian missions in or thré¥ten to overturn the authorities by
Dawn with the day.
There are set, awtul hours put it away in renunciation and antagonism
Mexico, gave a calm narrative of the events violence which they can not control, then
"Twixt heaven and us, The manna was fiot good
—aniagonizing it with the divine nature which transpired, which remind us of the let those authorities, as the Constitution
After sun rising; far day sullies flowers.
provides, apply for assistance,which should
Rise to prevent the sun; sleep doth sins glat, ° imbibed by faith, as a complete supplanting fires kindled to eradicate heresy in the dark
But
And heaven's gate opens when this world’s is of the human in its essential force or prin- ages.” About four years ago an Agent of be and would be promptly rendered.
ciple. Until a new lite essentially divine is the Bible Society left a New Testament in upon what conceivable ground can a peoshut,
received, ye have no life in you, no begin- the hands of a native shoemaker in Acapulco. ple jealous of the safeguards of Jiberty auWalk with thy fellow-creatares; note the hush
Such are Atone- It was read with eagerness and led to his thorize the Chief Magistrate to suspend the
And whispers amongst
them.
Theres not a ning or potency of Jife.
spring
‘ment and Regeneration, as he unfolds them conversion.
His friends read the word and. great writ of freedom at his pleasure, beOr leal but hath his morning hymn. Each bush together (rom the preaching of Jesus in the with joy received the truth.
They met cause * two. or more persons’ interfere in
And oak doth know I am.
Canst thou nqt sing? gospel of John, and i
he letters of the together in private rooms to read, con- |an ‘ unlawful manner with the due execuOb, leave thy cares and follies! go this way,
apostles. As a specimen of undaunted faith verse and pray—and the numbers increased. tion of the laws of a state or of the United
And thou art sure to prosper all the day.
in the unextenuated text of revelation, I Finally, only a few weeks ago, they sent to | States?
The country can not be at peace
Serve God before the world ; let Him not go
have hardly ever heard anything like his the cily of Mexico for Mr. Hutchinson to and at war at the same time. If there is
Until thou hast a blessing; then resign
way of preaching Regeneration.
visit them and to organize them into a rebellion or domestic violence in Louisiana
The whole unto Him ; and remember who
Protestant church. He obeyed the call, or in any other state, the Constitution
Mr.
Varley
has
a
singular
way
of
dramaPrevailed by wrestling ere the sun did shine,
Pour oil upon the stories; weep for thy sin; tizing the treatment of inquirers, which I making a tedious, laborious and perilous |] ints out how it is to be dealt with, and
Then journey on, and have an eye to heaven.
should think might be a very effective econ- journey om a mule over the mountains to |the country will sustain the suppression of
—Henry Vaughan,
omy of4ime and labor, He takes some one Acapulco; had been withthem for a num- the rebellion. But if there is not rébellion,
— ore
:
on the stage with him, and they sit down ber of daysy holding services every evening, {here can be no reason for resorting to war
New York Correspondence. together, Bibles in hand. He then turns to teaching them the way oi’ the Lord more measures, while a general grant of power
§ the favorite saving text above referred to perfectly. Being satisfied that they were to the President to proclaim a rebellion and
New York, Feb. 2, 1875.
(** Who his own Self bore our sins,” etc.,) true disciples of Jesus, he organized the to suspend the writ at his pleasure, at a
MR. VARLEY AND HIS WORK,
and examines it by questions addressed to church and celebrated the sacrament of the time when his own personal and political
We have hardly anything of more genu- the supposed inquirer, causing him to ana- Lord’s Supper with them. Violent threats ambition might strongly tempt him to tHe
ine interest here at presént than the course Iyze the statement minutely and apply it to had been made from day to day by bigoted exercise of so extraordinary a power,would
of evangelism by Mr. Varley of London, in his own case, with one inevitable resultat papists, yet no attack had been made. ‘be one of the most fatal precedents in our
Association Hall. The daily exercises con- last—provided he is willing to accept it— Having been enrolled as members, a meet- history for the overthrow of constitutional
sist of morning and evening prayer meet- that his sins are taken away and borne ing was appointedto elect officers—deacons freedom. .
Mr. Hutchmson was provings (before and after preaching), afternoon for him, leaving him nothing to do but to and elders.
identially
detained
at bis room. There had
submit
himself
to
*
the
law
of
the
Spirit
of
Romish Persecution.
Bible-reading and exposition, and evening
preaching ; besides excursions by Mr. Var-+life in Christ Jesus.” In this scene the been no threats nor unusual excitement
—i. —

legend:

a.

Thursday, we had
through Hellas to'go to Naxia, and as the
way was very longhe grew very tired, and one of the severest sturms of the season.

sad the eritic, ‘and as'Tischendorf was erso
widely and
have

[}

J

O—

—

10

things appear in the green tree, what would
| have appeared in the dry?

|. There is a suggestive moral ij the follow-

authority to the text as printed by him,

i

to see themselves’
of that one text in
last four years—il- tonian Reform ; in this
we
manner the ex(ent combined,

and success of bis labors.
passing through this city on

| ever

Number

A Suggestive Legend.

pretty sure to become in the end immoders ing materials within general
reach, and by
ate drinkers, if not downright drunkards) awakening a wide-spread
interest through
In this respect it resembles the openin
his: personal ' enthusiasm, his remarkable”
temperance movement some forty, or fortys discoveries, and his anima
ted and imagifive years ago, which included so many of (native style of writing,
the young, that there resulted a largely
Bat ivis a great popular ‘mistake, how-

church, but holds evangelistic services all temperate generation,
over the kingdom.

1875.

compared. And he has popularized the

subject by fiffusing

times,

municants from other churches, whether
transient or enrolled as members. Nor is
it mentioned in the articles of creed or coyenant,
:
:
Mr, Varley does not in fact preach a
large proportion of the time in his own

10,

v

INCREASED

REVENUES.

Several measures have been adopted by this
Congress to increase the revenues of the government. This is an absolute necessity if the wheels

of government
are to be kept in motion.

More

money must come to the treasury, or repudiation,or what is its equivalent, a delay in dis
charging the obligations of the government must
ensue.
According to present appearances and
indications, we are.to have an increase of the
tax upon whiskey and tubacco.
The duty upon
tea and coffee may also be restored, and several
other sources of revenue are to be opened.
:

THE

CIVIL

RIGHTS

BILL,

This measure is now the law of the land, and
though not all it shold be, is something yielded
to liberty.
Every Democrat .in Congress, and
some Republicans, are on record against it, and
in the light of such fats, it is easy to see that
there arenot a few people in this land of the
free who would hold men at a large disadvan-

tage before the law, because of the color of their
skin.

EQUALIZATION OF BOUNTIES,

:

This measure, which passed the House, has
just gone through the Senate with some amendments.
It is thought, however, that these will
be concurred in by the House, and that the bill
will become a law.
All understand the object of this bill to be to
-equalize bounties so that those who served early
in the war shall fuxe as well as those who came
in at a later day. .
:

THINGS IN GENERAL:
The country must not take any stock in the
continued utterances of the sensational press,like

the New York Herald and Tribune, that the
President is seeking athird term.
tending

to

speak

in

still assert that I have

any.

Without pre

authoritative

the means

way, I

of knowing

that there is no truth whatever,in saying the
President is seeking any such thiog.
As to changes in the cabinet, the probabilities

are that there may

be some

in a few days.

Of

this, however, 1 do not presume to speak from
any knowledge of a positive character,
| PHAROS.

rr ETS

THE

BOSTON AND

I..

=

Volume

5

Mr. Gladstone

the uncultivated potatoes, though rarely exceed-

proceedings.

was passed with

the
128
to
hill

but

few

modifi

the

bills

for

sum of $655, into the hands of the present owner.

The tap-wife sells her foaming beer,

~.In a. jubilee

Dan Fisher fisheth in the mere;
And courtiers rufile, strut and shine,

The farmer he must feed them all,
Smith bammereth cherry-red the sword,
Priest preacheth pure the Holy Word;

be sold by L

will shortly

It was'preserved in the Penn

Poges,

and

ceremony in

Clerk Richard tales of love can tell;

passed, for the

1775, two beys who

accompanied the cross as acolytes quarreled and
fought one another with the golden candlesticks.
One of them became Pope Leo XII., the other

‘While pages bring the Gascon wine ;

But fall to each whute’er befall,

The farmer he must feed them all.

Pius VIIL

Man builds his castles fair and high,

An invention is reported from Paris which, it
suid, is likely to do away with the use of
matches, The invention consists of an electric
battery

small

enough

to

be

carried

in

Wherever river runneth by;
Great cities rise in every land,
:
Great churches show the builder’s hand ;

one’s

Fair palaces and pleasing bowers;
Great work is done, be it here or there,
And well man worketh everywhere ;
But work or rest, whate’er befall,

Thursday, the Senate passed the bill provid-

Recently a man fell a depth of 170 feet intoa
ing for the counting of votes for President and chasm in the Swiss mountains. He was unhurt.
Vice-President. © The House contented itself His escape was attributed to the miraculous inwith the reading of the force bill, at the end of tervention of a saint, whose image he wore.
One of the newspapers ridiculed this fancy, and
the filibuster, and adjourned shortly after four the government authorities have proceeded
o'clock.
against the newspapers for * attacking the conFriday, the sundry civil appropriation bill science and morals of the public and for a gross
was considered in the House, and some amend- and gratuitous insultto the persons professing
ments offered. In the evening the force bill the church religion,

was debated, and Mr, Hawley of Connecticut
made an important speech. The Senate debated the civil rights bill.

The Royal Humane Society of England, which
celebrated its centenpial last year, is the best

+p

Saturday, the ipefficiént

civil

rights

bill

known of all life-saving societies in the civilized
world, though thére are few nations which can
not boast similar organizations.
The Royal

was

passed by the Senate, after a long debate. The
House passed the force bill by a majority of 21,
after some very earnest protests had been made
against the suspension of the writ of habeas
corpus; among these being an effective
by Mr. Pierce, of Massachusetts,

Life-Saving Sociely of Belgium has decided to
give fresh impetus to the sciende of preserving
life, and has announced a congress and interna-

speech

tional exposition at Brussels, to take place in
June, 1876. Tt will be an exhibition of all lifesaving apparatus, appliances for safety, ventilation, hygiene, ete.

MISCELLANEOU 8.
‘Wagner and Gordon, the two Maine murderers, have been reprieved for four weeks on a
. question of constitutionality in the signing of the
death warrants.

At Mons, in Belgium, they had a scene in
court that would have made a Montana man feel

at home.

Informer Jayne has made propositions to the
corporation attorney of New York to settle the
Tammany ring suits.

succession toward all the other

the fifteenth amendment and the civil rights bill,
the mayor replied: “I ‘know all about those
laws, but you can rest assured that, notwithstanding them, no marriage between whites and
blacks can take place in this hall while I am
mayor of the city.

The majority of the strikers at the Mechanics’
Mill, Fall River, have returned to their work.
In other mills the situation remains uncbanged.
for the de-

Holloway’s pills will be reagof with less aversion, if they are not taken with greater ease,

Wednesday.
He
cause of Tilton’s

when it is known that he is one of the prominent
English philanthropists. Some time ago he

speech

fense in the Beecher trial,
claims that jealously was the

built a sanitarium
for the insane ata
hundred and fifty thousand pounds.

action against the pastor of Plymouth church.
The rates for freight: transportation from Bos-

ton to the West continue to be

from

20

competition.

M. Meunier has recently advanced the, theory
that the planet Mars is much older than the
earth, because of the ratification of its atmosphere and the small extent of its seas. The’
form of the latter, he says, is exac'ly that which
the terrestrial oceans would assume after partial
absorption by the earth’s crust. If, for example,
the Atlantic were absorbed sothat only that
portion included in the contour made ‘by the
uniform depth of 12,000 feet were left, the shape

A personal altercation. between Messrs, Po.
land and Butler, in which very - plain language
was used by the former gentleman,

place

at

.is reported

Washington, Thurs.

Mr. Wheeler's compromise proposition has
been accepted by the
Louisiana
conservatives.
Freshets are reported from various parts of the
country. Much damage has been done.
The centennial anniversary of Leslie’s retreat
from North Bridge, Salem, Mass, was duly celebrated in that city, Friday. An address was

mittee.

The proposition for alfjistiaent of the Lotis-

The following
card from

Henry.

C. Bowen

as having

been

‘nant fabrications from beginning
tute of even

to

end, desti-

one particle of truth, as said Tracy

can learn if he will call me to the witness stand,
in which

event he will find that

lieve in the doctrine said to be

I

do

not

taught

by

that # lying is justifiable under certain

be-

him

pevding

The

following gentlemen

Chinese fanatics have destroyed the telegraph
line between Foo Chow and Amoy.

bees.

void, -

5 Ll

hago

Carlists _ is reported. ‘The latter

‘hombarded

100 hives are all he can care for.

has

oné man had control of 170 hives
nearly 17,000 pounds of surplus.

:

Suppose

have

kindly

of New

York.

Contestants

til

it

has

eure.

i

passed

would

realize at this rate over $1,700,—meore than $1,400
above what his wages for a few months would
have been and the interest on the capital invested. ‘But, says oue, ‘he has not paid for his
stock and may not do it another year.’ But he
has it on band and itis not depreciated in value.
Possibly it has increased.
He can sell or try
another year.
* If a profit of $1,400 is thought too much in
one season for an investment of $1,000, let him
put one-half aside for a poor season and say he
bas only $700. It is not bad even at that. I would

what;

‘becoming

past

otherwise, too

many

would be

tional tendency in children.

eye

urged

to save

want to begin,

Only 4 few months

must

understand

and whatever

the
he is

and I think he will have his reward, even if he
seeks no other than that of dollars and cents.
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Or
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Among the feathered creation

the “ raven

“

the eagle

parrot, are

and
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known to survive one in
more. The melody of the
mythological. Upon approach of death the bird
quits the water, sits down upon thé bunks, lays
11% head upon the ground, expands its wings a
trifle and expires, uttering no sound.

The extreme longevity of the parrotis equally
authentic. In the Zoological Gardens of London there is a macaw that was admitted to the

and

of a ceptury in Europe,
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how
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CASE No. 11.
This is the case of a man in the prime of life who
OIL.
;
had contracted this disease through a bad cold six
ears
. Favored by a scrofulous’condition of
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e blood,
the disease sent its acid poison to every
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It is with pleasure we refer to the fact that ever
since its introduction, many members of the medical
faculty have unhesitatingly given the RADICAL CURE
their approval, and have in private recommended
and encouraged the use of it. “ Yon are aware,”
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similar misfortunes. — Science of Health,

subject is almost

They do not know
or what todo;
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entirely

teract the tendency to near-sightedness

used the tools of a carpenter, mason, or cabinetmaker undertake to build a house and furnish
it as for one wholly ignorant of bee-keeping to

they want
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Pima,

BUTTER.

cuccessful In the prevention of this evil, will be
productive of immense good. Efforts to coun-

On the 16th of Janua-

since he had put the poor creature into durance
vile, he broke open the cavity, at fhe Museum
of Natural History, and found the toad within
alive and well, though in a torpid condition. Nor
has it, since its release, taken upy, nourishment
whatever.

the

severance on the part of teachers, if not

wait to become acquainted with the business by
practicing on a small scale. I need not say that
as well might the man who had Hever seen or

knowledge of it,
The ignorance of some on the

8 13
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The uncertainty of this kind of ‘stock has a
tendency to discourage young men from beéginning. Perhaps it is as well ‘that it :dges some-

scripts forsyarded to ‘be atthe disposal of the
‘ Rocky Mountain Presbyterian.”

the 15th of that month, five years, day
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coneiderably aided by a permauent vertical line
placed conspicuously on the black-board, representing the proper distance of the ese from the
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apiaries that would go still further to show that | ‘of this defect in vision resulting from improper
bee-keeping is more Feamertive than many use of his eyes in school days will not need to be
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There is one defect of the eye, resulting large-
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LUMBER.

Cause of Near-sightedness.

He wants hives'and fixings,

forty or fifty suitable hymns be ¢ontributed, they

and,

Desperate fighting between the Alfonsists and

Suppose a mian

raven, the swan and

in consequence

Another English steamer has heen lost. Six
_ ‘persons were | drowned and eighteen are migslag.

it?

to get even. Take a season such as the present
has been ten miles south of the Mohawk, where

from the crib two miles under the lake fo the
pumping-werks, and. thence four miles south«
west dingonally under the city, carrying the
decree such Amaysiages have hesu “deelared null pure water of the lake six miles to the point.of

‘and

by

1875, attaching a nom de plume to their hymn, or
poem, and giving their true name in a sealed envelope. Honorable mention will be made of the

of the city were decorated,
The resignation of O’Callaghan, member of
Parliament from Tipperary, Ireland, bas been

' of his having voted for the disqualification of
John Mitchel,
The Berlin' correspondent of the. London
Times says the memorial of the Protestant cler®Y of Spain asks the intercession of Protestant
powers in behalf
of those who, once priests, embraced the reformed religion,
and married while
the republic was in ex
» a8 by a recent

the

cost "$400 more.
Here is $1,000 invested. The
interest
of this amountsto $70. Hé must ramse
that and $200 he could have raised on a farm

gians, In England, the annual consumption of
coffee by each person is one and one-eighth
Mr. Davis, the American minister of Berlin y | pounds; in France, two and one-balf; in Germany four,in Denmark.five ind one-half; in Switzgave a dinner in celebration of Washington's
birthday. The houses of the American residents erland, six; in the United States, seven; in Bel-

by his constituents

be made

they cost him $600.

A cuble despatch announces the death of Sir
Charles Lyell, the eminent geologist.
©

. demanded

on

no bees to start with, but has a knowledge of
the business. He can earn at ordinary -farm
work $200 in the summer season. He wants

address the Rev. Dr. Hatfield, No. 149 West 34th
Bt., New York City, N. Y..on or before July 1st,

with impermeable

FOREIGN.

to

Like the mechanic,

ment in natural history.

appro.

money

house from cellar to garret,

less than 48

ry, in the year 1870, he eaused a cavity to be bol”
lowed in a large stone, put a'toad into the eavity, and then sealed wp the mouthof the cavily

of

an address

authority

¢ Is the business profitable? Will it pay? The
leading principle will predominate here. Is

meetings ; also, a prize of fifty dollars ($50), for

stolen

There
is & possibility of an ‘extra session
pass the

Mission

A French naturalist, M. Margelidet, has jpst
published the results of an interesting experi-

The strikers at Fall River remain inactive,
There are reports of gross outrages by the miners
in the Pennsylvania
coul regions.
Congress, in June, to
priation bills.

Home

circum.

from Adams Expressa month ago was recovered from a sister of John Sweeney, a clerk of
the company, who has been arrested.
+

or

yl

‘stances. »

Three thousand ‘dollars of the ‘money

worship

more meritorious ‘hymns dnd poems.’

‘engaged in any conspiracy whatever, are malig-

by M. Quimby, who is good
subject of bee-keeping :

the best Home Mission poem, of not

all of the City

and jury in the

the said statements refer to me

for public

D. D., and the Rev. Thomas S. Hastings, D. D.,

published :—The statements made by Mr. B,
F. Tracy in his opening addressto the-court’
as
Brooklyn scandal case, 86 far

3

from

son apparently anxious to go into business sent
to me to inquire the price of a pair of bees. I

consented to act as a cemmittee of award: Rev,
Edwin F. Hatfield, D. D., Rev. lren®as Prime,

is

OO

illuminated

ro

Chicago and North - Western

: 1

a

Clear Pine.£5 00 @56 00

cardboard, and the name of the variety, hight
of growth, native country, etc., written under
the tronds. It will be found astonishing how
very quickly a collection of this kind can be got
up, as single fronds are easily obtained.— The
Garden.

"The Rocky Mountain Presbyterian” (Rev.
Sheldon Jackson, D. D., Editor, Denver, Colarodo), is authorized to offer a prize of one hundred

lines.

iana troubles has been accepted by the conséryative committee at Washington.

—

handsomely

being mounted

Profits of Bee-keeping.
:

some

ence on ferns might be made up,

incredible.

suitable

Majority and mincrity reports have been
made by the Mississippi investigating com-

The farmer he must feed them all.
— Charles @. Leland.

The following
is an extract

In Ron

The fronds selected for mounting in this way
should be those of small and light-looking varieties, as large and heavy-growing frouds would
make a small arrangement of this description
look heavy.
In this way a capital book of refer-

would be exactly similar to that'of some of the
seas recognized in Mars,
:

dollars ($100), for the best Home Mission hymn,

deliygred by the Hon. George B. Loriag.

L

cost of a
Now h:

has purchased an estate at Egham for £25,000
on whieh he proposes to build a magaificent and
perfeetly appointed college for women.

to 25

per cent. cheaper than from New York, owing to

as having taken

left,

A colored man and a white woman having
asked Mayor Wickham of New York to marry
them, he refused to perform the ceremony, saying: ** While I am mayor of this city I shall
never marry a black man to a white woman, nor
a black woman toa white man.”
To a bystander who suggested that perhaps he had not read

$400,000.

began his

functionaries of

justice, and they all left. ' Then the accused
and they have not seen him since.

The anti-filibustering rules have proved a
dead failure, the lower branch of Congress
being Wednesday evening afflicted with a new
style of filibustering, which kept the members in
their seats all night.
Washington's birthday was very quietly observed.
The glue works of Wahl Brothers of Chicago
were burned Monday. The loss is estimated at

General Tracy

The prosecuting attofney insulted the

accused, whereupon the accused drew a revolver and pointed the muzzle towards the attorney, who left. He then pointed it in deliberate

or under

We

g- 28 fet

way has an effective appearance if placed round

Great arches, monaménts and towers,

wyitcoat pocket, and costing only five cents.

@.. 30

Calf Skins vi.

glued with a fine brusb,so as to make them
stick to the paper. Should any gold or silver
varieties be amongst those selected, they should
be placed so.as to show the colors of the und
sides of the fronds. The light-colored m
which is to be found growingon old trunks of
trees, if interspersed through the ferns, tends
to give the arrangementa light and elegant appearance, A wreath of ferns mounted in this

§

$y

Oak Sole ..... 84 8: 40 |Oolong.....v.. 30810: I reaches Badine, Hi enosha,

like white

fronds to have been arranged according to taste,
they should
be lifted up again and; their backs

Churchyard”

collection at Stoke

after receiving several amendments
The sun.
dry civil appropriation bill was considered in
the House, and. a lively debate took place
on the
judiciary department.
An attempt
to bring forward the
* force -bill” in the
evening was strenuonsly objected to by the
democrats, and the House was kept in session
all night.

Some

Dame Alice worketh ’broidery well,

Country

auction in London.

admission of Colorado and Mexico were passed,

°

cardboard should be procured.

Bat fal to each, whate’er befall,

The original manuseript of Gray’s “ Elegy in a

the

«|

cardboard ; others nicely .tinted, which is the
best. The ferns should then be laid lightly on
itand arranged in the form uf a bouquet or in
whatever shape desired. The position of each
fern should be indicated before it is glued down,
as alter that it could not be well removed wilh.
out marking the cardboard. Supposing the

And the soldier wars without een’ fear;

nal, and in rhymed fourteen-sylimbled meter.

House, the tax bill was passed
to 118, notwithstanding strenkill it with amendments. The
is printed in the congressional

Wednesday, in the Senate

as any

28883

Tuesday, the Senate concurred with ‘the House
in repealing the Pacific Mail contract for 1872.
The army bill

good

The translation of the Aneid, which the distinguished English poet, Mr. William Morris, is.
‘engaged on, will be line for line with the origi

eral measures of minor importance.

cations. In
by a vote of
uous efforts
text of the

us

the maiden muses on marrying;
minstrel harpeth merrily,
sailor plows the foaming sea,
huntsman kills the good red deer

27

Oningee
a

been removed, they should

avaeaSa

sev-

inch in diameter, taste

And
The
The
The

After the ferns bave

Sole
B. Ayres....

be dried between sheets of botanical drying
paper. , Even old newspapers or blotting paper
will answer the purpose,
Presumiog that a collection of dried ferns is & hand, a sheet of nice

ZUeE8EE

and. passed

ing sn
other.

All.
bi,

My lord rides through the palace gate,
My lady sweeps along in state;
The suge thinks long on many a thing,
{

Rar pS

By taking a little trouble, pretty pictures’ may
often be made of fern fronds, considered useless
in the greenhouse, or at all, events, by the use
of a few which may be cut off and never missed.

a

amending it in regard to the franking privilege.
The House virtually defeated Scott’s subsidy bill

for the Texas Pacific Railroad,

side, and

the mountain

Feedeth

aii ug
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post-office bill,

Both are

found growing

Farmer
——

mountain, is the home

of the heliotrope and the Irish potato,
wild on

The

—

OR

8, 187 8.

‘Mounting Ferns.

wee

amendments, and discussed

: Orizaba, Mexico’s avo

with

bills

Rosin

the

and

Rural any Domestic,

fs?

Monday, a very large amount of business was
transacted in both ‘branches of Congress. The
Senate passed the Indian appropriation, the
academy

received $7500

as copywright from his pamphlet on the Vatican
Decrees, and it is stated that he wrote it in two
days.

CONGRESSIONAL.

military

.

is said to bave
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done in the best manner at this Office
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THE MORNING STAR

*

municants from
other churches,
:
transient or enrolled as members.

in these

Rev. LD. STEWART,

Publisher

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money,
should be sent. {7 writing to this office
the name of the State should always be given.
All communications des!
for
publication
should be addressed to the
Editor, BOSTON, Mass.
Terms: $3.00 per year; or if paid’ strictly IN Ap-

JANCE, $2.

REMITTANCES
must be made in money oxders, bank cheeks, or draft , if possible. When nel:
ther of these can be Rrosured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters rheRevet requesiod to do so.
loners thus sent will be at
isk, Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may
be dedacted from the amount due,when thus sent. Agents

are particularly requested to make their remittances

as large as possible and thus save ex
8.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is re¢ceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until Rarinent of all arrearages is made as required by law.
:
Kach subscriber is particularly
nested to uote
the date on the label
for the expiration of hig subscription, and to, forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.
Liberal discount i¢ made to those who pay in advance, and our object is to secure advance payment

as the rule.

SPECIAL

OFFERS,

Clubs of sx or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 cach, strictly

in advance, there being no arrearage on the part

old subseribers.

of

Any subscriber
who will farnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have
the two copies of the paper at
$1.50, strictly in advance.
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Establishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
this they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
they receive, except on money sent for clubs; then
itis Jroper that the subscribers should pay the commission, if any is desired.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office~whether directed (o his name or
another’, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment,
If a person orders his
paper discontinuéd, he
Poy all arrearages, or

the publisher

may

eon-

tinue to send it until payment is made, and collect
the whole amount, w
r the paper is taken from
the office or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofice, or

removing and leaving

them

uncalled

for,

facie evidence ol intentional frand.

ir prima

The Horning Star.
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ero
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compared,

10, 1875.

Prayer.

EY

When first thy eyes unveil, give thy soul leave
To do the like; our Loi
forerun
The spirit's daty. True
ris spread and heave
Unto their god, as flowers do to the sun.
Give Him thy first thoughts then ; so shalt thou
keep
Him company all day, and im Him sleep, -

ed by the Young Men's Christian Associa- tendance at the college proper has been
however, of 1e-visiting this country at a fa-

ture time,
Mr. Varley's style is. dramatic, and much
varied in action and locality. He seems to
need a large stage, which he traverses restlessly, and often likes a post to put his arm
1 around, or takes a chair for a little more
confidential talk, or plumps down on the
floor ; te emphasizeZror illustrate. The vari:

classes in the Theological School during the
present term, increasing the roll to a

past.

The number studying for the minis
:
tty here in all departments, shown by Heme
bership in the Theological School, or by
accepting aid from the Ed. Society, is rising forly. Adding to these those of the

4
ely{ Is as great
in his syley of discourse, |.
which is by

turns

argumentative,

colloqui-

al, eloquent, pathetic, or humorous.
latter vein, he

is,

like

Thomas

In the

Whitaker,

given to dumb show which exudes a hugely tickled and tickling drollery, with only. a
few incoherent and nearly stifled words to |
hint the theme.
But the power of the man is iv the Scriptares. You would take him for a scholar by
the nicety with which he handles the shades
of significance in’ the Greek. Bat this is the
fruit of other men's research, and it is the
best, the most perspicacious and spiritual
of modern devout learning, which he has
drawn to his aid. He is that rare expos-

their

boldness, that

reforming and

ides of

num-

ber greater than for some fourteen years

class connected with Hillsdale College,

and we have between sixty and seventy
young men in the course of preparation,

publicly committed

to

this work.

There

are others, doubtless many others, in these

has populdPied

the

~

A Suggestive Legend.

in

the

unextenuated

text

things appear in the green tree, what would
have appeared in the dry?

ject, but are not ready to identify themselves fully with this class, and others still
elsewhere who,if the way were open by the

promise of Adequate aid,
Schools at once.

Here is an opening

would

be

for Christian

in

the

prayer

and Christian beuneficence, full of necessity

and full of promise.

Sa,
af di 4

The Mexican

markable man. Without external advanlages, having been bred a London tradesman (a butcher), his diction, pronunciatiop
and tone are unexceptionably those of culture and good society ; noticeably better, for
instance, than of Newman

none

of the

Hall.

insular

You rec-

solecisms,

phrase or accent unless sivk, expressions

to Chyist,” to use

——

his chosen

phrase, under tlie ministry of Baptist: Noe),
al nineteen, he became a Baptist of the English liberal stamp (he is an intimate friend
of Mr, Spurgeon) and a zealous lay preach.

——

= LEWISTON, ME., March 3, 1875.
CHURCHES.

The Rev: Mr.Chase of the Baptist church,
Lewiston, baptized thirty converts last Sun-

in dayj->-Af

as ‘* different to” may beso classed—and
but for his well-nourished physique, he
would pass equally well for an English or
an American gentleman.
:
* Brought

Special Correspondence.

the evening

meetings

pr
there
was
some interest,
and
svveral for the first time came forward for

At the Pine

to some
seventy last Sabbath. It should be rememyears ago, a bered, that pone are eligible to membership

In ‘conjunction with his

father-in-law, he built, many
the part

of Lontlon to which his

labors were divected, It is some, eleven
Years gince the large church to which his

official and wopaid ministry

is given was

founded by him,vn the simplest and broad:

“st scheme of evangelical filth, and in strict

“independency, having fellowship. without

teclesiastical ‘connection with the Baptist

“hssociation to which Mr"Sputgé¢on belongs.

all deserve to be re-

and for improvement, as to text, translation

| the lamented Tischendorf was capable of
‘Dow returns, after being

—

From

the

of San

Francisco, we

account

of the Acapulco massacre as given

by the missionary
time:
On

Supday

gregation

himselfin charge at the

assembled

Tabernacle

ciip the following

afternoon

an

immense

con-

at the Presbyterian

to listen to a history

/of the

persecution and martyrdom of Protestant
Christians at Acapulco—t
horrors of
. Hutchinson,
| January 26th. Rev.
M,
Superintendent Presbyterian missions .in
Mexico, gave-a'calm narrativeof the events
which

transpired,

come

from Eng-

which remind us of the

to

for a century and

2 half held hr Germany.

California Christian Advocate

wounded, bruised, gashed and left bleeding

*

.

Tischendorf.
—

Dr.

—

¥

Ji A. Broadus; in the courseof

:

sat down upon

a stone to rest,

i

an

He found a lion's bone, which

than the bird’s skeleton, and he

was thicker members.
stuck

the

grew out of the lion's bone likewise.

Then

he found the bone of an ass, larger till

and bore, to his great joy, the
most delicious grapes, from which he made
the first wine, and gave it to men to drink.
But behold a miracle! When the men first
drank of it they sang like birds; next, after
drinking a little more, they became vigorous
and gallant like lions; but when they drank

more still they began to behave like asses.
Vultee
++

General

the

iron

Constitution

points out how it is to be dealt

with,

and

the country will sustain the suppression of
the rebellion.

But if there is not

rebellion,

{here can be no reason for resorting to war
measures, while a general grant of power
to the President to proclaim a rebellion ard

to suspend the writ at his

Yon Moltke.

bedstead,

almost the only farniture of

freedom.
{"

)
Romish

consists

| The recent excommunication of Mr. H.

is to this mausoleum,

Events

Petre, a member of a distinguished family

‘Catholic Church,—that is, the Pope acting
as he did in 1854 and 1870,—has the pow¢ér of making definitions of faith,—that is,

which ‘must

be

believed,
—is to be put to the question hy
Wis priust, and if be can

not answer satisIt is eternal
ath and, eternal torture not only to doubt

factorily, ‘excommunicated.

single ‘word of the Pope uttered in the

orm and

manner

while rarely an even-

adopted in 1854,

of the Week.
———

ANOTHER

STAR

bat

instructive article in the Religious Herald hen to think it possible’ that any word so
tered in all time to come should not be
on the eminent textual-critic. Tischendorf,
in clubs of this kind ‘except such as have thus sums up what he has and has not absolately ‘binding on the faith and constience,
been in the habit of . using intoxicating done :
A
iy
drinks as a beverage. A similar club’ was
“In two respects Tischendorf has done
formed in: Lewiston, last Sabbath, with a more for. the criticism of the New Testa! The canonry of Westminster Abbey, vamembership as reported ‘of some seventy- ment téxt than avy other wan. He has | nt by the death of the Rev. Charles
five, holding a rousing meeting in the even- discoveréd, collated, published and digested | Kingsley, has (been conferred on the Rev.
obingon Dnckwork, M. A., Vicar of St.
ing at Lyceum hall, Thus this. good work the materials {o an extent and witha suc‘goes bravely on.
;
cess to which even the gigantic labors’ of | Mark's, Hamilton-terrace, and chaplain in
The movement is interesting, in this point Mill and Wetstein can not for a moment be ordinary to the Q:gen.

ON

\
THE

BANNER.

In the burry of its closing -hours, the U.
S. House of Representatives came to the
Colorado bill, and that territory was -at

asa State.

New

Mexico

failed to get in, but will probably succeed
at the next trial. This makes thirty-eight
states in the Union.

‘in England charged with the crime of refus-

dogmas

monument,

ing passes withou‘ his spending a few moments at the tomb.

length admitted

Persecution.
—@ Gn.

of premulgating

of a marble

figure of Christ, and the inscription,
is the fulfillment of the law.” He
carries the kéy about with him, and
arrival in the country his first visit

pleasure, at a

time when his own personal and political
ambition might strongly tempt him to the
exercise of so extraordinary a power,would
be one of the most fatal precedents in our
history for the overthrow of constitutional

(BR

&

§
|

0]

Schofield, of Pennsylvania, obtained unanimous consent for the consideration of & reso-lution to-rescind the resolution passed April
20, 1862, censuring Simon Cameron, then
Secretary of War, for a.certain contract for

military

supplies, and

after a few

from Mr. Holman, on the

words

Democratic, and

Mr. Dawes, on the Republican side, the
resolution was adopted without dissent.
OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS'S TRANSIT.

PINCHBACK

AND

SYPHER.

The cases of Pinchback and Sypher,
claiming seats in Congress from Louisiana,
have been at length ciphered

cans and (Germans lost the internal contact,

but the gentlemen themselves, and, most of
all, Messrs. Shetidan and Lawrence, who

thus get seats at the Capitol.
SENATE,

A

story

is told

of an

old

gentleman

who always-took notes of bis minister's
sermons, and on one occasion read them
to the minister himself.
*‘Stop, stay I" said
the latter, on the occurrence of a certain

sentence.
you

‘I didn’t

didn’t,”

say that.”

was the

¢ I know

reply,‘ I put that in

myself to make sense.”
Method

is essential

12 a good habit, and

imparts vigor to character.

Washington Correspondence.
————
WASHINGTON,

D. C., March 3, 1875.

The forty-third Congress is approaching its
end. To-morrow at 12 o’clock, it will take its
place with the Congresses that have preceded it in
history.
In many respects it will compare favorably with any of its predecessors, but in
some essential particulars, it has failed, and no
| act at this late hour can red em it,or re-establish its character.
The failure of this Congress
tas come through its weakness; rather, perhaps

I should

sar, through

courage in avowing

its timidity

and

lack of

republican principles,
and

in maintaining them in action by right legislation. It has seemed to think that the time has
come when it was necessary to let down in some
measure, the sternness of republican ideas, and
compromise somewhat with rebels and Democrats, Poor pretexts, all of them.

INCREASED ‘REVENUES.
Several measures have been adopted by this
Congress to increase the revenues of the government. This is an absolute necessity if the wheels

of government
are to be kept in motion.

More

money must come to the treasury, or repudiation,or what is its equivalent, a delay in discharging the obligations of the government must
ensue. According to present appearances and
indications, we are -to have an increase of the
tax upon whiskey and
jubacco. The duty upon
tea and coffee may also be restored, and several
other sources of revenue are to be opened.

THE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL,
This measure

is now

the law of the land, and

though not all it sholild be, is something yielded
to liberty, Etery Democrat in Congress, and
some Republicans, are on record against it, and
in the light of such fats, it is easy to see that
there arenot a few people in this land of the
free who would hold men at a large disadvan
tage before the law, because of the color of their
skin.
:

The President having called an extra
session of thie Senate for March 5,the new
EQUALIZATION OF BOUNTIES.
amembers appeared and were sworn in FriThis measure, which passed the House, has
day noon. Andrew Johuson and General just gone through the Senate with some amendBurnside are said td have been cordially ments. It is thought, however, that these will
be concurred in by the House, and that the bill
teceived® No business was transacted ex- will
become a law.
io
.cepl the offering of resolutions by Mr.
All understand the object of this bill to be to
Morton of Indiana, recognizing
the Kellogg equalize bounties so that those who served early
government

and

admitting

Pinchback,

which were laid over,
THE

Even

WORKING

the

OF

inadequate

CIVIL

Civil

in the war shall faxe as well
in at a later day.

as those

who came

THINGS IN GENERAL.

RIGHTS.

Rights Bill,

The country must not take any stock in the
continued utterances of the sensational press,like

which Congress finally passed, is very dis- the New York Herald and Tribune, that the
tasteful to the Southerners.
As soon as it President is seekingimthird term. Without pretending to speak in any. authoritative way, X

was proclaimed a law, leading hotel-keep-

ers in Baltimore, Alexandria, Richmond and
other Southern cities, closed their houses

rather thar admit negroes. .. Colored people
were also

ejgeted.

other places /
nw.had givondom

from

ighto :

barber

f'Which:
enter.

shops

the,

and

new
If these

“ty

The Americans obtained some photographs.
Prof. Young arrived home Thursday, and
brings favorable reports.

out, and both

are sent to the background.
This action
will be likely to please nearly everybody

THE NEW

the egress, and obtained some observations.
The weather was generally cloudy. The
English photographs are poor. The Ameri-

still assert that I have the means of knowing
that there is no ‘truth whatever, in saying

the

President is seeking any such thiog.
As to changes in the cabinet, the probabilities
are that there may ‘be some in. a few days.
Of
this, however, Ido: not presume to speak from

any knowledge of a positive character

:

;

or "7
EY

the Post Office. Depart
:

MadoiseMevsre
Town,byway. of
The Marshal is always the first stirring in Cape
Corbet, Coke and Goodridge observed the
his house in the morning, quitting his little ingress. Perry got a good observation on

with a
Love
always
on his

state,

ment,

My. Airy, astronomer royal at Greenwich,
A correspondent of the Monde has been
England, reports that he has received a
visiting M. Moltke's estates at Creseau, despatch from
the transit of Venus obserynear Schweidnitze, in Silesia, and gives us ers at Kerguelen’s
Island, through Stone and
an account of the great .tactician's day.

es, and

other

wanently back on

roots, he planted it as it was, and it came Arkansas question
had been taken up, Mr.
up speedily,

or

any

consequence

than that of the lion, so ke put it into the
SIMON CAMERON VINDICATED.
ass’s bone; and thu¥ he made hig way to
The remarkable spectacle was presented,
Naxia. When about to set.the plant, he Tuesday,
of the House of Representatives
found that the roots had entwined thempausing in the midst of the hurry of the last
selves around the bird’s skeleton and the (hree
days of the session, to rescind a resolion’s bone and the ass’s bone; and as he
lution of censure on a cabinet officer, passed
could not take it out without damaging the nearly
thirteen years ago. Just as the

rebellion or domestic violence in Louisiana

in

It is n't of much

that only agricultural documents are to pass

in it into the bone after next December.
We shall doubtless
Ere long, however, the plant have the whole burden speedily and per-

skeleton with the plant

of the lion.

his bed-room, at five o'clock. Ie then,by
the aid of a spirit-lamp, warms up some
Co
The Force Bill.
;
coffee which has been left ready for him
Mr. George William Curtis does not be- over night, and goes out for a lon walk.
lieve in arming the President with unlimit- At ten o'clock the Marshal goes up into his
ed authority so far as the South is concern- “library, and, whilst discussing his fiugal
breakfast of a plate of bouillon, or a glass
ed. He says in Harper's Weekly :
If there are unlawful combinations in of wine and a slice of bread and butter, he
any state so numerous and powerful that reads his newspapers and his letters. This
finished, he gets to work on military matthey have overturned, or are overturning,
or threaten to overturn. the authorities by ters, and draws out plans, &c., until vroon,
he sleeps till dinner-time
(two
violence which they can not control, then when
let those authorities, as the Constitution o'clock). . The afternoon is spent in writing
provides, apply for assistance, which should letters and walking, and at ten o'clock Von
The Marshal keeps
be and would be promptly rendered.
But Moltke goes to bed.
upon what conceivable ground can a peo- Sunday most rigidly, not a stroke of work
ple jealous of the safeguards of liberty au- is done, but he goes to church at the head
thorize the Chief Magistrate to suspend the of his household, and. occupies the rest of
Von Moitke
great writ of freedom at his pleasure, be- the day in religious reading.
cause ‘ two or more persons’ interfere in has a sincere reverence and affection for his
an ¢ unlawful manner with the due execu- wife; who died on the Christmas day of
tion of the laws of a state or of the United 1868. He himself designed the plan of her
States?’ The country can not be at peace tomb, which is situated on an eminence at
pond at war at the same time. If there is the end of the park, embowered in cypress-

-

/

way was very long he grew very tired, and

|

fing to tell his bishop that he believed in the
infallibility of the Pope, strikingly illuswhen the popish mob, entering the room
trates the spirit of the papacy and the
with concealed weapons, made the deadly kind of argument is is fond of using (or the
onslaught upon the offending worshipers, enforcement of ‘brute obedience to its preOne man was beheaded, others were cloven. tensions. As the London Times remarks,
down by swords and knives. Six men (one My. Petre’s fate throws, indeed, a disasan American citizen) were brutally mur- frous light on the condition of these whom
dered in a few moments of time,
The he leaves behind; every layman who may
worshipers made such defense as possible be suspected of harboring the smallest
under the circumstances.
Many were doubt in his own mind whether the Roman

St.

Phe Aubin Reform Club is vigorously at
work, its members having increased from

ry, in fact, does not at

land, Lo which the scepter in text-eriticism

on the ground.
:
"On the following day, by advice of the
F. Baptist church, meetings continue to be American Consul, Mr.
Hutchinson went
held each evening as they have been most of aboard a ship in the harbor, and .came to
the time for'some weeks past.
this city, arriving on Tuesday of last week.
TEMPERANCE.
|

the prayers of Christians.

er, while carrying on (ultimately) an. ex- twenty a week ago’ last Sabbath,
business.

in other

follows it against all the other authorities

and
against the most manifest
internal probabilities. There is, of course, no
‘opportunity for offering proof in-this arti‘cle, but we beg leave to assert strongly and
earnestly, that Tischendorf's text of the
New Testament is far from being satisfacto-

constructing, and. it will

Outrage.

of revelation, I | Finally, only a few weeks ago, they sent

di (EE

ly deficient. Impulsive, self-conceited, arbitrary, he jumps to conclusions like a boy,
and his judgment is singularly unreliable,
or late years he has become so enamored
of his darling Sinaitic, that he sometimes

and appreciated is evinced by the general

bave bardly ever heard anything like his the cily of Mexico for Mr, Hutchinson to
way of preaching Regeneration.
visit them and to organize them into a
Mr. Varley has asingular way of drama- Protestant church. He obeyed the call,
Pour oil upon the stories; weep for thy sin;
tizing the treatment of inquirers,
whichI making a tedious, laborious and perilous
should think might be a very effect{ve 2con- [journey on a mule over the mountains to
Then journey on, and have an eye to heaven.
—Henry Vaughan,
omy of time and labor, He takes
spme one Acapulco; had been withthem for a num> ——
ber of days, holding services every evening,
on the stage with him, and they sit down
New York Correspondence. together, Bibles in hand. He then turns to teaching them the way of’ the Lord more
the favorite saving text above referred to perfectly. Being satisfied that they were
New York, Feb. 2, 1875.
(** Who his own Self bore our sins,” etc.,) true disciples of Jesus, he organized the
and examines it by questions addressed to church and celebrated the sacrament of the
MR. VARLEY AND HIS WORK.
Lord’s Supper with them.
Wiolent threats
We have hardly anything of more genu- the supposed inquirer, causing him to anahad been made from day to day by bigoted
Iyze
the
statement
minutely
and
apply
it
to
ine interest here at present than the course
of evangelism by Mr. Varley of Londen, in his own case, with one inevitable result at papists, yet no attack had been made.
Association Hall. The daily exercises cou- last—provided he is wilfifig to accept it— Having been enrolled as members, a meeting was appointed to elect officers—deacons
"sist of morning aud evening prayer meet- that his sins ave taken away and borne
and elders.
Mr. Hatchmson was provfor
him,
leaving
him
nothing
to
do
but
to
ings (before and after preaching), afternoons}:
identially
detained
at his room. ‘There had
Bible-reading
and exposition, and evening submit himself to *‘ the law of the Spirit of
been no threats nor unusual excitement
life
in
Christ
Jesus.”
In
this
scene
the
preaching ; besides excursions by Mr. Varley to different churches for Bible exercises, whole inquiry meeting participates, and ev- during the day. The little band met té- between the above appointments,
All ery soul may simultaneously follow the gether, read the word and were engaged in
these services are well attended, and the same process to the same result, for him- singing,
* Jerusalem, my happy home,
Vip.
evening preaching draws a dense throng, gel’,
Ob, how I long for thee,”
aspects a very re-

for a great man,_Tischendorf was striking-

and exegesis. But before a great many
years we shall have a far better text than

sub-’

The whole unto Him ; and remember who
Prevailed by wrestling ere the sun did shine,

on whom decided effect is visible.

This latter
task requires qualities. of mind in which,

and cheerful response to the appeals of our
Agent,—J. F,

the

—

The wind was north, and blew strong and
‘As he sat cold, filling the air with light snow #nd
there, with his eyes upon the ground, he
drifting the highways and railroad cuts so
saw a little plant spring up between his
full
that travel was seriously impeded. The
to distinguish botween: the paleographer feet, and was so mich pleased with it that same condition prevailed in
West. In
he’determined to take it with him and plant
the eritic,
and as
Tischendorf was so
the midst of such weather the
“thought of .
ey
it
in
Naxia.
He
up and carried it approaching spring is rea'ly cheering~Only
widely and justly famous in the former caaway with him; but, as the sun’ was very
it seems to approach very slowly,
PACity, it was taken for granted that his hot, he feared
it might wither before he
text was the best. But it is one thingto
reached his destination, He found a bird's
FRANKING RESTORED.
discover manuscripts and copy and print
Congress has partially undone (he best
skeleton, into which he thrust it, and went
them, and form convenient and ‘accurate
ov. But in his hand the plant sprouted so piece of work that it has lately performed.
digests of their contents, and quite a differfast
that it started out of the bones above It has practically restored the franking
ent thing to decide, in view of all the ma-

how-

ever natural, which ascribes any special
authority to the text as printed by him.
People in general can hardly be expected

That it is ‘understood

convictions on

Serve God before the world ; let Him not go
Until thou hast a blessing; then resign

Ay Mr. Varley is in some

Butiuis a great popular mistake,

en

and as the one of the severest storms of the season.

native style of writing.

garded as an authority. If it be asked,
‘Then whose text is authority?’ The
answer must be, There is at present no
authority. The text-criticism of the New
Testament is in a transition state. Within
‘the last few years the school of Tregelles
bas reached results which begin to approach to scientific precision. There must
‘always continue to be room for question

schools, who have

fires kindled to eradicate heresy in the dark
ages. About four years ago an Agent of
the Bible Society left a New Testament in
the
bands of a native shoemaker in Acapulco.
received,
ye
have
no
life
in
you,
no
beginWalk with thy fellow-creatures; note the hush
Such are Atone- It was read with eagerness and led to his
And whispers amongst
them.
There's not a ning or poteiey of- life,
ment and Regeneration, as he unfolds them | conversion. His friends read the word and
spring
.
Ot leal but hath his morning hymn. Each bush together from’ the preaching of Jesus in the with joy received the truth.
They met
Aud oak doth know I am. Caunst thou nqt sing?
gospel of John, and.in the letters of the together in private rooms to read, conOh, leave thy caves and follies! go this way,
apostles, As a specimen of undaunted faith verse and pray—and the numbers increased.
And thou art sure to prosper all the day.

chapel in

10

and below. ' This gave him fresh fear of its privilege, indeed, completely restored it,
till. terials and all the probabilit
ies, what in Withering,
and he cast ahout for a remedy. excepting the private correspondence of
every case is the true text.

recently smuller than usual, on account of}
$0 many members being absent teaching, |
But aflairs have gone on quietly and successfully. Two have been added to the

tion, with whose co-operation he is laboring, fora term of two weeks. He thinks,

becoming better men is a soul-destroyiog
delusion. In still more startling phrase he
tells them that what God demands is—
Death! They are to throw themselves into the death of Christ who died for their
sins; in bim and with bie to die also fur
Yet never sleep the sun up. Prayer should
their sins; crucify the Adamic stoek, and
Dawn with the day. There are set, awful hours put it away in renunciation and antagonism
'"Twixt heaven and us, The manna was not good
—antagonizing it with the divine nature
After sun rising; far day sullies flowers,
imbibed by faith, as a complete supplanting
Rise to prevent the sun; sleep doth sins glat, °
of
the human in its essential force or prinAud heaven's gate opens when this world's is
ciple. Until a new lite essentially divine is
shut.

tensive

And he

subject by diffusing infagmation, by hring-

times,

Mr, Varley does not in fact preach a five years ago, which included so many o
large proportion of the time in his own the young, that there resulted a largel
church, but holds evangelistic services all temperate generation, most of whom a
over the kingdom. A remark I heard bim nowvpassing from the stage. That prom
|
make of a text he was enforcing—that he ed better and more lasting results than th
had seen certainly not less than four thou- later movement, which aimed more
direct
sand persons brought to see themselves ly, if not exclusively, to
the reformation “of
saved in the assurance of that one text in confirmed drankards, called
the Washin
particular, within the last four years—il- tonian Reform;
iu this we ‘have the two
lustrates in a striking manner the ex(ent
:
combined,
i
and success of bis labors. He is simply
THE
COLLEGE,
passing through this city on his way home
The first half of the long term of winter
from a visit to Canada for health (resulting
in six months arduous labor) and is detain- and spring is drawing to a close. The at-|

be can find in the Bible, whether new or
old. Nothing undertaken, done or revealed by the Author of inspiration, can be so
transcendent as fo be incredible with him.
Nor are (he forms and figures which serve
as the alphabet of revelation too hold for
bis full aceeptance and free use. Preaching
to inquirers, he assures them with startling

a—

Morning

whether

itor, the man who is not afraid of anything

A APA

WEDNESDAY,

ognize

Number

————

Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H.

must

erate drinkers, such as

1875.

pretty sure to become in the end immoders | ing materials within general reach, and by
There is a suggestive hon fhe followTHE WEATHER.
~
y
Nor is late drinkers, if not downright drunkards)
{ awakening a wide-spread interest through ing Grecian legend:
wT 0% (
ISSUED BY THE
it mentioned in the articles of ereed or cov- In this respect it resembles the opeuin,
his. personal ' enthusiasm, his remarkable
Winter holds on with singular persistence.
When Bacchus was a bog ‘b¢ journeyed In New.
A
A
BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT. enant,
temperance movement some forty, or fortys discoveries, and his animated and imagiEngland, last Thursday, we had '
through Hellas to'go to Naxia,

FREEWILL

s——.

baptisw’ of view, it aims especially to draw in m

practiced, byt it is not imposed upon com-

10,

Ww

0

‘Immersion is the only form of
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QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)

THE

@ onmmnications.

BY REV. Jy FRANK LOCKE,

have been so closely
But we are hard to learn in more senses | dism and religion
like the idea which led to|
device,
this
of
ue
ALTAR,
THE
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but one face and
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present
to
as
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| terwoven
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Stem they ae
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looking
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|
that
(1.) The occasion. Joshua dismissed the | jg, js small; for thisth altar e (was
practic
to
and
injury
our
for
be
whole history of | will
do well to
have more weight
e which we shall
exampl
|an
easy
so
pot
is
good
our
for
be
tribes that lived across the Jordan, to their | |the
will
institutions recog- | which
Jews; than all I
i
hi
or the golden» candlestick ; than | ourselves, for
priest,
the law of | | high
e is the
hy language, and blood ; than harder. It is eaid that ** experienc
ship
relation
rivthe
d
crosse

When the tribes had

the written law, and the influence of unbroken attendance, every four months, on

is a differen

Of this, however, there
the

Josephus says it was built across | ness to their piety. not
thinkit

others

river, but

to their sagacity.

on the | As such it had value.
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LOYALTY TO GOD.
. western border. The ‘word border denotes
a tongue of land made by the cirevitous
forbid that we should rebel
God
99. +»
stream. (3.) The size. It was “a great against the Lord.” - This last verse breathes
altar to see to,” that is, conspicuous by lo- 4 most ardent attachment to Jehovah. It is
. cation and size. That it was conspicuousmm the climax of strong ard devout protesta« gt the passage of the children of Israel
tion, Their words express a horror of the
agrees with the character of the hanks of evil falsely imputed to them.
the Jordan, from the hight of which the alTHE RESULT.
tar would be made visible at a distance. (4.)
The deputies, seeing the spint of these
The object of the altar will benoticed, partribes, and receiving an explanation of the
ticularly, further on.
that gave it a tongue to declare the
altar
THE. ALTAR AN OFFENSE,
loyalty of its founders to the service of the

(1.).Because the law forbade the nation

tabernacle, commended the tribes that they
came to censure and reported to these who

to have more than one altar for sacrifice and
like ‘rebellion
looked
worship, this act

sent them, the facls so grossly perverted

against God. Lev. 17:8, 9; Deut. 12 :5—13.

:

B
Sa

into

They

The use of altars was for worship.

!

God, and returned to their own homes.

served, as we have already seen, sometimes
for a testimony, but primarily for offerings
and sacrifices. Joshua, on Ebal, used the
memoria) altar for religious worship.

hasty Israelites blessed

The

wrong.

PRACTICAL LESSONS.
(1.) That zeal without knowledge tends
to evil, though it be zeal for religion. (2.)
That we should be slow to impute evil mo(3.):
tives to others of God’s household.
Notice the kindnessof the reply the tribes
returned to those who accused them; and
« that a soft answer turneth away wrath.”
(4.) That there isa needless as well as a

(2.)

The congregation supposed this altar was
erected for worship ; therefore, in violation
of the law ; therefore as the beginning of a
religions apostasy. (8) The rest of the
tribes also feared the judgments which experience bad told them would follow such
judicious care for the future, and that,of the
defiance of God. (4) They had grounds
former, Jesus said * take no thought;” of
for regarding the altar as an offense. From
the latter mention is made in the passage,
. their point of view, their indignation and
prudent man foreseeth the evil and hideffort to remove the evil from them were “the
(5.) Saperfluaous are all our
The law required them to eth himself.”
commendable.
Lord from

|

Hi

;

hope

al

of any

of the

out

arising

god

And

point of numbers than ten years ago ? How

o
hung u over them all;
mist

And they kdew

as that of some Christians, who take advantage of attendance ona Q. M. or Y.
M. to attend to any secular business they

not then

there

leged

deputies, without

The

revolt. (2.)

waiting for an explanation, charged
lion and departure from God on the

rebeltribes

imputed
who built the altar. They freely
conduct
evil motives, and arraigned their
in building the altar.
THE CHARGE DENIED.
(1.) Denied by an appeal to
921—23.

God.

The" Lord God of gods, the Lerd

shall
God of gods,he knoweth,and 1srael he
God
for
names
ew
Hebr
know.” The three
g
Stron
he
—El,t
n,
matio
affir
this
in
are used

++Qnes Elohim, the Supreme;

Jehovah,

This was the strongest, pos-

+ Self-existent.

sible affirmation” which they

were capable

these three

Once, to mentjon

of making.

the

names of their God in a way of appeal to
him, would have been to give emphasis to
their words, of the highest order; to appeal

the names

by twice -mentioning

of God

breathed the utmost intensity and solemniBesides, this answered
ty of declaration.

in itself the charge brought against them.
It denoted an unchanged faith in the God
of Israel. (2.) Denied by invoking God,

from them. * If it be in rebellion, or if ‘in
transgression against the Lord, save us not

. this day.” The latter clause was addressed
to Jehovah. They were fearless of any
conscious

God, because

judgment from

of

innocency. This appeal breaks in suddenly, by the heat of the speaker, interrupting

the sentence which was®begun, and causing

it to wait forthe ejaculation. Hence it is in
a parenthesis{ (3,) Denied by asking God,
if they were \guiity, to requite the wrong.
They said, 1f rebellion or the desire to make
sacrifices

altar

the

on

their

was

motive,

_ «Let the Lord himself requite it.” To requite means lo repay either good or evil.
Here, then, to. pay us our deserts, or to
punish us if we have sinned, as the offense
deserves. Notice that this was an earnest
denial, a solemn denial,

denial, a complete

a denial as strong as words could utter.
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fear hat, in the future,
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they should by the other tribes be excluded
from the service

of the Lord, was
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Some formed their crowns of the wayside flow.
:
ors,
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for the great future, are questions of mothe Christian Union makes out that it was
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Robert Raikes started his schools io Gloncesbefore us, and yet
ter. .The Friends took np the idea soonp as possible for what is
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and,
,
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more
elphia
man seems
after in Philad
White, of the Episcopalian Church, became things than anything else.
president of a school in that city. The next
Sin in all its forms is injurious. It alear they were introduced into the then fur
interest, at Campus Magtius, a stockaded fort ways militates aguinst our highest
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Not
sin.
Lake,
to
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continue
by
men
yet
Ohio,
and
ta,
ests,
at Mariet
tian woman, who could not endure to see only so. but they are so blinded by it, and
the children of the garrison spending San- enamored of it, that they follow it as a
day after Sunday in frivolous amusement.
—a phantom that leads them
She accordingly gathered as mavoy as she sweet delusion
them
taught
own ¥struction. The inand
their
all,
to
in
y
away
twent
about
could,
the Westminster Catechism and lessons from ebriate bugs the delusion that ruins him.
the Bible. The accommodations for the: Whether the serpent has the power of fasschool were of a primitive sort, consisting
may be an open quesof only a few benches, such a thing as a cination or not
be no question in recan
there
but
tion,
The
on.
garris
the
in
wn
unkno
being
chair
[top of a meal chest was the nearest approach gard to the power:of sm. It fascinates
to a cushioned seat in the good waman’s and destroys. Instead of learning the lesroom. This was the first Sunday school son of repentance, and breaking away from
started in the West.

if they were guilty, to withdraw his help

the mo-

the spell of the charmer, as one

sn
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way

to

economize labor is thus set forth in a recent

Sunday-school address:
Some children are coarse and over-confident, and need to be kindly, but firmly,
handled ;.others reticent and shy, and must
be drawn out and inspired with confidence.
There are those who are impulsive; while
others are slow and cautious ; some are dull

and unimpressible ; while others are keenly
alive.

One has little faith, and

can receive

nothing on trust, while another is overcredulous. This one needs ercouragement ;
that one restraint.

Now we must win; and

would from

the crushing folds of the devouring serpent,
men lull themselves to rest in, false security, imagining that they are enjoying themselyes better than they could in any other
way, just as the poison of serpents is said
to produce a pleasurable stupor prior to
death.
Thus men live on

in sin,

notwithsland-

A lady in Ge-

peva, Swiizerland, very much interested in
Sunday-school work, writes to the Foreign

themselve:.

blessings

down

is to being
missions

upon

‘Midnapore Life.

pastor of a church,

Once,whén

I sadly relinquished all hope of permanent
prosperity, when the church selfishly re-

fused to pag its apportionment for missions.

We ought certainly to have depominationpatronize our own
enough to
alism
publications.” I wish it could be known

tl

superintendents

a year ago, she collected
to purchase one, and this year she accomplished the whole, and sent the long desired
boon to Midnapore. May it be the means
of stirring up a new interest among those
who have named children here.

are not

Especially ought we to give a cordial
support to our denominatidnal organ. Iris

ought to be in every

and power, and

Free

Baptist

home.

Oar dear friends, just from

I went once to the house of a wealthy F. B.

Since
while acknowledging its merits,
then, I have seriously queried whether
every pastor should not make it a rule neyer to consent to the appointment of a man

pressly, * Learn of me . ; and yo shall find
rest unto your souls.” Whoever sits at his
feet and learnsof him is in] his right mind,
restored to his normal condition, It is not
|jjard for bim to learn the great lesson.
| fis life is no failure,but a triumphant suc-

America, are

Brethren, let us

earnestly seek to enlarge our borders, and
strengthen our stakes; and whatsoever
we do, do it heartily as nmto God, for we
serve the Lord Christ.
Amesbury, Feb, 24.
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and pitched our temt

Dro. Silas, with his party,
last evening.
cameo from another direction and was here
before us, We had a prayer meeling both
Jast evening and this morning in our tent.
Before sunrise the noise had begun. Baith-

it hard to obey God and be trastful..
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work and small pay is so disagreeable that

first
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the Mas
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,
requires
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work
if we do the
we stay 10

invitation to them all to come to-morrow,
to witness some exercises for the Samual
Training-school boys. We are trying to
do everything for the Lord, and it was
made the burden of our prayers in the boys’

future. Andif any of his faithful workers
ever suffer starvation, it is because they

gay, worldly people come among us to-mor-

e labor, poveitys po

class meeting this morning,

ing parties began to arrive and wet gar-
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and pride of fatiire ages, split off their

Bat when duty
and something

wants will be all supplied.
callsin another direction,

him.
expect pay, because we bave faith. in
hearts of the Printing Establishment boys 1f we obtain greethasks, we value them be
by storm. Te is among them every day, cause we believe the government will pf
teaching them improvements by his own asit says. Now if we trust oar fellov
vot God’
hands; and theyseem to think be is “ just men and the government, Why promise
s of
We are apt to consider the
right.”
God as ‘all spiritual in their nature; but (bi
This is whe last day of 1874,—we are full text promises home and food to all who
of preparation for to-morrow, which we are willing lo. Work fot the Lord, trust
Thetd dre man}
are going to observe instead of Christmas, ing him for payment.
they

for deacon who was not, if pecuniarily able,

rived on the ground

abundant reward, it is easy for us to trod
in the Lord and do good, believing that our

doubler often
pressing into the Bengalito quite an ex- ter's service and some lucrative worldly en
tent. They have taken hold of the lan.
ployment. God has said in his word,
guage with an * abandon ” perfectly charm- {4 Trust in the Lord and do good and tho!
ing. Misses French and Libby have gone shalt dwell in the Jand and verily thou shalt
vight into the zensnas, using every word
be fed.” When we work for a person, W¢

deacon, to invite him to subscribe for the
He flatly refused to do so, even
Siar.

a subscriber for the Star.

have only

enough to supply our daily wants, then,
sidered the procuring cause. A little over it is quite another thing, and we often find
partly enough

always guiltless in this direction.

a source of intelligence

On Fri-

ed wish and longing of years was gratified.
We have a camera. Whatever good comes
of it, Mrs. Page of New York, must be con-

kindred publications, and scarcely one of
I know of some, and know too
our own.

and

past, to have

day evening, the 18th, the new missionaries
arrived here, at our homes, and the cherish-

contain “Oliver Optic’s " stories and other

that pastors

happy

too

been

fortnight

anything to do with letter writing.

séhool libraries

how many of our Sabbath

have

We

Dec. 28th.
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and too busy, for a

God.

to extend the healthy, vigorous arm, and
engage in some pleasant employment.
from which we expect to reap a speedy and

y

i

’

time soon come when all our churches shall
learn from experience that to sustain the

ing its fearful consequences, finding it
hard to learn the fact that repentance, faith,
and obedience are for their highest good—
Sarsangka Jattra.
that really “The way of transgressors io
hard,” and that Christ says truly, ** My
This annnal Jattra for a single day calls
yoke is easy and my burden is light.”Christ | |
together
a vast crowd of people, We arall “should go for

now coax ; and now compel. This disposition yields to fear; that to love. In the
same family we are more surprised ai the is the fiiend to whom
differencesof temperament and taste than help. He relicves of a greater burden
at the similarity, much more then, when a
class 1s. gathered from several unrelated than he imposes. ‘He remils sin, renews
families. We reach the highest economy the heart, and promises’ them sufficient
when we know our children in themselves grace in every
emergency, to enable
and their surroundings, and fit our ins{ruc them to withstand temptation; endure
my
tion to each pupil before us. This is
meaning, when I say, each teacher should trial, discharge their duties, and make
progress in the divine life, He says exbe a mental philosopher.

IMPORTANT QuEsTIONS.

angels

were

many churches’have dwindled and finally meeting, or on the wayto and from it.
died out forthe want of fostering care? Here the union of religion and trade is com- But they faded all in their earthly bowers,
How many new ones have been organized plete. This bathing Jattra becomes one of
Ere the angels passed that way.
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not
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round
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all
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Any
the largest markets
And some’ were building their crowns with
tobgeco, would not touch it again.
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? When the body dies and is re- | As they pointed these souls above;
(ude for their own safety and the safety of accomplished their mission, it does seem to punished
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strictly in advance.

marvelous light, Hold the beginning of
your confidence steadfast unto the end;
let that which gave thee peace and confidence at first continue to do so to the last.

various

appreheasion of music, it may,

to this

a man unless he makes hinself.”
“subdues our iniguities” and does
He was far more generous in his esti- that, he works
of grace in us, 0 that, by the
mighty
they
(as
others
of
mate of the possibilties
he
work of his love which
us
eontinwo
yery
deservthey
oflen must needs think) than
us to
bringing
is
he
while
us,
upon
bestows
no
ed. But this generosity of temper was
Aud as for death, he
lory, we know him.
oss. He read the
resmlt of laxity or b
and the fear of
stig
the
away
taken
very soul of those with whom he came in has
for us he bas lifted tle veil
and
utterly;
it
though
men,
en
judgments
his
contact, and
amd given us glimpses of
never . expressed in - bitterness or scorn, of the futare
Oh! if we could tell you
come,
te
things
of
were wore like the infallible judgment
of him whom we kpow
true
is
that
half
the
lips,
human
Heaven, tisheking through
persuaded, you would
are
we
whoni
of
His aud
that 1 have ever known.
than amy
among ten
is ‘the chiefest
**he
that
azree
well-nigh
was
character
into
jusight
moral
er lovely.”
altogeth
one
the
and
thousand
exan
man
a
may
unerting. ~He was to.
I was telling a friend the other evening
ternal,.embodied conscience; and they who
all that our Lord wus to those who reof
did not tremble before their own sense of
ceived him, of how trpe 1 had found all his

ok

ther Jot

in their actual musical quality.

—

:

other pa-

Any subscriber to the Morning Star, who. will
furnish the name of a NEw: ONE, can have the
two copies of .the paper, for one year, at $4.50,

If so, itis well.
Give thanks fo him.
who has called thee out of darkness into

scem,

- It would

Found

thou made sure

peace
thou
hope
from

It recognized a difference not in
pature.
the character of mmnsical eompositions, but

Aud, friend, is it not far hetter to have a
Saviour, concerning whom youean say," 1

failed to know, and, as far as they

what I could

por

h

meaning.

Thou

Hast thou found

Hast

or speculation or fancied merit, eoncermiys
Briefly, it divides music into absolute music
which you can say nothing for a eertainty
know:
We
known.
and dependent music.
be
may
Saviour
our
But
Aravagances of young men; he believed in
but we know him. Hewell, «If this distinetiou is valid, we have in it
ithe rising geverations. What he: did for “hot only of him,his Father have eome and a revelation new, but nov therefore necesthem he counted lightly. When: oue who in us; he and
in us. ‘We have daily sarily false, in the gmsthetics of the art.
had been greatly beboldem to him in early taken uf their abode
Often times our hearts Music, until now, bas been supposed to
bin.
with
ions
transact
died:
he
before
Jife said to, him, not long
with him by the eonsist in melody and harmony; and its
talk
we
as
us
within
turn
he
4« You have been the making of we,”
us, in sickness | beauty has been regarded as being pecuwith
is
he
trouble
lu
way.
was greatly méewed, but when he eould
the world, Jia fo xo
or within itself, Of
In
hed.”
our
all
makes
“fe
did]
I
gather words, he only said: "Well,
tribulation; but
music, as thus far known to the

mn, we

stay

\

Gospel of Christ, who is the imaze of God, kinds of music in a certain sense,—vocal
should shine ( pgtiem™. 2. If ‘amy be Jost 7. and instrumental, ecclesiastical and secuGod's Word tells us they ' are such as are lar, lyric aud dramatic, choral, orchestral,
thus decvived intd making something other music grave, gay, lively,or severe, Bat
than Christ, their Saviour, whe only is able the distinction in question was notall of this

uld let him, help ugly youl of promcharacter and
jse. Men most variuus
mature were won by that fatherly wisdom.
He looked with a generous eye on the ex-

shalt

Hast
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lications exert themselves to increase their circu-

can
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of the International Series, for adults, also

pers hereafter, will not the friends of these pub-

ull friends, ‘who,

of all things,

hi

As we pay postage on

of thanksgiving and praise and perpetual
hallelujabs ! There is accumulated bliss,and
supereminent glory !— Augustine.

Wi

all know, indeed, that there are

of promise, whom he urged and belped to
to
could name 10 save and whe is both able ard willing
+]
obtai
t whko come to
you iwo men in honored (ositions to-day, sawe them to the uttermos
stiidy, amid God by him.
who recitéd to him in

like, ‘éwéry Jessom in their prep-

some

art bereft

there thé voice of exultation and

then, that in the mind of this apologist
©
there is more than one kind of music.

glorious

the

light of

have

good.

not forsake thee, but will de end thee from
devouring foes, lead thee through an unknown region, bring thee to the streets of
the heavenly Sion, aad place thee with angels in the presence of his majesty, where
thou shalt hear the angelic melody—Holy,
holy, holy! There is the chant of gladness,

didfice, ‘the doingsin the orchestra began
to

thou

Lespon

liberality and enturprise in which they are made,

alone remain to thee.
In the day of th
burial, when every friend is gone, he will

In a criticism of one of the recent Thomas
of which certainly
concerts, the writer
showed himself (o%¥e an intelligent and discriminating musician, it was remarked of
one of Liszt's: orchestral ‘compositions that
as absolute music if had very little value;
but that when we considered the intention of
the composer, as set forth in a printed programme that was farnished to the au-

laden

soul,

and vesting the weight of your

when

Music.

——

patrons of our publications as it could™go in wisdom or safety. And we have reason to believe
that these offers will be met in the same spirit of

humble, and compassienate.

hiw for thy friend above

poctation will prepare us to receive a large
It
It will affect our desires.
lessing.
Jt will- shape
will control our woiking.
our plans. It will stimulate our jmportunity, and especially will it honor God.—
Age
Rev. A. L. Stone,

a brief visit, I was called upon to bury that
same young man, who had suddenly sickMy first thought upon
ened and died.
hearidg of his death was: “ Ob! I wonder
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Holy

Love him who drew thee from the lake of
misery and from the miry clay.
Choose

large ex-

faith I” A

«Lord, increase our

all confidence: *1 know whom [ have believed, and am persuaded that he is able to
keep that which I have committed. to his
hand against that day.”
A little less than-;a ‘month ago, during
the Christmas week, while in.

tke meek, the

Terms peryear «
%
inadvance,

Real
Ref

who seeketh thee; love him who loveth and thus will a greatly increased patronage be
thee—whose love anticipates thine, and is
secured, The price of our books is twenty per
reits cause! He has all merit, he is th
ward ! He is the vision, and the end! Be cent. lower than similar books can be purchased
earnest wich the earnest, pure with the elsewhere, but some of them are now put ata
pure, holy with the holy! What thou
shouldst appear before God, that should still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and
God appear to thee! He who is kind and wish to place them where they will be doing
entle and of great compassion, requires

Suppose we tell our
ssible exigency.
indred and acquaintances what a friend
we have, and how richly provided we ave
Aud then, suppose we go
for every strait.
about half-starved, groaning with leanness"
and faintness, or only balf-clothed, shivering in thin rags, and the shame of our
nakedness bowing us down to the ground.
Would not those who knew us be moved
with wonder and doubt? Would not one
of them ay to us: *I thought the great
nker had undertaken to feed and clothe
You ; is this the best he does for you? Hi
words were larger, but they do not seen
have meant much,”
How such a demonstration on our part
would shame the truth and generosity of
Or, if we acknowledge that
our friend.
we dit not use the ‘‘checks,” and did not
more than half believe they would be hon-.
ored. how the confession would shame our
own littleness nod meanness of confidence
in our benefactor!

haeat

would

“1

“ Why, * he, replied,

Riches

ive.. The principle offices are to be in Boston,
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT has rec
been opened in Chicago, and the manager]
gives his entire time to the work.

dbtainin
for successful:
© Chargos "Uhiess
act
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now in

It is able, literary and pro gress -

The Little Star

tent on him who is intent on thee; seek him

blank’ for us to fill up in any
amounts left
need, with such sums as will meet every

trusted five times my weight on that framel

up

its fiftieth volume,

ousand in Press.

AARPAPPAR

increases

summed

whom thou art so: much

the

all signed” by his own hand, and

are

: TO

es

graces, ranked with angels— love him

a book of “‘checks,”
| put into our hand

pr

it Charlie bad laid hold on Christ.”
Dear friend, upon what are you {rusting

There is, says the Advance,an inspiration

in the life of such a talented

-

I laid hold on the window-frame and swung
myselfon tward ; but the frame gave wa
and I was precipitated to the pavement
below. It is a‘mercy that I am not a dead
man.”
+ Bat,” said I, “was it not very hazardous for youto commit your great weight
(he was a very large man) to so precarious
a support

or stewed fruits, from which all help themselves in common. Both before’ and after
the meal the servant, or the youngest ef

the

He

:

faith, enriched by the Spirit, adorned

Suppose some friend of ours, whose
wealth is known to be practically unlimited,
should declare his readiness und willingness
Suppose he
to supply all our wants.

+ 1 was standing inside a window, and,
wishing to do something on the outer wall,

large common water-jars of red clay, with
green leaves, —otten of
a few twigs and
rubs, —thrust into their orifices
aromatic
to ireep the water cool. At meal:time a
wooden stool is placed in the
pain
center of the apartment, a large tray 1s put

you'll

his people in the estimate of the world.

The Morning Star
is a large religious paper of eight pages,

One agent sold in one month, 501 copies of the

ified with God's image,
O my soul, di
redeemed by Christ’s ‘blood, betrothed be

of

heritage

the

They exalt

Sixtieth Th

Stl
@

Can we not see that large asking and

fractured

a

him, I asked how he happened to fall.

said:

The

When he leaves the

arm, and serious internal injuries. I was
his pastor and’knew him well, and, after
afew words of good cheer to
speaking

shoulder,

Loans Negotiated and Investments made.

Estate Purchabed and Sold for Non-residents.
erences given when desired.

an

Ghost. "—Dr, James Hamilton.

infinife open to our requests we bring in the
narrow horizon of our languid desires or
our halting faith.

Trust.

TIONS
?

Or Room 4, 85 Devonshire Street, Boston.

covenant;

that comprehensive word * Joy in the

ances vouchsafed in answer to prayer,
confirm the largenéss of the promiscs. Something of the divine power isin ezch of them ;
and they move us to question whether God's
goodnessgor omnipotence were exhausted in
ord
his working.
We
Ah, we are not straitened in God,
are only straitened in ourselves, We limit
and unbelief.
God by'our sluggishness
We set the bounds to his giving by setting

bounds to our asking.

¥

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,

passions,

aa

or creates, and which

to

sight of men.

homes,

stand

sels for daily use ; near the door

him

fill it.”

the

adorning emo-

feelings which the Spirit of God

deliver-

large expectation on our part honor God?
They declare our sense of his greatness
and goodness. They attest our confidence
in the truth of his pledges. They magnity
all his patural and moral attributes in the

and seen their scanty furniture, the plain
but sweet and wholesome food, the uneventful, happy, patriarchal life may form a vivid conception of the manner iu which Jesus
lived. Nothing can be plainer than those
houses, with the doves sunning themselves
on the white roofs, and the vines wreathin
about them. The mats, or carpets, are lai
loose along the walls; shoes und sandals
are taken off at the threshold; from the
center hangs a lamp, which (orms the only
ornament of the room; ii some recess in
the wall is placed the wooden chest, painted with bright colors, which contains the
books or other possessions ol the family ;
‘on a ledge that runs around the wall, within easy reach, ave neatly rolled up the gaycolored quilts which serve as beds, and on
the same ledge are ranged the earthen ves-

ht=-

us, “and 1 will

All God's

1t was not long ago that I was summoned to see a young man who had fallen from
the second story of a building, whose erection he was superintending, and it was
feared had received fatal injuries. I found
him with a broken

hillside beside their sweet and abundant

and

Sure

ourselves ? For our chil

your mouth wide” is the call

“Ope

feel-

when

righteousness,
Jhshieo

nd shir Co

vg

The word stands alone,—
and bounds.
“Ask,”—and it looks out upon the infinite. . It1s for our faith to extend it and
apply it to what treasures of grace and
goodness we please.
This interpretation of the promise is not
extravagant or overstraived. Still the call
importunes us, “Bring all the tithes .into
prove me, if I will not
the storehouse; and
pour out a blessing till there shall not be

little sen-

and

the security of the well ordered

dren? For our friends, our church, our city,
our land, the world? - There are no metes

room to receive it.”

and

with the
holy

itself ecstatic music; an exulting sense of

Ho many interpositions ? ¢* Ask,”
blessing’?
for whom P For

vest;

tions Godward; ‘the lull of sinful

the gladness of surety,iY,
large aime ki

How

much?

“Ask."—how

these traits of the fathers lived in him to
an exceptional degree. His whole moral
nature was profoundly colored by that inheritance. With all this, he had a fineness
of nature which made him a Christian gentleman in the truest sense of the word —that
rare quality which is inborn, and which
culture may tmprove but can not create.

in

His outward life was the life of all. those
of his age and station, aud place of birth.
He lived as lived the other children of
peasant parents in that
quiet town, and in

a great ean

wearied with our coming.

4

in
A WEEK to Mal 0. and’ Fale’ Agents,
their locality. Costs N OTHIN G to try it.
articulars FREE . P.O. VICKERY £00, Algus:
ta, Maine,
y

wind bloweth where he listeth, the south
wind waking, when
the Holy
Spirit
breathes upon that soul, there is the shaking down of mellow fruits, and the flow of
healthy odors ail around, and the gush of
sweetest music, where gentle tones and

feetions, and en

many times a day we may prefer a petition.
We are lo
It is ‘a challenge to our faith,
prove the promises and see if he can be

friends, even to their children’s children,—

From Farrar's Lite of Christ, reviewed

left to us/{o say bow

1% is

supplication.

of DNA
77

others, and ‘too ethereal to define, these
joys are on that account but the more deightful, The sweet sense of forgiveness;
the conscious exercise of all the devout al-

te that

a too frequent

can Arespass by

that we

timent (in the poor sense), but with great
thoughts, and of great loyally
to his

Pe

:

with

restriction

answer

no

there is

heaven

ALB

‘ROOM 14, SPEED BLOCK,
joyful echoings are wafted through the re- 123 Dearborn: St., - “Chicago.
cesses of the soul. Not easily explained to

uery. There is not the slightest intimation

little for art, though

cautious sind conseryative,

‘

‘‘Ask”—how often?

given.”

and it shall be

Frem

mingle

8, Saver layght Joye;

pon (he blessings that may be sought. ** Ask

who ever

ai aah nF

“,

megranates on Aaron’s

with us in ref
were so many
If we
hope.

tion God’ 5 on side; there is no

especially the sea with its suggestions of
Infinity, the New England teniperament,

shall thy stroke upon me light,

ing extract:

man

bells than those which

i

praying heart,
take up his
we shall find that they are without limita-

self-

'| the great things in nature moved him, and

When in thy paths shall I delight,

IW

morbid

commensurate with the mark of his sirong
personality, upon his pupils. And we who
were proud of him, bave often wished it
otherwise, - But the consolation is in know| ing that he has what is _belter (han fame, a
survival of his work in truth and
goodness
in other lives, And the sight of his grand
simplicity of charaeter.is a better iospiration to his scholars than any monument of
his great power.
;
*
Our teacher was throughout a man of the
Puritan fiber, though without the Puritan
sternness, That love of righteousness, those
simple tastes, plain even to barrenness, with

My stricken soul was loth;
‘With the first
sharpness of thy will
My rebel will was wroth.

this issue of the Star, we

no

ear, and will probably prevent his fame
trom justifying itself to another generation,
which may fail to find a written record

O faithless soul, that would not take
Thy
sad-robed angels in;
‘Whom the bright raiment
g lad must make,
Ere access they may win!

—

best

dl

there grow melodious blossoms; sweeter |

It would seem as though all God's
words to us in reference to as Hug ‘Llessings

wed, In his intellectual labors this bumility took the form of a fastidious scrupulousness about his best work which hindered him from Shpealing to the public

3,

Have I not seen the
fkert drear
Bloom into holy
nd?
And close beside thgsepulchre
Thy brightest
Is found ?

him

depreciation ; and yet as much possessed
of that crowning. quality of greatness, a

thine angels, Lord, were sweet,
the news they bore;
thy pleasure 1 could greet,
for grace in store,

The Boyhood

to those who knew

efiuine modesty, as any

Ld

.

seemed

‘

he was placed ;

estimated others, and had

O'er all my lot was poured

els

humility.

of him, and all his dealings
. to such requests,
erence
moral capacity which was not exhausted ;
and
to our laith
challenges
who estimated himself also as wisely as he
promises to the

7,
Methought the glory from above
.

When

genuine

a
.

Ask, and Ye Shall Receive.

to have a reserved force of-intellectual and

ey

“Thy gracious sharpness, Lord;

At once thy bidding

his

the circumstances in which

Methought my soul had learned to love

Methought
Whate’er
Methonght
Nor wait

was

2
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Here was one who was always greater than |-
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morning after a long, dreary,

Searching the Future.
['N

mn)

of professed

clair-

voyants, seers, for{une tellers, &ec., who invited public patronage. They were nearly
all women,
‘They professed an ability to
vead the future. They promised, for a single dollar, to unfold the coming life of such
persons as consulted them.
They would
tell whether business ventures were to be
successful; whether affairs of the heart
were to prosper or fail ; whether life was to
be a battle or a calm; whether victory or
defeat were to issue from

conflict;

a shortor a long

journey;

tion, is to be attained.

set

vs

ed to make

he

The ser-

them

effectual,

and

yet

they

amount to nothing, because they are not
heard and put in practice. God saves men
through preaching which is heard
lieved.
:

the

God commands

and

be-

the preaching—‘‘Preach

the word, be instant in season, out of season, reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long
suffering
and
doctrine.”
For
this the

thinking.

They were a suggestive text.
They told
more
than that there
were plenty of
people who were ready to fill their rockets
by playing on the credulity of the public,
by using the lowest and most baseless of
pretenses, by acting the hypocrite while
assuming the role of the prophet.
One
thing is obvious, These people must find
patronage.
Their doors are entered by
inquirers who are willing to pay their
money for the #W#ended revelations.

may

faithful and yet fail to save men,

heart had more reason to be brave and
hopeful thawto indulge weariness and despondency.
a
These ad@#rtiscments

The pulpit

mons may be models in their construction,
and the delivery earnest, and well calculat-

end of

whether

preacher is accountable to God y and to his

own

Master he stands or falls.

At

the

same time there is given to the hearer a
corresponding injunction to hear. ‘Let him
hear.” ‘Take heed what ye hear.” “‘Take

heed how ye hear.”

These must be obeyed.

It is a great mistake to suppose that the
hearer, with impunity, can do as he pleases
about attending church, and about giving
his attention to the preaching while there,

They

He can not shirk %he responsibility. God
requires him to be there just as much as he

could not afford to advertise thus unless
they got profitable returns, And the fact

that a dozen of them paraded their card§'in

‘requires the minister.

the same column, told plainly

the pulpit and the former must fill the pew.
The pulp# is of no utility without the pew.
If the minister’s duty is imperalive,sos the
hearer’s. His being required to hear, implies that he put himself in the place to hear
and give the requisite attention.
How

enough

that

@ good deal of business is done in this

and the wealthy aid it as well as the
Why

do men and women

line,

poor.

seek unto these

pretenders ? Plainly enéugh, because there
is that in human nature which compels an
effort to try and know the future; because

The latter

must

II

many make {rifling rewarks about the minit is impossible td be indifferent to what is ister while very few or none lay* to heart
in store for us; and because there is a gen- the niomentous triiths which he utters!

questionings respecting the

life

repress

its

lying

be-

yond the boundaries of fhe visible.

It isa

sponsible.

The first should “break up

out the stones,” the third should surrender the world and let the word have en-

patronize

tire possession of the

-pretenders

are

ready

the

fallow ground,” the second should ‘gather

to

heart,

and

then

all,

alike acceptable, would bring forth fruit.
The hearer should give such attention as
to make the word his own—a part of himself, so that it may have a renewing and
‘It was said
the strugole of the soul toward the future, molding influence over him.
long
ago
that
the
mind
made
the
man, but
nor silence its questioning about the plans
The
of the great Ruler, nor root out the in- does not thought make the mind?
habit
of
thinking
gives
it
its
character.
The
stinct that somehow knocks at the door of
the invisible world and listens for a voice genuine ' student of mathematics, philose-

avow themselves disbelievers in the Rible,
and mock at what thay call the credulity of
Christians who receive the gospel with a
reverent faith. But they can pot prevent

phy or chemistry,

gives it such attention to

that it is believed will break out of the
silence and reply to the deepest and most

the science that it fills the

eager questionings of an anxious heart.
‘What is the real meaning of all this," but

tician, philosopher or chemist as the case

mind

and

gives

character to it, and_he becomes a mathema-

that the soul is really fashioned for am emd- may be. The science develops and strengthless futare, and that God has provided ji ens his intellectual nature, and he does not
regret the time and attention which he gives
it a real revelation ? Grant that it sadl
blunders in its idea of that future, and that it.
The word of God was designed to disciit often mistakes a human multering for a
pline
not only the mental,but also the moral
divine statement; yet*the fact that it will
not and can not cease to peer eagerly nature, Its aim is to mold the heart—to
ahead, and listen intently to whatever voice generate a pure moral character—to fit us
seems to speak out of the hidden realm,— for a higher life, and the attention demanded-is such that the word may be received
this fact is full of deep and vital meaning.
It seems to say,—*‘ That boundless fature into a good and honest heart, permeating,
is the human soul's. realm; and there is a renewing, justifying it, and qualifying it for
v
real guiding voice to aid in bringing the its high destiny.
The heathen priést says, “If ye think of
. traveler over a safe road to its excellent
Buddha (his god) you will be transformed
glory.”
dE
There is another thought. - Whéi™ men into Baddha. If you pray to him 4nd. do
turn away from the Bible, with its ‘words of wot become his, it is because you pray with
inspired prophets and its directions from the Tips and not with the Heart.” With how
." the Omniscient Christ, it,is generally fo much more propriety can'we say, “If you
fall back on the most untrustworthy of think of Christ as you ought, you will be
teachers, dnd the blindest of guides, Israel transformed into his image; and’ if ‘you
forsook the Lord’s prophet only to lean on hear him and do mot become ‘his; it is bethe priests of Baal. France rejected Chris- cause you hear with the ear only and not’
with the heart,” To secure the desired result, the attention should be exclusive as
far as possible,
We say as far as possible ;

tianity and then bowed down before a
courtesan to adore the goddess of reason.
The Creator of Moses is to-day. scorned,

byt onlyto exalt Huxley's
© Darwin’s'elective affinities

~ throne.

protoplasm
to the vacanf

before so great

faith, and water it with tears and

less be remembered mainly for what it
hasn't done.
:
It would be difficult to say why this
should be so. The most natural thing in
the world wonld be the supposition that u
party just going ont of power would try

its

Many of our readers doubtless revd in js

the March Scribner, entitled *¢ The Dragon

of the Pews.” ‘And many who didnt read.
it there probably read

distrust would

abont any Congtess it has about the one just
retired. Excepting the passage of the
finance bill, the complaint is that there has
been almost nothing done.
Much of this complaint we are convinced
is unfounded. No Congress has lately held
a more perplexing position than this one.
It has not only had matters like the Pacific
Mail Subsidy seandal to hinder it, but it
has had to make every onc of its advance

bare head

without

is,or some other noise attracts

with

A strad@er, a new cout, a
some prominent :phreno:

logical bump,a wig awry, # child at play, a

on the mutter-

ings over cards that contemn all common
sense! And this is called freedom from

sacrifice.

ft may

Sumner almost gave

congratulated on being rid of this one,

of the country.

his. life,

and

both,

the child of one,—deserve but little

and

not

at

the

hands of the race that it <(ill practically enslaves,

What a satire it is hpon Lhe ideal righis
of citizenship in this éeuntry. It virtually

us that we still have men in public life who

had to meet
cause of right
congratulated
pioned by the

almost

rebellions

country’s

sphit

Out of appareni wrong

iy

within its own ranks. The
and humanity may well be
if it finds itself so well chamincoming Congress.

and

bardship may

to

should feel like

many

own

ordaining,

for no other end than that the

soul

of the

church-goer should be helped into the confession of its sins, into the utterance of its

protect the

praise, into’ the development within him
of such feelings, of such a character as

pastors

shall make him to be a. better and holier

responding to the article

about as Dr, Lord of the Vermont Chronicle
did to Mr. Bowen of the Indepepdent, when

and a mote serviceable man.
+ And
they are good for nothing, they are abso-

the latter asked him to ** write and

lutely worthless, only as they reach their
end,
in making hearers better, nobler,

thank

the rich merchant. who was sending him
the Independent
a year for nothing."

This latter is a striking exhibition
results of impertinent meddling
people's private affuirs.

with

——

more Christlike in every
perience of life. »

of the
other

tional congresses hem Within two years il
Brussels and Genevas He ts-sanguine of
resylts. He says: — “Whatever impres-

Abbot in the Index, ‘are briefly these:
-that the great dominant idea of {ite gospels,
taught by Jesus again and again, wdde the

gion of practical inutilify aiid were theoret-

basis of all their preaching by the apostids;
and developed

jeal siguificance bung about

by their

tertfpted to be fasteweil upon

into Orthodox

the Savior, Ford, and King of mankind

that

by

this great

ity, not oniy of the race immediately concerned, but of the nation.

tian Church ; and that it is

or
the

Was

at-

old style

of Penge Congress,’ nothing of the sort
can be amociated wih the * International
Association for thy Reform and Codification of the Law of Nations,’ which met
last year at Brussels; Belgiow, and (bis

theology
and
Orthodox
polity by the
Church Universal, was the, doctrine that
¢ Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ of God,

the Divine appointment;

ex-

| parture of the Peace Movement,” which
was guzsested to him by the two Interna-

* The facts [ want him [a neo-Uhrisiian]
to see and to admit the force of, ” says Mr.

successors,

and

President G2 F. Magoun contributes to the

¢

built up into all the historic creeds

relation

Advance an article entitled, ** The New De-

doctrine is the very core of Christianity;
that it has been always affiemed, and never denied,by every braneh of the Chris-

come the best seeurity and highest prosper-

means, means of heaven's

in

goaded and overworked pastor ?”—It would
good

there is a vast confounding of things which
ought to be kept as distinct and as wide
apart as are the earth’s poles.
The two
things are means and ends. The transpos-

its sacred memories and associations, the
song with its rhythm of praise, the prayer
with its voice of adoring and enireaty, the
sermon with its instruction and persuasion,
-—all of them, from beginning to close, are

the merciful work of inspecting the drayman’s whip.and limiting the labors of the

not be unnatural if a

thoughtfully remarks that * it must have
occurred to every earnest und to every
thoughtial hearer, that ia listening to truth

Sabbath with its holy calm, the church with

domp-animals,

car-horse ; shall less be done to

a gulp,

ing of theseis the peril which has always
beset men. . '.
. . These services, the

question :— * If society shall go

into organization to supg#it Mr. Bergh

swallows
at

without mastféation or digestion.” On
this matter the Watchman and Reflector

we know of a good
don’t admit it.

class

They are taken

year at

Geneva, in Switzerland.

sociation

means

business, and

The

As

is doing

And

certainly

Denominational Notes and News.

olieity which, in connection with the Evan- fog
class of Hillsdale College, we mike the
turbed sections of the country can be forced
gelicul Alliance, it so lately professed so following extract;
Appi
into peace? Even a novice may: see, as
the best lawyers in Congress and the; coun- bravely to uphold, "—The article concludes 1 Our curriculum, instead of being heterowith this question, a definite. auswer to, geneously put together,
try declare, that several sections of the!

national method of system and uniformity ?
By a plan requiring years for its completion, it presents for study, all, or nearly all,

the framework of the Bible, Genesis as well
as Matthew, Exodus and Numbers

as

bill are unconstitutional, ©
:
Butit is now a matter of the past. Iv
were better if the sentiment which achieved

well

as Mark, Joshua and Judges as well as
John, and so ‘with the rest. Those portions which might “otherwise be neglected

its partial triumph

could have

remained

are allowed to urge their claims, have their

desirable...

Geliverance of the Israelites from bondage

1
i

ci

4

was there ever such a familiar acquaintance

ture of Jericho, with Achan’s sin, with the
sublime scene "which transpired at: Eba} and

Gerizimh,and with the character of Caleb, one
‘of the trugst and noblest of God's’ heroes?

made the N.Y. 'Observér’ the’ judge ‘of the
soundness, of the ansouhdness, ¢f the Congregationalism and the Cougregationalists
of the land #"

has béen raised,
The standard of’ scholarship

a Erdatia in the several classes ‘of study.

| and, it is believed the Faculty intend that it
“shall be lived up to, which is a step in

once or twice before to set.

or

FIRE

AT

the

totally consumed and its loss severely felt,
but through the liberality of friends’ there
has been received'many valuable contributions, and with its dlumni and other friends

public opinion

| right on the question of his innocence, iand
now it says ‘again that’ “we have unshaken

ag

and their pilgrimage of forty: years in the
wilderness so fully comprehended ? When |
‘with the crossing of the Jordan, with the cap-

has

been within the past year reduced toa -sys- .
tenrthat commends itselfto every one’ who
regards:continuity of studies and priority of
elementary branches, thereby: constituting

The Christian Union's its owt’ way of
ance abd caution, and the’ greatést! wisdom, ding us Editor “ wholly without its
The cabinet, which was asswming prowas
in guiding its operation, more {bun ever Editor's knowledge.” ' Ii has, altempted portions of pride and use to the student,

When whsthe spiritual significance of the

with a

as heretofore,

which would be quite interesting :+~* Who

Its passage makes the exercise of forbear-

was the record

ribbons

and flowers, a fantastic dress, or something:
else diverts the mind while the sermon is
and science £3 opposed0 the old ‘way of going on. Some bring their obstacles with
faith and duty! It is 4" sad And pi le them. One takes his horse,his mill, or his

asks this

sermons, "

most practical work. Philanthropic essays,
addresses, resolutions, circulars on the
to-day what it
peace, and
the nation’s welfare should be the chief aim. always has been, the very foundation and general advantages and duty df
But until clearer light is thrown upon the essence of the Christian religion.” — We the horrors and mischiefs of war, may have
subject, the portions of the bill that were wish we could always interpret that paper the go-by; but actual progress .on specific
System and Uniformity.
points in the relations of the ¢ Great Powstricken out must be regarded as the most as comfortably as we can this paragraph.
ers’—or
even the lesser powers—such as
The International plan for the study of essential and desirable, and the exercise of
Arbitration, an International Code, an Inthe
influence
that
has
secured
its
emasculathe Scriptures in Sunday schools is very
The Congregatwonalist is after the New ternational Tribunal,
Exemption of Private
generally adopted. This fact of ‘itself tes- tion, whether in Congress or out, as tend- York Observer with
a sharp pen. This latter Property from Capture and
Destruction in
tifies to & its value. What are its bene- ing chiefly to keep up the present deplora- paper having ventured to
Saggest that War, and other questions, is quite another
ble condition of discord and strife between
fits?
7
:
‘‘the Liberalism ” of the Congregationalists thing. It must be respected.
Nor can the
It may he said
It increases familiarity with the Bible. the two races at the South.
isan unlovely and dangerous element, the occurrence of great
wars, which seemed to
There is no other book like this. Older that the southern temper would not brook former proceeds in a two
eolamn editorial neutralize all that was done by Peace
Con‘than any other book, it contains the only the enactment of the billdn ifs original form, to show that it isn't, and after
presenting gresses, have any such effect wpon a steady
authentic record of the creation and of what But its present form is nearly as odious in. five strong considerations
why it isn't, it movement like (bis, modifying and
improvtranspired for thirty centuries subsequent their eyes. That being the case, if Con- adds the sixth as follows:
—‘¢ We. submit, ing the principles that govern the relations
gress
was
to
pass
any
bill
at
all,
it
owed
it
to that event. Its pages are enriched with
in closing, then, that it is not very large- of peoples to each
other in war as well as
the experiences of good men of olden to the race immediately concernedto ‘make hearted, lovely, or Christian
business, for in peace.” —The article suggests Mr.
it as effective as possible. Indeed, the reSumtimes, and embellished with some of the
any great religious newspaper {o leave ner’s remark made just before
his eath to
grandest
have the voice sults attending the passsge of this one,— those vast labors which offer legitimatel
y
of God speaking to men. There is especial- hotels in the Soath closed against the pub- to absorb all, and more than all, of its ut- the effect that the peace - cause had never
before seemed so sure of speedy triumph.
lic
rather
than
admit
negroes, and colored
ly contained in it the glorious fact of humost force, in tearing down the kingdom of
people
The
ejected
dawning of that day of triumph is
from
the
places
which
the
man redemption. The veiled truths of the
Satan and building. up the kingdom of doubtless
far in the future. Meanwhile,
new
law
has
opened
to
them,—show
the
Old Testament understood, cause the unChrist; lo descend to petty insinnations
veiled ones of the New to be clothed with great need of some adequate legislation in that there are Christians in another State, the growing sentiment of Peace, both
among individuals and nations, is of the
behalf of the unfortunate class. But it is
greater beauty and significance.
and of another denomination, who are not
most encouraging nature.
doubtless
wise
to
make
(he
best
of
what
we
Now whatever will press this book, as a
as Orthodox as they ought to be; and to do
.
h
upon the attention of those for have.
whole,
its utmost to undermine personal influence,
Perhaps the less said about the force bill, and cast suspicion
whom it was designed, and help its teachon personal character,
ings to be comprehended by them, is a since it is not to become a Taw, the ‘better. and assume to usurp the seat of God,
the
benefaction. Whatever will do these things Its passage, in the very face of the best judge, to ‘decide that certain Individuals
best is, in this particular, the greatest bene- sentiment of Congress and the country, is a and classes of men are insincere and un.
Hillsdale College.
*
puzzle, Have men at the age of ‘most of trastworthy ; violating
&
:
faction.
high
and
Tow
these
From
an
editorial
in the Crescent for
What, indeed, is better adapted to do our congressmen learned so little of human fundamental principles of comity and cathJaouary, a magazine published by the senthese things for all classes than the Inter- nature that they should suppose the ' dis-

dog walking about, a new bonnet

superstition,—the wayof nineteenth century pro,
the befter methodof réasop

them whole.

——

next best abused

which,

“The parties that could pass

it,—for it is the offspring of

be

There has been this highly eneonragiag
feature of the last Congress,—it has shown
are true as steel, who can see the

ki

‘‘ Sermons, sermons,

he said; “it [the congregation]

- A contributor to.the Interior, prolessing
to hold the belief that ministers are’ the

or value,
it. becomes at once an expression of

enters

certainly

bs

baptistic, but, then,
many persons who

dying, he gave w'th anxious solicitude into
the care of a friend? Shorn of the very
features which gave it its chief significance

a fair and square thing has been almost out
Housé,

service,

strong without putting it in italics, Sem
of Mr. Behrends’s points are evidently un-

has been so bridied by Butlerism that to do | man’s ingratitude and folly, and an engine
of civil wrongs against the colored people

gay plume and a great

display of

‘

What has been gained by it? What resemblance does it bear to the bill for which

to perplex and embarrass it, and to keep
the country discontented over its every act,
Besides that, and worse thap all the rest, it

into the Hext

of it,

devour sermof, prayer and .song at one
service, and then be just as eager for the
same process at an immediately following

” A correspondent of the Watchman and
Reflector, writing from western New York,

evil still.

steps in the face of the lately triumphant
party, who have tried by all possible means

Whatever element

that portion

Dr. Holland likened church-goers to some
insatiable monster, whose chief aim was to

possess the

Exchange Notes and Quotes.

—
‘That was an evil day for the country
that witnessed the triumph of the notorious
force bill in the House and of the impotent
Civil Rights bill in the Senate. Tha the
former may not become a law is not much
palliation of the evil. That the latter is
practically alaw already makes it a greater

But if the country has ever scolded

of the question.

of

original place Dr.. Holland’s conttibation to

God will pour his sunshine upon il, an a4, says that *“* everybody this way ‘says that
there will be the golden and gladdening ‘Brother Behrends madp a great, sad misfruitage.
!
take in publishing his sermon.'”
And he
emphasizes the ‘“ everybody,” too.
The
NA
Civil Wrongs and Uncivil Force. substantive would seem to be sufficiently

best to leave the country in a good natured

mood.

We
ogy”
or
his

God.”

There are, without doubt,

accompanying a definite and correct knowl-

God's methods are sure and unerring.
Let the church sow the seed in prayer and

in between to prevent bis hearing the ser- contained in Génesis ever : so thoroughly
mon.\ The door opens and he looks around and: universally understgod, as to-day?

~ preached who broughtJile and immortality to see who it.
to light, in order to listen to the sopho- | the attention.
clairvoyants

of actual need.

a good many of these false statements sent
to the papers. If they originate with parties
who havg any desire to get help at all from

vation,” in sending missionaries to the
heathen, and in Sabbath school instruction.

civil rights bill, and the force bil’ almost
given to the country, the session will doubt

ed. ; When, for instance,

| #086 )school ise] ag ito lat yotbing| dome

In out large cities, how ‘many de-

morie rhapsodies of

should be in any degree.
adverse,
sponse from a resident there who saw the are willing to ‘share adversity with
report in the Star, and who states that it is leader.
. We know that sooner
a pure fiction, that nobody in that vicinity ater these clouds will pass away, and
has starved to death, and that, although name shire as one of the faithful

the

there with it, . But this bill of civil wrongs
or for it is,exceedingly difficult for the hearer: value recognized and their beauties unfold- is a matter of the present and the future,

sert the sanctuaries where He is effectively

brains or character, or hang

its clos-

including acts like this of the franking restoration, and the ‘character given to the

and

good-ground, or faithful hearer, who brings
forth fruit in abundance. These are all re-

strong testimony to the truth of the doctrine
of immortality and the reality of a supernatural revelation.
Very likely a large part of thosé who
these

re-

Master was: —* Search the Scriptures,”
Acting in obedience therewith, the church
may expect the Master's approval and bless-

need, and be swayed by the dictates of right says: ** To be given the freedom of taverns,
and justice, no matter what the temporal theaters and steamboats, ==fhat is the ReChrist names four kinds of hearers: 1. consequ
ences may be. Massachusetts has publics best gift to a struggling face. But.
The wayside, or careless hearer, who does’
two or three such men. New Hampshire, to be protected in equal educakio®al privinot let the truth have any place in the.
leges, and to be thus enabled to dévelop the
heart. The fowls of the air carry it away. also, we belléve has one in the person of best qualities of mind and heart,—this is of
2. The stony-ground, or surface hearer, Senator Wadleigh.
Whatever may bave beéil the failures of minor consequence.”
who makes no effort to prepare the soil for
the last Congress, it is mainiy for the - If we were at liberty to regard this bill
the seed,™ud though it germinates, it soon
country to say whether it has been really as the best that could be passed ander the
withers away. 3. The thorny-ground, or
blameworthy or not. And we do not be- circumstances, it would be a relief. It may
worldly hearer, who attempts to receive the
| lieve it will he held to too close an account,
indeed prove to be
so. Grave “conword without giving up the world, and the
latter soon gains the ascendency. 4. The when it is reflected what an insolent, filli- siderations = aitend legislation like this.
bustering,

eral conviction that in some way or ways,
and in a greater or less degree, the future
may be known.
Itisa real conviction or
a haunting impression that life is te grow
more full of meaning as we go on, ang that
the vast Intelligence that comprehends all
time and all events has provided for giving
us light by means of a special revelation.
The human mind can not rest in the present, oor be content with the simple facts
that nature reports,
nor wholly

S——

Congress might have signalized

preaching, and at the same time the pew is
responsible for the hearing and believing
through which the ultimate object, salva-

whether

the grave were to be reached at the

LI

of

a

nearly the whole, which appeared a fort.
ing.
The word of God is denominated, the East, they should know that such means “night since in the Star.
And they all re.
“ the sword of the Spirit.” With the Spirit defeat their own aims, It would not be long member how, by a kind coarse
of
imagery,

Last Hours.

$

injunction

out

there is considerable destitution, the citizens
expect to come through in good shape, and
particularly so because help from the East
re- has enabled the authorities to supply cases

and higher end, and this end a general
vival of religion? "The

calls

Eastern mind that only on the most unThe Pulpit and the Pew.
ing hours by a more graceful act than the edge of this word, it becomes God's effect- doubted statements would anything be conual
weapon
in
the
conversion
of
the
world.
Re
pl
restoration of the franking privilege. . But
God designed through the foolishness of then, Congress has now well accnstomed ‘Indeed, this is the truth which underlies tributed to those sections.. Let us have
only the truth, = Without dcubt that would
preaching to save
them that believe.
vs to acts of this character. It has, to be and stitnulates in all efforts in preaching
be
sad enough.
the
gospel,
**
the
power
of
God
wnto
salThe pulpit is responsible to God for the sure,done some very fine things. But,even

Glancing down a single column of a daily
paper recently, we/saw about a dozen suc-

cessive advertisements

:

}

:

® Ghent

Its

starless, tem-

pestuous night.

near Burr Oak, in Kansas,

ever ready, renders its appropriate service.
Mind sharpens mind. Thought stimulates
thought.. All bring their offerings. A
flood of light is poured npon what would
be otherwise dark and obscure.
Whit is to.be the result of this method
of studying the Scriptures ? Can it be
any
thing short of the attainment of an ultetior

. Yet let not Christians faint nor despond, lutions, cordially inviting a free interchange
Lo
’
Tam
nor lessen effort to get a hearing for the of opinions and sentiménts between the
Master's suve and revealing words,
The two bodies and the cultivation of whatever
may tend to greater union in beliet and
emerald
il
sms ———
? fact thit the soul seeks light is a “hopeful
effort.
We can express the desire that
one. That it seeks it so eagerly and per
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1875.
sistontly isa ground of courage.
And the spirit which prompted both ‘the utnot a few of these who apply to the human terances of our Conference and of the resGEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor,
Lgheats and blind guides, may be yet glad, olutions of the Ohio. Association, may re“
|
after suffering bewilderment and stumb- sult inv more faithful devotion to the end
Eh
dh Sh ASN
I IA
av All communications
designed for. publica
work, the salvation of
ling about painfully in a darkoess that is al- of all * Christian
ion should be addressed to the Editowyand all
ways deepening, to turn to Him who is the souls. What its best actual results may be,
etters on buginess, remittances of money, &c.,
Light of the world, and whose ministry in time will suitably disclose.
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.
behalf of souls is like the breaking in of the
.
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A

rane

ha

AN OpporzuNITY, Now that. the prop ‘and absolute confidence in
that the
Mr. Beecher's en- soattered far and wide, itis hoped
osition te erecta prison for women is before tive innocence.We implicily believe
new and spacious museum will not 'rémain
that
he
|
the Massachusetts legislature,
the Staté has is.a pure, upright Christian man. We hold. long with empty shelve, but that they will
filled with valuable
acquisitions.
an opportunity that she ought tot to miss. him worthy of the utmost trust ‘as a moral soonThe belaboratory
apparatus
was sll destroy No one who is. acquainted With the .condi- teacher. .
.', "We know that lie 'is to- ed, but is to be replaced
new: and imAion in which the Stateis obliged to keep tally incapable
Na
apparatas; well eho ¢hemicals,
of
the
monstrous
hypocrisy
“her female criminals,~and she unfortunate. with whichhe
is charged. In the prosper- which,together with the amphitheater and

ly has her full share of them,—can doubt, ity of this paper [The Christian
ih
fagont
yy Whig oy gion.
Union] our
sight. But it is nothing dew. All through’ store into his pew with, him; Perhaps the With such a knowledge of these portions that a separale prison, withthe best modern: Personal
m
‘doubl
nierfortunes,
interests, and aspirations
with the comprehension of such
~ the ages, men have preferred
po ff
laborthe “tush- lawyer brings his client's’ case, the physi. of Scripture,
facilities for care and discipline, is a press- are most deeply involved,
atotyippadtioe arith ‘depar
‘of instruc~ lights of their own

cian his patient's symptoms, the architect his [facts and with a: vivid conception of such
ing need.
plans, the capitalist his stocks, the spécula- scenes, the study of the Gospels, ‘the
- Acts

making to the beams

that stream forth from the-Sun of Righs-

tor his devices, the laborer;
his, work’
almost everybody - brings
to
church which forestalls the tind ‘uktesk

eousness. ‘When. the religions. instinct Ts
perverted, itis not crushed out; it holds

“

firmly to life; “if it oan not Wet healthily
yet
excludes it.
it will act; and the more violence is purposely
4
a

“4

tle will

of

p
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andthusiastic
tho Epistles
must bf tort’mnie
more. eoand intelligent.

of rejecting thé

|

ethod
is calculat-

fu single lesson’ and
hringiof sis aruthe’ of.»

ward the Christians; the ‘Obie -Assoeatigh |
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t

1a

ith

Society Tb
cera
111
man. . We
to the ba
ovately fivished, and willdo credit to’ the
the more ground of hope that ‘the proposi-: spécionsness of aresomenot, insensible
'of the | evidence several societies. | lk MOE HASAN
brought forward ‘by (le prosecutions nor
/The art and music departments
are to be

hon may met ih urns.

learned and the ighoraiit
turn. their at,

E
e
sullering in the West, | The
-

- yw

sensational a

unformded rep at to print

{66repor
gmouni, of
i t.
for, instance,

muioiog|

thet SWS , Jately

and :learsing’ Hcivenlating! in) the': East 10 the! effect
of that body
at its recent’ session responded | ot. ‘The aid of the thought
to those expressions by appropriate reso- of the pust is evoked. The printing press, that two families bad starved to death
[

of
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Resolved, 1. That we mourn his death so
unexpected, and deeply feel the loss we have
enterprise in the Q. M. has taken an interest sustained in his removal,
2. That it'is an occasion of gratitude to our
with the church at W, Paris, and Bro. Durkee Heavenly Father that;our brother was spared to
is laboring there with good prospects of success, | the work of the ministry 80 many years and
Other churches are to be assisted soon as cir- | that he was able to keep the faith to the end.
{ll admit.
We h
that this Q
3. 'T'hat the clerk forward a copy of these
sumstandes i
aumit.
e hope
Ua
$ 9+ | resolutions to the Star for publication.
M. will again become blessed with a refreshing
;
JOKL SPOONER, Clerk.
from the presence of the l.ord and accomplish
a good work for his cause.
AP. NW.
OwEGO (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its winter session
tvith the Tuscarora church. The delegation was
not large. The meeting was good, spiritual and
Donations.

The whole affair was

ADVANCE : STEP,

Q. M.

the past year for
of Christ in the
well, There
is
churches.
Since

tod ridieulous to be dangerous, and we
mention it mainly to correct misapprehensions which may have obtained abroad.
ANOTHER

Address Capt. 8. P. Matthews.

Omsrirtp

the salo’ n license of the principal leader
has been revoked, and no threats have heen
heard for some days.

Your

:
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ness of any other of the symptoms whiel:, as it
“were, pave the way for that terrible dstroyer, Wilf

gd with the Tabor, ot Bey, oli ge. wlio

;

made such preparations as would have|| firatef April. This leaves a vacant pastorate at
Whereas It hae Seemed Pleasing in the th
quelled any well organized mob effectually, || Etigacemb, where a good man would be gladly | OUT
neaven’y andFather
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with
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.
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to

of

Remember tbat upon their labor, thé health
the stoititch depends.
Keep thém perfect, und, in
order to do s0, Manipulate them witha brash dip.

and suc-

ed as his successor.
:
Next session with the Duplain church;
o'clock, ®, s.; May 7.
:

for

Owing

Local Agents wanted to sell Bickford’s Celebrated
Afettions: Take at once “ Brown’s Bronchial TroTuere is a good religious interest in the
Automatic Family Knitting Machines.
ches,” Jet the Cold, Cough,or Irritation of the Throat
Pimorduary indueuents offered to first-class
W. M. JENKINS, Clerk. | be éVer so Sliglit.
Charlestown
church.
Several conversions of
GENERAL AGENTS.
For Circular and fall parlate have cheered the hearts of the laborers, and
ticulars, address
BICKFORD KNITTING MACHINE MF'G. CO.,
the long, hard warfare with sin seems to be
JEFFERSON Q. M.=TFeld its'last séssion’ with _Thé Eureka 10'yde. twist for Button Hole and the
the church in Philadelphia.
:
Brattleboro,
Vt.
ending in a victory for Christ.
50’ dnd 18h ds. spools for hand’ or machine sewing, Sel¢ t Manufacturers,
:
(=)
rrea
ouseNext session with the church at Sprague’s dard the Bast.
Magazine of America, is more thoroughN J. ALLEN, Clerk.
hol
ly identified with the People in their
Rev. G. W, GouLp, of E, Dixfield, Me., has Corner.
Agents Wanted for Dr. March’s Great Work
Home and Social Life than any other periodical in
Centaur Liniments
;
¥
;
“OUR FATHER’S HOUSE,” | the country.
{ accepted a call to the pastorate
of the North!
a
Lisson Q. M.—Held its last session with’ the L
allay pain, subdue swellings, heal Witdits riches and Leauties, its Blooming flowers,
}
Her
Wood, N. H.,

armed and drilled the police, and altogether | goes to Tiverton,

auch

Don't

ceeded in raising $1,406.28. If any churches
have a big load to lift on dedieation day, let

0. C. Huis,

have

York, on receipt of price, 25 cents per box.

the Grand Ledge ehurch, Feb, 12—14. Owing
to the sevete storm and cold weather, only a
third of the churches of this body were able to
represent themselves at this sfssion, yet all who

and society,
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free from their office, 18 and

Clerk.

session
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Sunday, Sechqol, Work. Specimen
dets,; 93.00 por."

years been manufacturing their Water-proof Leather
Preservative. Its great value in preserving leather
and keeping the feet dry is beyond question. Desiring
to place'it within the reach of all, they will send it

66s

21, 1875.
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invited to meet in the South,
Frank

N H, for support of a

500
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our

indu

Mission,

Cole, Lake Village,

N H, for support of a child in Ins

date of May 26: has just been fixed upon for the
meeting by this Committee,
It is the first
time sitive 1860 that this Convention * has . been

cost nim.

2
of

dia. per B J Cole;
20,00
Erie,
NY Q M, per V R Cary,
6.054
Goodrich,
ich, per G H Howard,
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Davison, Mich,
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Bowdoin Q M, Me,
26.28
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Main St, Lewiston, Me, per WH Bowen,
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introduced

the United States and Canada, wexd' cordially
invited last June. to hold their twentieth Inters
national Convention in Richmond, Va. The

stances,
about ten days and labored with zeal and effi- them send for Bro, Chase. The former Q. M.
PIRE’S
Clerk and Treasurer having removed from the
ciency. About twelve found the pearl of great bounds of this‘Q. M., -W.: M. Jenkins was elect: |-

price.

has

Christign ‘Associations

Men's

The Young

the Liverpool church, commencing Feb. 5th.
Interest reported good in the different churches.
Rev, Ira Slgteris Clerk. and Treasurer for theyear. The business meetings were harmonious.
A resolution of sympathy for Bro. Wilder in his
sickness was passed, and we ask prayers that he

and wants of the chtitch

with us

government

DORCHESTER,

Treas.

oniid in India, per 8 Cole, '

to those bishops who will bind thémselves: by a
formal document to obey the laws;
1]

Chase, of Hillsdale, preached the dedication sermon, after which he
presented the conditions

Dermar, Pa. A series of meetings huve been
held in this township at Stony Fork for abéut

held

companies,

har.

erected during the past season under the supervisionof Rev. F. W. Straight. Rev. A. H.

Ministers and Churches.

Foreign

Mrs M A

des Arabs

Walter Baker &Co.,

14,56

SILAS CURTIS,

or raise

in the Prussian chamber of deputies a bill with.
drawing the state endowments froin the Catholic
clergy and providing for their wgstoratign only

were there felt that the meeting was 2 real succeess. According to’ announcement. the vestry
of their new church edifice, at Grand Ledge,
was dedicated on the Sabbath,
It has been

Some

German

:

PER ORDER.
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have

Rev. G. R. Hout loforms us that a precious
work of gtace has been enjoyed by the Freewill

these irresponsible meetings.
apprehensions were raised at
city might really be turned
mercies of this moh.
The
J
however,
acted
promptly
formed,

The meetings

after three weeks 65 were converted, 35 now
standing as candidates for baptism. This is glorious news.

agement of the.Society through committees

on

to the church. = Bro. R. A. Proctor

Rev. C. B. Messer writes that on tnd first

public meetings, inflamed the rabble, and
announce‘the
d determination to proceed en
Joree on the 25th ult., and demand the man-

just

Pope, the

Prayet and social meetings more than

Monday of January he commenced a serles- of
meetings with the Fairbanks church, Towd; #nd

dulged in senseless denunciation of the Society. ‘Lhe managers, inthe unprotected
state of the city, felt constrained, against
their own judgment, to grant relief quite
indiscriminately to the applicants of this
class. A large sum of money was thus
distributed, really ander the fear of mob
violence,
This year again, though less

called

and

continued since the: Feb.» session. of the River
Raisin Q. M,

Not a Hue anxiety

agement to them. A year ago this dhibie
class, backed by quite a large number of
well-disposed but easily duped working

militia

mony.

will insti-

States

hose already created to metropolitan sees,
In consequence of the last tiicyclical of the

Busi-

with

new dioceses in the United

Corfeord, N, H.

Racahout

Thole

oa
and, those

18 an excellent food for invalids, and 1 nrivaled in
delicacy. All the above are for sale by hrocers and
Spice
Dealers throughout the country.”
' *
:

5.00
5.00
2.56
2.00
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In the March Consistory, the Pope
tute

usually interesting. Preaching
earnest and
spiritual, making the session one of good interest
to those present, and we trust will result in good

Crops were éxcellent last

witnessing good ‘tesults.

~

Relief & Aid Sociely to surrender its man-

firmly,

good and the churches well represented.

is holding a series of meetings with the Bedford
‘and Erie church, at Little Lake, Mich, and is

wis for a day or two felt by the people of
this city. last week on adeount of the violent
threats ol a class of ignotdnt malcontents,
fitly styled
Communists, to compel the

State

=

BM Smith, Salem, Mass,
Mrs A A
Morse, Waltham, Mass, Int,
Gliford Village ch, N H, per 8 C Kimball,
Richmond Vilage ¢h, Me, vol, by Emma Snell,

A hundred years

ago there “were 15,000,

3

ness of the conference was transacted

year and prices fair.”
Rev. J. Surrn, who is about 70 yearsof age,

the governor of Indiana bas been misqu
oted
in the dispatches.
-

and

)

127,000 -— added in 1874,

Rev. M, S. HusBeLL writes from Cromwell, ed to preach for one year,
*
Iowa; as follows: — We are building up a
Next session at West Paris.
A. P, Wurrsey, Cle.
strong Free Baptist church here. Several new
families are moving in from Ill. this spring.
This section presénts good openings for those
River Raisin, Q. M.—Held its last session
wishing to secure new prairie farms-on a line of with the Erie and Bedford church, Feb. § & 7.
Next session with the Macon church, at MaRailroad.
Brethren living here) who
came
from the best portions of Ill, are highly pleased con, Lenowa Co., Mich.

the end sought. . For his own sake, we hope

strong, the leaders of the «Communa

March 4.

jo

that

thirty-three have professed faith in Christ,

porations by law, charged with the work of

and

in

revived,

the church

reclaimed,

have been

prépagating religious truth, is Just as legitimate as the greation of those charged with
the ‘propagation of science or general literature. The only question to be decided is
as to the proper limitation of powers, in
cach case, consistent with justly securing

demonstrations

Christians

pool church, were protracted by Bev's G. H.
Thus far many
Dimon and Ira Staten.’

corporations long before the governor of
Indiana saw the light. The creation of cor-

of

all

of the Cleveland Q. M., held with the Liver-

the question of the right to create religious

appointed by
Quite serious
first that the
over to the
Hi
authorities,

which

unsaved may speedily
A. L. Hovenrox,

i

justified the veto, but\why the second reason
should be adduced, is ciriqinly very s(range.
It looks very much as jk
governor was
willing to go .out of hi
ay to have a
thrust at religious institutdons, even at his
own expense. The common
law and uxiversal usage ' have comprehensively settled

men, made hostile

in

ican Baptist. Publication Society,
there are
1,761,171 Baptists in the United States, of whom

vicinity worked, and God has blessed their labor, Six have found Christ, and several are reQuarterly ,NMeetings.
claimed and are now striving to live a life of
Orisrierp Q. M,—Held its Feb. session with
faith,
:
the church in Canton. Considering the condiThe meetings connected with the last session tion of the weather and roads, the attendance was

of the government.
The first objection
noted is unquestionably a valid one and fully

Grounvress Fears,

that multitudes of the
come to Christ,
| *.

A series of meetings has just closed at Tew

reason is that the creatign of religious cor-

RRA

‘The ¢hurches are all sharing in the work and in
the blessing, and many hearts are now praying

mut
Denominational,

safely belong

C

is the great desideratum of Dyspepties
aficted with weak nerves.

10.00

NH,

Sweet Chocolate.
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5.00"

L Gly- 20.00

Wm M Clark,
wd
hy
Ortonville, Mich, per Geo H Howard,
Goodrich ch, Mich,
Davison *
"+
w

ty has won for
various prepMEDALS
and at all

the Principal Exhibitions of the Wor , over all
competitors.
They now make the FINEST VANILLA

5.00

1.35

Meetings are held regularly every after- been no excitement in connection with the evan. readings, in Cincinnati, besides preaching each
5.00
20,00
noon in the Y. M. C. Association building pgelist. The utmost quiet and’ decorum has evening, and in the forenoon meeting ministers
700 |
5.00
* ‘verse crificism by his veto of a general bill where Christian conversation is had with characterized every meeting.—Mr. Fowler has and others who desired to converse with her on Richfield & G ch, Mich,
4.00
Genesee
a
4“
themes
'
pertaining
to
general
Christian
and
2.0
made
a
simple
and
earnest
presentation
of
the
authorizing the incorporation of camp-meet- 1 such as can be induced to attend, prayer
Rich ch,
hid
hid
2.00
1,60
ing associations. The bill was presented by engaged in and real gospel work entered truth, and his methods have met with general Church work, No mention is made of her man. |" "AM,
—r—
99,90
Much approval, He has just closed his labors here, to ner of spending the rest of her time,
the friends of the Lafayette M. E. Confer- into as the true reforming power.
Col. by J. W, Dunjee
meeting-house :
good
has
been
done,
the
meetings
are
well commence a series of revival meetings in Boston, ++ The officers and congregation of the Protest- A C Tenney, 10,00; KeyforC B Richmond
ence, and intended for their use. Its proPeckham, 2.50;
Mrs N (
but the work here is still going on.
Rockham, 350; ash, Ln Kev R loved, A
ant Episcopal church, 8t, Clair, Mich., have rei
visions granted perpetual powers to hold attended and increasingin interest, . Pub:
Ax
3
ardmal
avis, L003 L
@
Up
to
this
time
more
30.00
YT
N Y, 5.00,
friend,
than
three
hundred
solved
to
withdraw
from
the
old
organizaand
fiflands, make laws and control the grounds, lic meetings and lectures are also occasion‘
ty persons have expressed a purpose to accept sal- tion and join the Reformed Episcopal church.
131.90
and giving the officers the power of city ally held among the churches. The work vation.
N.B. Miss Olive M.Benubtt was con, L. M,of H.M.So.,
through Christ. The Sunday
Henry Morehouse,
the English revivalist, is by the $13.66 credited to Gilford village ch., N,
officers to enforee the Jawg'and regulations L of inducing employers to pay off their em- have been specially blest, Out of one schools
H., In the
made, Two main reasons are assigned py | ployes Monday instead of Saturday, which ten, in the Free Baptist Sunday school,classeightof holding meetings in Chicago, with considerable last receipts,
STLAS CURTIS, Treas,
the governor why the bill should beketurned. was taken ig hand by the Union,is progress- have already sought the Saviour. The whole success. He gives Bible reading in the afternoon Concord, N.H.
and preaches in the évening,
ing
slowly
byt
on
the
whole
satisfactorily,
The first refers to extraordinary powers
city has been moved as perhaps never - before,
According to the Annual Report of the Amer.
Education Soelety.
faje success.
granted, which are really ministerial, ex- and promizesg
or

THE OLDE
ST AND THE BEST
IN THE WORLD. 4

|.

Raltt—J okler Mus 1 T Robinson—Mary Reed srs
D F Ricker—Mrs R H Small—L Sargent—A A Stetson—J
E prague. M Smith—F W Towne—A 8 Storrs—~N M
Teel-DLThompson—8 Whittum~IN Warner—B ¥ Zell.

State

of Fourteenth,

———

H Lyster—N 0 Lothrop—5f Mowrey—A A Moulton-B C

Chapel, recently

$30,000,

—

really successful work this winter,
Those been held, morning, afternoon, and evening, quency, which have resulted'in a large number
Home Mission:
who control the organization unite most The attendance has been large, so thac after the of conversions, - Mr, Black, a city lawyer, has Lisbon ch, Mieh, per J W Halleck, '
Jamestown
oh,
Mich,
happily social influence and position with a first week, it was found necessary to use the done:the preaching. The school is in charge of | {ie n Q M, per J Spoorer, "
N H, per J W Morrison,
real devotion to the work, A good deal of largest churchin thegity, and the City Hall on J. K. Stearn, and is supported by the First Pres- | 2dkavSandwich,
C B Peckham, Hallowell, Me,
Mrs Sarah Hedge, late of Woolwich, Me, per
a
zeal is manifested, but itis a zeal which is Sabbaths,—and many have been compelled to byterian church,
n,
i
Rev Asa Dodge, Union, N Y, for freedmen,
according to knowledge, fortunately. nN
Miss Smiley has been giving afternoon Bible- Rey
go away, unable to gain admittance. There has
7 1) Sinclaft 3d oh. Belmont,

Manager.

56 Madison 8t., Chicago, Ill.

N otes

Already there was some revival interest in
three or four churches, including “our own; and
there was a tender, kindly feeling ' between the
several churches which seemed prophetic of
coming good, At this time it ‘was determined
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* You

may not draw it until you come to

snakes;

Mr.

weet wind,

and say to him,** That is a charmiog place,”
has dogs;
3Mr. Tibbins answers, ** Yes; he
never go there.” Mr. Tibbias was val-

wi , whery e have you been?
fairir wind

out of the

the .cobwebs

Seieet HE
sky;
y ding
I’ve been grin

the

grist ; in

hard | U

mill

the

3

by}

rally very much exhilarated by the hydro-

summer, and
P hobia excitement last

hoped

“1 lately read in Mr.

War-

while others sigh;
I’ve been laughing at work,

at one time that the public feeling mighf
be carefully kindled to a general crusade

Sweet rain, soft rain, what ave you doing?

against dogs.

Let those laugh who win?

| ner's letters from the Nile,” he said, * of
« Pm urglng the corn to fill out its cells;
an African king who had never seen a horse
bells;
its
Pm helping the lily to fashion
into his
Ym swelling the torrent and brimming the | 5) Colonel Long came rifling
capital. Think, O my friend, of some hapwells;
1s that worth pursuing ”

done)
Redbreast, redbreast, what have you

fledg-

my

« I've been watching the. mest where

py island valley of Avilion, where never
d og barked loudly nor was ever seen mn Of
course so severe a taste as Tibbins's in a
world so largely canine produces inconv enience, as a dislike of butter in a society
which holds to a natural and necessary relation between bread and butter will often
expose the dissenter to difficulty. Such a
man, in a crowded and elegant assembly,
who at supper has incautiously bitten a

:

lings lie;

I’ve sung them to sleep with a lullaby;

=

By and by I shall teach them to fly,
Up and away, every one!”

Honey-bee, honey-bee, where are you going?
« To fill my basket with precious pelf;

‘To toil for my neighbor as well as myself;

To find out the sweetest flower that grows,

Bach content with the work to be done,
Ever the same from sun to sun;
Shall you and I be taught to work

By the bee and the bird that scorn to shirk?

Where the wind, commanded to blow, deferred?
Or the rain, that was bidden to fall, demurred?
— Mary N. Prescott.

Friends.

rrows on a tree

gring

fogether;

i,

PEdems to me

.
If 1 should hear it pnder.” v
«_Well, you're extremely sgeather-wise,”

An old one said; “ I wonder

‘Where you were hatched, and when, my dear,
To talk of that, this time of year!”

« It’s much mere likely, let me say,

. Although it’s to my sorrow,
That you will see it snow to-day—
At all events to-morrow.”
He hopped off to another twig,

_ When he had thus admonished

His neighbors not so wise and big,
And leit them quite astonished.
« What does he mean? and what is snow ?”
They asked each‘other; “ Do you know

And not one single one could tell;

So, after lots of chatter,
They all concluded, very well,
»T way no sach mighty matter.
But in the night-time came the gnow,
According to his warning;
And oh! what flying to and fro
And twittering, next morning!

« How cold it is” they chirped—*‘ Oh, dear!
How disagreeable and queer !”

The old one swelled with self-conceit;

-

The branchesall snowsladens

culty would disappear, because

She broke her bread up, crumb by cramb, -

Here’s some for ev'ry Sparrow.

very day,
yi fepdypu, darlings fly away.
|

o

thig, “0°

That stay in winter weather.
There’s food énough for twenty

Yowll always find a-plenty.”
And after that, come frost or snow,

‘further council with himself.
The obvious heroic course was

pi

would

Deceitfulness of Appearances.
Mr. Tibbins wishes that his experience
in making New Year's calls may be made

useful as an illustration of the deceitfulness

He is one of the gentle-

against the

held

little

old

a

(o step

But he

moment ; but instant gloom shut in again,

as Mr. Tibbins saw a slight breathing motion, and perceived that the beast still lived.

‘“ My

One of the advantages or misfortunes of a

friends,” he says, ‘¢ shall not complain of New-Year’s Day in the country, according
1 simply.
any obscurity in my :condngt.
to the point of view,

offér them the alternative, me or your dog;

She advanced, and drew a

To my

visitors.

enters

smelling ut ankles, and” producing lively

is the infrequency

he would have joyously

and

it,

joined

became

sharp, and when he attempted to jump up,
he jumped down instead, and on four legs

of

so

tongus he could see olher Jegs between
himself and the enemy hissonkwould have

Tibbins remaived for some time motionless,
"quarrel.I respect.your idiosyncrasies, and
was 10
There
_Bil uation.
I beg you to respect mine, while I embrace
to nientioni {hat .among th e | sign of

most. prominent of mine is an indisposition

" ‘tohave
my ankles smelled at by dogs of
are

+ poor fellows
or not, und an insuperable disgust with the.
of beéasts'when I go
eall, That it is very. self+. 10 meken social
person

to. subject

his

{|

GF ir; anders mo

FE

Be

RT

EBs

ish In you or in

E, wha is no
I. Xenophon and
ind

reaowned

Phd

0

com-

have: s

ested,

tiful piety, and who would to the very latest glo-

vivid ex-

pages,

spirituality

the

which

clearness

eharac-

and force with

discipleship ‘which

And if, among the crosses which He gives you
which seems to you—I will
{0 bear,there be

history and
well as held
the Téarned
unambitious

murked the

not say more burdensome than others—but apparenily destructive of the usefulness of your

ministry foréver ruinous,seemingly to all hope of

success in your holy mission ; if temptation from
without be added to temptation within; if the
ih soul and spirit ; if,
blow appears to fall on
in fine, all seems hopelessly lost—well, shall I
say aetent this cross,or rather these many crosses? .Welcome them! welcome them with an
especial spirit of submission, of hope, and ef fortitude, as afflictions in which, afd out of . which,
the Lord will disclo-e to you a new mission.
Welcome them, as the starting-point of a minisy in bodily weakness and bitter suff-ring which
© hus reserved for you as your last and best,
and which He will make to abound in fruits un-

less

prominent early -followers-of the Master, in order to have

in

given us this work.

It avoids con-

troversy, and has hardly a sentence which could
y disturb the most gentle nature,
Some of its de-

scriptions of the scenery about Palestine and of
the daily; ordinary life of Christ, are us beautiful
as they are simple and striking, While avoid-

ing controversy, the author does not hesitate to
express his own opinions on points over which
many people have differed. Referring to the
temptation he says,
The struggle was no mere

to life, as never did Lou earlier ministry, in the

days of your strength

A RETROSPECT OF FORTY-FIVE YEARS CHRIS-

allegory. ”—Of the possibility of our Saviour's
being capable of

sin he

&ays,*

We

believe

know that our blessed Lord was sinléss.”

TIAN MINISTRY:
Public Work in other
spheres of benevolent labor, and Tours in various lands, with Papers on Theojozieal and
other subjécts in Prose and Verse.
By Jabez
Burns, D. D., LL. D., Minister of Church St,
Chapel, Edgeware Road, London. London:
Houlston & Co. Paternoster Square. 1875.

and

But

he throws a comforting light over a certain phase
of the case when he asks, *‘ If bis great conflict
were a mere deceptive phaniasmagoria,
how

can

the narrative of it profit us? . . . What

comfort

is it to us if our great

fought

not only

without real danger;

not only

victoriously, hut

Captain

12mo.

ty

English history.

see no possible advantage in trying t8 understand the means by which it was wrought,” But
that miracles are possible through other than di
vine agency he can not admit. —We are not sure
that we understand him
when
he says that

for a time

this simple and

-ence gained by tours

tine, and other

oP

hearts

dom

of heaven should suffer violence, and the violent
In any famtake it by force, was not yet come.
is sufficient to breathe around It an unspeakable
calm; it has a soothing power like the shining of

the sunlight,

“ It droppeth like the gentle
Upon
place beneath.”

at

that

no jangling discord
harmonizing spell.
no ordinary home.

dew from heaven,

all about Bobby

Mary

to hallow

‘Ibe

mght

that

tell as

and

Bobby's

The

—

by was a boy!

and the face wag

which sounded like Aunt Peggy's.

a

turned

beavenward,

heart, O God,
within me.

tles for his books as *‘ Bece
dem,” ¢ Pater Mundi,” &e.

From

is an excellent one.

ty of the gospel of Christ.
for some time an

The

author has been

accepled preacher of the Prot~

erable light on questions now agitating

he draws on an

has been deep

various gther

experience

reforms

which in both eases

and valuable.

lic' mind.——The same
KING oF DAY; by Rev.
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publishers send THE
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GUGLIERE,by ‘Mary B: Lee, an aceount of a
little Italian musieiun, stolen fiom a town on the

to this country

bay of Nuples, brought
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found

by his

parents

in

New

aud fi-

York; and

and that the crowded condition of London, and a
few other Br tish cities, and the poorly managed aftairs, botly social and public, of nearly the

TOGETHER ; OR, LIFE ON THE CIRCUIT, by Mrs,
E. E. Boyd.
| Tue METROPOLITAN, the society journal published by E. Butterick & Co., New York, is
changed from a monthly to a weekly, and will

thoughtful and rather prolific writer, and if he is

be

his

the credit of

be allawed

writings,

to correct

very grave

ipterests

of Literature, Art,

assurance that vivaeity, hones'y and candor will

It is sufe to say that

the Metropolitan will now rank first class among
;
the many journals of its character.
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stamee, sustained bythe compact Jife and friction

of large towns, —losses of health, time, comfort
and of material resources of ‘every kind,—are

Dr. Arnott

fo the

characterize its utterances.

!

gions held on them at their meetings, Some of
the propositions are extravagant, and the meas-

forcibly set forth,

devoted

Fashion and Civilization, Mr. George W, Bungay becomes its literary editor,which is sufficient

spent another Easter vacation together, and the
volume presents the essays read, and the discus-

¢laimed, some

time ago that in London nobody but butchers’
boys enjoyed good health. Surgeons In large

All bowed with reverent head, ‘and the

we have SPIRITUAL

religious superstitions of Romanism to the liber-

social misfortunes and hardships.
In the present book, the ¢ I'riends” are represented to be stili ** in Council,” urdo have just

Amen.”

Fi:

en prevents persons from doing their best, why
and how the ballot is abused, wherein Mr. Mill

must at the same time

and bpu-nue a right $pirit

Hohe

the same

Ceelum,” “ Ad

estant faith; and in comparing the two religions

seebing, in

and

whieh we

STRUGGLES OF ¥ ROMAN CATHOLIC, being av
account of the experiengeol Rev. Louls N. Beaudry in emerging from tlie traditional errors and

inclined to be hyperseritical and fault-finding, he

then the blessing was asked in the language
of her own little prayer,—‘Our Father
Te-ate in me a clean
which art in’ Heaven.

keptin

Chureh,” are well expressed,—Mr. Burr may be
remembered as an author who has psed such ti-

whole of Britain suggested its publication to the
author's m' nd, needn’t deprive it of interest to the
Mr. Helps is a
economist.
Awericau social

gray-haired
by this little
the chubby
cyes closed,

idea is carefully

are all making that he has written his poem; and
that he has
dove in a faithful
spirit.—Two
brief poems, entitled, ¢ The Manse,” and *‘ The

and day, where

should be urged,and why the great pressure now
resting upon the whole sphere of our social life
should be relieved. That it is an English work

mo-

The

mind toe davgers of this life-voyage

legends of early

is open to criticism, why’ chiice’ men should be

the movement with a perplexed and serious
fuce, cried out: “Who's going to pray?
Somebody must say the blessing.”

;
in place of two.
Here was a preity state of things, The
fairy had turned him into a dog, and Scrub-

:

was

seas.

mind, but the quality of the poetry in which it is
sought to express it is not of the first order. And
we d- not suppase that the author claims that
runk for it. Tt was nfalnly to impress upon the

men should *¢ leave off” their services in season
for the public good, why Publicity is the source

sought for office, why

and then one and another began to make
preparation to eat, whén Katie, who saw

. “Can’t youn Tray P" said the
man, who was feeling rebuked
child. Only a moment, and
hands were folded, the blue

uncertain

of certain sp-cific evils, why fear of Ridicule oft-

ment's hush, us if we waited for something,

& Phil-

compare the passage of the spirit through this
uncertain life with the passage of a ship over

and sweeten it,

certain classes of public

should be formed, why

Nelson

poem which gives title to tlle volume atiempts to

It sets forth reagons why epen spaces should be
furnished for recreation in and near large towns,
why townships of Awelling-places for artisans

Katie’s Blessing.

seated, there.

aim of this volume

by

It presen{s an attractive me-

trations being quite spirited and suggestive. The

By Sir Arthur Helps, K. C,
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Author of * Friends in Council,” ** ComB.
panions of My Solitude,” * Life-and Labors of
Brassey,” ete. Boston: Roberts Brothers. 16
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chanical appearance, some of the wood-cut illus-

can long breathe upon its
But the home of Jesus was
With Joseph to guide and

Jesus moved and Jesus slept, the cloud of light

Selected.

service to

or,A Song of the Seas,” is the

lips, New York.

resist its beneficent sorcery ;

stay their waving wings.

-

VOYAGE;

Rev. E. F.

Jesus to illuminate it with the
with the youthtul
very light of heaven, we may well beheye that
puripiety, of angeli
trustful
it was a home of
ty, of almost perfect peace; a home for the) sake
of which all the earth would be dearer andgf more
Where,
awful to the watchers and holy ones, and
if the taney be permitted us, they would love to

was

he

“THY

Nothing vulgar, nothing tyrannous, nothing res!-

Jess can permanently

support, with

a devoted

title of an illustrated quarto volume of poems by

evening Ei j—

bis

heurd

or the voice of doves

America, Egypt, Pales-

hints offered on various departments of public
and moral éffort are valuable and timely.

ldving soul

ily eircle the gentle influence of one

in

lands, and

whatever is good und true both for the body and
the mind, and we get a record that covers a
wide field and presents much interesting matter. The papers on American manners and customs are withal just and discriminating, and the

when many in Israel shouid rise or fall because
of

movement, the ups and
men, and u hundred oth-

and has dealt with them and with what they
suggested in an independent and manly but
thoroughly loyal spirit. Add to this the experi-

His mere presence in that home of His childThe
‘hood must have made it a happy one.
hour of strife, the hour of the sword, the hour
the thoughts

against aristo-

sharp eyes, an observing mind, and a true heart,
has seen the relations of all these movements

life of our Lord:

when

him in

er things have made a part of the history of thus
period in England. And our author, having

Wasn't it to be continued for all time?

should be revealed, the hour when the

brought

The reaction

the Disestablishment
downs of parties and

But we need not specify at any greater length.
It would be a pleasure to quote liberally from
the volume, but we confine ourselves to this
brief but beautiful reference to the early home-

of Him,

necessarily

cratic rule, the eriticisms of courtlife and customs, the Irish question, the education revival,

beautiful rite [of baptism] as a sign of ‘disciple-

ship.”

in London, has

con'act with the public men and public events
of one of the most interesting periods of later

miracle,” the author says, ** is a miracle, and we

permitted

pp. 444.

This book well sustains its title. The author
is an English Baptist clergyman. A public life
of fifty years, involving a pastorate of wearly for-

uninjured, bit without even
a possibility of
Thank Heaven, He was ‘‘ tempted
wounds?’
in all points like as we are, yet without sin.” *‘A

« Christ

and joy gone by!
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never once

and

fairy,

once a dog.

was for a
How, dry and.patched his mouth,

AINE

man,” embracing five discourses,
and such oth.
er subjects as would naturally be suggested to
|.
u dying man of holy life, unwavering trust,beau-

l Katie, cities also find the difficulty of healing wounds
eye, ‘Dear
old man said, with tearfu
\
ought to increasing yearly, and a cluse supposed to be
1
lesson.
ent OO
i
“Dogs have no feelings.’
you have taught, me a
e suffering
| + it
the growing inferiority of the air:
ist.
al
g
gation
of 4. Pr. |Guthrie’s Autobi- +
Congre
Scrubvolume
pray."—
second
The
the
x
‘people,
To avoid another skower of blows,
nervous
on
'
inflict’
‘which city noises
ced by Quarter & Brothers.
hindrances to physical exercise, the great oppor- ography” is announ
| by, ot Bobby—whichever the render’ likes yd
me of the
tunityto erime; and to. keep clear of moral and .,_Knglake has finished the ith. volu
best—stole away under the sofa. | He felt
instruct
to
ring
endeavo
was
an
clergym
“A
crowdof
evils
=
these
s;—all
kjnfluence
:
educationa
very bungf$h and Wiiined softly.
tory,of the Crimean WAL
Portraits
one of his Sunday-school scholars, a plow ed city life, and many others, are n shown to be His
n of St. Beuve's English
asked
?
dinner
his
A
had
dog
the
‘Has
New
‘Now,

order
and nor

BE fo

ple for all sufferers,‘ The regrefs of a dying

but
And soit was;
shone round about Him.
that light was no visible Shecbinab; it wus the
God.
of
peace
beauty of holiness; it was the

that Le saw areal

suf-

fering could glorify God, faith, Christ the exam-

laughed and said it was all nonsense; but
Bobby himself firmly believes, to this day,

After all were

voice

and comfort of frequent communion, how

Aunt Peggy said-it was a lesson, his mother

like a bark, his hands seemed covered with
short, black hair, his nails grew long and

infrequency

this

friend

own

the

spirit

tion and exhortation which form the contents of
the present volume, He dealt with such topics
as happiness in life and death, the desirability

Christianity

He attempted to remonsirate, but he only
apprehensions which
succeeded in barking very loud.
dllayeéd by calling herini bk. Tow heen at rest.
«Stop your noise,” said Scrubby the boy,
and remarking that he was never known to
hit him over the head with a stick.
and
;
But bis position was peculiarly solitary
says. Mr. Tibbin10.g’bis friends,
biko—if,.
hurt the poor dog,” said a voice
«Don’t
Mr.
and
appéatr,
iil not | nor did any other visitor
ork Jee wi 0 vo we
Pe

i

still

and

Bobby's father said it was a dream,

He was about to cry ont with delight at
seeing Scrubby thus changed into a boy,
when the sound of his

and

four’s character and teaching, of the
circumstances of his life and time, as
the standpoint of the loving John,
and critical Paul, and the plain and

little

strange

loving

out missing a Sabbath, thé haly counsel, instruc-

entered into a full human knowledge of the Sav-

ed his legs—one, two, not four.
“Oh, I'm a boy again! I'm a boy again!”
cried Bobby rapturously.
8
0
“I’m sure no one would ever (ake you
for anything else, as long as you make such
a noise as that,” said Aunt Peggy, rousing
sleepily from her nap, while Bobby ran
down stairs to ask the cook for a plate of
bones for poor Scrubby.

it

only'in

The

80th of March, 1856,he was enabled, in spite of
extreme pain and exhaustion,to present, with ..

rify the God and Lamb who had loved and re‘deemed him. There is nothing morbid in the
discourses. They were spoken out of a healthy
which the human relations of the Saviour are
and cheerful spirit,although the body suffered in
set forth, its unfettered conceptions of the Christensely. They offer excellent counsel, and while
tian iden, the large amount of useful informatien
persons in heulth would find them profitable
whieh it contains, ifs effective though apparent
reading, they could not tail to bring great conly unintended testimony against the theories set: golation to those whom the Father has in any
forth by Renan and Strauss,—all these features, way afllicted, As showing the spirit of the man,
and more, make.it a contribution at once to lit- and ot the book which such & man must have
erature and to religion, and a book which both
written, we present the following extract from
the unlearned reader and the critical student a sermon which he preached sbout fi {teen months.
may peruse with profit. Its author must have before his death :

terizes

covered with short, black hairs, and count-

lady,

it fs found

written, its clear

pression, the refined

collar was round bis neck, looked at his
hands, to make sure that they were not

:
ping sound on the floor.
«No, ma'am," said Bobby, timidly.
«I am a fairy I’
«Oh I” said Bobby, and he thought with
in his own mind ‘that fairies ‘wére not very
pretty to look at.
a

not both. 1f your tastes” and preferences seemed to be, upon ‘this occasion, a misare such that you will have Targe or small. Jovtune. Had there only been a merry
animals lying within your gates, yelping group turning the cornet at the moment,

~ any breed or of any size, whether they

which it is

Bobby jumped up, felt to see if the silver

the prospect for a been looking into a mirror!

This thought cleared

he

lives in the country, and who declines social
visits to persons who do. Mr. Tibbins is,

th

‘in

little shiver-

And Scrubby

of style,

plain record of the apostles,

Katie had never been in the habit of eatline
a
in
him,
around
carpet
the
on
circle
r of seeing the family partake of food
ing
the dog, who would thep, of course, awake
that
shone
and
quivered
as
if
it
were
worktable—till after a blessing had-been:
—a
object,
and snap immediately atithe nearest
ed in silver.. Little Scrubby,the dog, whined asked upon it. One day her papa was abwhich would be Tibbins’s leg. Andwhat
him-——bat. the sent from the evening meal; a number had
was the possible use of heroism under: such uneasily, and came towards
with ber gaihered around the table, and among the
head
the
on
him
touched
fairy
circumstances? He might as well advance
high
and, wonder of wonders! his silver rest was Katie seated in her ‘little
and kick the dog. Bat was the dog asleep ? wand,
old
dear
a
sat
her
beside
buckle
Close
chair.
linen—the
white
became
was he not dead ? was he not—why should collar
allotted
the
passed
had
who
man
a
friend,
ribhon—and,
black
of
bow
a
not he be—a stuffed dog, an old family changed to
black-and-tan ter- age of human lifé;"but who was still living
favorite, perhaps, now placed pon his Bobby saw, instead of a
without a hope of eternal life.
the same as if he had
familiar resting spot as his own monument ? rier, a lit{le boy, just

Che “Finily Circ,

who

uresqueness

walking into the middle of the rug, with
At any rate, he was a better boy afterher red-heeled boots making a curious tap- ward, and his dog faved better, and that's

the bell without bringing’ himself close to

r

and growling at every person

subject. If it has an equal for simpfivity and plet-

curled

thought of him again, hntil he was snug

there.
«Well, Bobby,” said the

sayy again, that it was impossible to touch

— St. Nicholas.

impartial.

dng fhe bell.

upon thé piagza And

Be sure the birds knew where to gol | F710

although

reluctantly

he

but, seeing no one,

Come every day and eat Your ill,

just “and

py obody came to let the poor,

in|

up

would be proper for him to make, so he
kept, still.
:
“Dj youknow who I am ?’iskewd! she,

any

arouse the foe and precipitate the engazement. He therefore’ maintained his posi
tion, Jooking hopefully toward the kitchen,

So hop along the window-sill,

however,

looking

shaking her cap-strings, “here 1 am!”
Bobby did not know what answer

Tibbjns

Mr.

to the rik of making a noise; which.

:

:

dogs,

and

big arm-chair, with bis cheek

the maid

Moreover,

retreat.

movement whatever exposed

« The blue-bird and the bobolink,
They’re birds of gayer feather,

do not keep.

of

across his line

Because you never

men who

round

Co. 8vo. pp. 472,

life of Christ that bas yet been written. One
might almost say that it is like Fleetwood’s and
Abbott's, Beecher’s and Pressensés, and the others who have attempted the work, only in its

L

hour,

an

then half

Aunt Peggy's face with eyes full of surprise, | jng animal in.

or man would pacify the dog. But to
reach the kitchen required a lateral movement which would leave the enemy directly

Along the sill so narrow,
And called, ¢ Dear little birdies, come!

‘of appearances.

Bobby, turning

of them—and

&

department of - literature so far excels its predecessors as in the case before us. It is the best

But the minute passed by, and five more

said

him,”

tormenting

cashions for a little nef before supper time.
But he had_not time’to close his eyes—he
so
and
pantomime summon to the door,
was
quite sure of that, for he was watching
to
seemed
which
eontact
the
save himself
be inevitable. But there was no one look- one little spiral shoot of blue blaze all the
ing out,and the closed windows seemed too time—before Aunt Peggy seemed to disaphim to stare with blank indifference, so pear out of the low sewing-chair opposite,
that he says he had had before no idea how and a strange little womau, with a crooked,
cruel windows cau be. It then occurred to shining wand, stood in her place.
It was not his grandmother, nor any of
him that if he could open communication
with the’kifehen, and entice some maid or his grand-aunts—and yet she seemed to feel
man to the-door without ringing, the diffi- herselfas perfectly at home as if she lived

The little sparrows, in despair;
They looked at ope another—
« ON! where is ail the seed, and where
The bug dnd Worms; my brother?
To die of hunger, that’s a fate
One shudders but to contemplate.”

:

his terrier dog.
“Aunty, I'm not

E.P. Dutton

church as could gather in Lis place of sickness,
Ard thus, from the 14th of October, 1855, to the

Retail price, $2.50.’
Site
'
It is ggrely that the latest contribution to any

“In a minute, papa.”

Jooking out whom he might. with’ Beaming

+ Now see what you will find to eat”—
And off again he fluttered.

But. dot 56 ies he you, I

front of the fire, playing with little Scrubby,

somebody

see

to

hoping

at the windows,

« I told you so,”he muttered;

d tree,
Now, in the house behiiithe
There wasaldittle maiden, |
Who laughéd-oyt merrily to see

u p like a cross-legged Tark.
“Go and let him in, then !"

New York:

“(Go and get him a bone or a saucer ‘of bed, when the boy-dog's, piteous whine
.
engaged in that office.
.
his aunt,’ “The poor fellow 1s reached his ears.
But Mr. Tibbins went out merrily upon | milk,” said
Ie
him.
forgot
quite
[
declare,
I
“Why,
.”
hungry
to
least
New Year's morning, resolved at
himmake
and
“By and by,” said Bobby. “I can’t he must lie on the mat outside
pay one visit, long neglected, to a neighself as comfortable as he can,”
always
running to wait on a dog.”
sumthe
r
neighbo
his
become
had
bor who
So the dog-boy curled himself round in
“What
a
noisz
you
are
making,”
said
mer before,who had given no signs of dogs,
Aunt
Peggy,
impatiently.
“What
are
you
and went to sleep ; while the bey-dog,
bed
was
and who, as Tibbios assured himself,
feeling
as though he was a snow-ball, cowdoing
now
?
I
do
think
a
boy
is
the
noisiest
them
suffer
to
man
a
much too sensible
ered down under the evergreens, and shook
about; his house or grounds. Our friend thing in creation.™
Bobby wrinkled up dhis forehead, and like a lump of jelly,
began the day prosperously, finding everySuddenly, something that looked like a
drew
down his lip.
a
he
as
doing,
and
body, cordial and gay,
beam
of very bright moonlight shot down
«J
can’t
do
anything,
Aunt
Peggy!"
he
thought, his full share toward the enliven
through
the branches, but it was only the
Scrubby,
with
play
I
if
scold
“You
whined.
ment of each call. At last he came to the
the fairy, who was putting aside
of
wand
and
you
scold
if
I
hammer
ynai's!
I'm
gayly
g
hummin
new neighbor's, and went
boughs to get a better look
evergreen
|-the
Bill
and
me
and
up the neat plank walk from the gate, making a little wagon,
at
him.
Poole
are
going
to
fill
it
with
big
stones,
then turning briskly around the house, put«Oh,” said the fairy, “how do you like
it up from the
ting it, as it were, hetween himself and re- and make Scrubby ‘daw
being
a dog?”
brook
!
Won't
it
be
nice?”
{reat, he was advancing rapidly toward the
+*Oh,
I don’t like being a dog,” pleaded
“Nousense
I"
said
Aunt
Peggy.
*Aliitle
3
front-door, when he suddenly stopped, with
our
little
hero. “Do, please, good fairy,
dog
like
that
draw
a
wagon
of
stones!
I
in
were,
as-it
,
betrayal
a sickening sense of
turn
me
back
into a boy again I” :
shall
not
allow
anythjng
of
the
kind
I"
the house of a fricnd; for directly before
“Do
you
think
you deserve it?” severely
“Aunty,
it
don’t
hurt
him!”
cried
Bobby,
a
lay
him, within easy spring, so to speak,
eagerly.
“Dogs
aren't
like
boys!”
asked
the
fairy.
a
directly
and
t
door-ma
large dog upon the
“No, fairy, [ don’t,” sobbed the discon“I hope not,” said Aunt Peggy, shortly.
under the bell, He was asleep, and upon
“No: but I mean things don’t hurt ’em! solate little animal.
perceiving him Mr. Tibbins, as if upon tip“Nor I either,” answered the fairy, sternThey
like it I” cried Bobby.
.
situation
the
itred
toe for silence, reconno
ly
knitting her brows.
“I have a great
“Do
they
?”
said
Aunt
Peggy.
*‘Ishould
simple
was
bell
the
ring
and
To advance
mind
to
keep
you
a
dog
a
few days longer.”
like
to
have
you
changed
into
a
dog
for
a
madness, for the dog would of course’
experithe
try
you
let
to
Bobby
burst
into
a
piteous
whine, and all
just
two,
or
day
step,
the
awake the moment a foot struck
ment.
Bill
Poole
is
cruel,
and
so
are
you.
at
once
the
evergreens
and
the
moonlight
g
awakenin
sudden
of
confusion
and in the
and the fairy, with her wand, all vanished,
and of close quarters with an intruder he Now keep still and let me read.”
- Bobby put down his hammer and nails, and he was sitting belt upright in his
would probably be very reckless and .sanfor
it was quite plain that Aunt Peggy father's easy-chair, while the whining was
fo
amenable
least
the
in
not
and
guinary,
would
not stand any further attacks on her only Scrubhby pawing at his arm as if to ask
blandishment. Mr.
the * poor fellow”
good
nature,
and climbed up into his father’s for something.
looked
moving,
Tibbins, therefore, without

nd and rain fulfilling his word!
Tell me was ever a legend heard,

e Winter

corner,

actually | ¢ ‘J am playing with him I"

is

dog

from help, perceive that a

answered ‘the

boy, who sat reading in the

Bobby Smith was sitting on the rug in

a bout of bandinage with youth and beauty, understands the emotion of those who,
with Mr. Tibbins, dislike to have their
ankles smelled at by dogs, yet who suddenly, within a neighbor's grounds and far

A secret worth the knowing ¥’

front of the warm fire!
“I spose it's Scrubby,”

“Bobby™ said Aunt i Peggy, “I do wish
you would stop tormenting that dog !”

of

midst

heavily buttered sandwich, in the

Be it a thisfle, or be it a rose—

Bobby howled awfully, and limped away
:
to call upon him on New-Year's Day, but to hide himself among the bushes.
his
said
cruel?”
so
be
you
path,
can
the
in
“How
that he had discovered a dog
4
ial
and as he never called where dogs were | m other.
«It's only a dog,” said Scrubby. ‘Dogs
kept, he bad been compelled to lose the
pleasure of a visit. He then told the story don’t mind. They haven't got feelings like
'
of his attempt, in the midst of which the us.”
Bobby, hearing this conversation, very
neighbor broke into the most prolonged
and immoderate laughter, and when Mr. | w isely kept away among the currant bushes
| T jbbins had ended, said to him, ** My ‘dear | in the garden; but as it grew chill and
Sir, that dog is immemorially old and su- dreary toward night, his little body ghook
perannuated, and he is blind and deaf and and shivered with the cold, and he rau tothe door, uttering a short, sharp yelp.
toothless.”
:
“What's that ?"}haid a little voice inside,
« Indeed!” replied Mr. Tibbins, ** but
be might not have beev."— Harper's- Mag- and little Bobby, by standing on his bind
legs, could just see the cheerful light shinazine,
ing out through the Turkey-red windowcurtains of the sitting-room.
Bobby and his Bow-wdy.
How he lunged to bask on the rug, in

A FAIRY STORY.

gyman of great piety and zeal, Being at length
overcome by a lingering disease {rom which he
expedted no relief, he desired still to address his:
friends and’ as many members of his beloved

THE LIFE OF CHRIST. By Frederic W. Farrar, D. DF, R. S.,late Fellow of Trintty College, Cumbridge ; Master of Marlborough College ; and Chapisis in erdinary to the Queen.

Scrubby threwa big stone after him, and
hit him on the shoulder.

hor, and said to him that he had” designed

great,

the

mark the abodes of. the rich and

Literary Review.

The two-legged young animal, now on
four legs, ran yelping out of the house and
into the garden.

quietly around the house, and rapidly de
scending the plank walk, firmly closed the
gate behind him, and felt his heart swelling
with gratitude for & great mercy.
A few days afterward he met his neigh-

of
draw it at dogs.”
When, therefore, you stroll about the
elightful country in his neighborhood, and

"

Site

a

| - ; Work.

Tibbins.

says

| somewhere,”

1875." |
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| property’ “éhare our heaven, Be liptoed
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it was (im fo get. vp.) ibe boy
‘promptly: answared, ig

but. ered tha dog-boy, and; gave thin
| Agia
HardgMick. 1
u good,do
the bfy-
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aids them to persist in it.”

Lord Macaulay's industry
He would spend hours in a
British Museum hunting’

gotick xd |
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A writer in, Chambers's Journal

there is hardly:a word

more misunderstood

says

in” the linguage

and

misapplied.

than

that placed at the head of this article. Tt is
generally supposed that the ‘possessor of
the coveted
quality ma
dispense with
those habits which are admitted te” be so

essential to a man of business,
We admit
the existence of the quality—a disposition

of mind, often

hereditary,

which

qualifies

a man for a particular pursuit—but denies its
importance, unless aecotspaniod by the less

showy Lut more sterling attributes of industry, energy, and perseverance. So important are these characteristics,

that

mankind have asserted, that an

individual

writers

eminent

for their

possessed of a determinéd

guish himself

even

knowledge

will can

of

distin-

in any Ruroplt, irrespective

of predisposition towards

if.

Though

are not prepaved to goto this

conceive thata little

length,

genius,

we

we

when acdom-

panied by these qualities, will go a long
way; whereas, a large shave of it, unassociated with sueh
important accessories,
will be a curse rather than a blessing to its
~ possessor,

would think an unimportant tact, and those’

. periods little
who read his well-rounded
knew with what labor they were produced.

of the western re-

thrilling narrative

His

bellion was not written in his own study,
but in a cottage on the Somerset’ marshes,
in. which he spent weeks, so that no detail

to be gained from the spot

might be want-

hig fame,

i

To
ing ina his description!
more than any other, he was
iil

Jeffrey, the original editor

this quality,
indebted for
it

Edin-

of the

burgh Review,was an indefatigable worker,

If he had not been, it is probable that the
Review would have died in its infancy.
That he had great difficulty in keeping his
team in order, appears from the following
for
extract from a letter to Horner, asking
bis contribution: ‘I have some right to
dun, too, not merely because I am the
‘master, to whom your service is due,
but,

pages

because

for one.

to

I

the

Hear

have

myself

press
now

before
‘our

sent

I

nsk

state,

fifty

you

and con-

sider: Brown has been dying
with influenza, and is forbidden to write for his

chest's sake.

Brougham

is roaming the

streets, or correcting his colonial proofs,
and trusting everything to the exertions of
which strikes one in perusing the lives of she last week, and the contributions of the
‘great men, in any
of the avenues which unfledged goslings who
gabble under his
If there is-one

fact

more

than

another

lead to distinctiop, it is the life of unceasing

¢
ing,

Eimsley Ims solicited

to

be set

made upon his mind by the grand historic
cathedral of that ancient place. Filled with
a sense of the majestic presence of the
edifice, he approached one of the chief portals, to find it crusted with a most uncouth
semi-burlesque representation, cut in stove,

of the Last Judgment.

The

trump

has

sounded, and the Lord from a lofty throne
is pronouncing doom upon the risen as they

are brought up to the judgment-seat by the

Below hii are two rows of tle
angels.
dead just rising from their Eruves, ‘extend
ing 10 the full width of the great door.
Upon many of the faces there is an expres:

sion of am .zement, which the artist

appar-

over the page; but we must remember the tifications. His martello towers are thrones; manners of men that, three hundred years
years of Prépatagon be'had gone Lv
chy
tipped with crowns are the palisa- after those Strasburg capitals were carved,
thirty-four years had passed over hi
eac des of his intrenehments, and kings are with the sanction of the chapter, a booksteeped bis soul in archeological lore,

bor-

|der legeuds and ballads, and studied char‘acter with unwavering minuteness.
Reully good work of every kind is the
product of hard, untlinching "labor—mere
drudgery, often— and
such statements
will encourage those who, misled by the
too popalar estimate of genius, wonder
that they do uot more easily accomplish
their designs.
.
Sir W. Scott's rapid method of working
has been mentioned as a fact: which might
be quoted
against our theory, but nothing
could exceed his care when *‘ getting u
a -subject.
For example; when writing
“ Rokeby, ” he visited Mr. Morritt, and
said he wanted ** a good robbers’ cave, and

an old church of the right sort.”
That
gentleman says: ‘“We
rode out inquest of
these;

and he found what he wanted in the

_ ancient state-quarries of Brignall, and the
ruined abbey of Egglestone.
1 observed
him noting down even the peculiar litile
~ wild-flowers and herbs that, as it happened,
grew round and on the side of a bold crag
near his intended cave of Guy Denzil, and
could not help saying that, as he was not
to

be upon oath in

his work,

lets, and primroses would
any of the humble plants
ing. I laughed, in short,
ness; but understood him

daisies, vio-

he as poetical as
he was examinat his scrupulouswhen he replied:

** That in Nature herself no two scenes are

exactly alike, and that whoever copied
truly
what was before his eyes, would
possess the same variety in his descriptions,
and exhibit apparently, an imagination as
boundless as the range of Nature in the
scenes

he

recorded;

whereas,

whoever

trusted to imagination would soon find his
own thind circumscribed and contracted to
a few favorite images; and the repetition
of these would sooner or later produce that
very monotony and barrenness which had
always haunted descriptive poetry in the
hands of any but the patient worshipers of
truth. ”

Lockhart was

astonished

to

fiud,

that even during a trip in which he accompanied Sir Walter into Lavarkshire, the latter continued his literary labors. *‘¢ Wherever we slept, whether in the poble mansion or in the

shabbiest

of

country

inns,

. and whether the work was done after retiring to rest at night, or before an early
startsin the morning, he very ravely mounted the carriage again without having a

his sentinels. ” © The dialogues in his plays
were elaborated in like manner.
:
Moore spent nearly eightéen months redling up Greek and Persian works for Lalla
Rookh, and the result was that it exhibited
such fidelity to oriental msvners, customs,
and scenery, that its popularity even in the
East was extraordinary, and people found
it difficult to believe that its scenes were
not penned on the spot. The circumstance
of this poem, with its gorgeous oriental
scenery and sentiment, bei written during the depth of winter,
in a secluded
dwelling in Derbyshire, is in itself a marvel.
Many of Moore's songs were also the
product of much

On

pne

occasion,

he wrote to Power: * You will hardly believe that the two lines which

I had,

seller, for only exhibiting an engraving of
gome of them in his shop window, was convicted of having committed a crime ** mos!
scandalous and injurious to religion.” His

sentence was +¢ to make the amende honorable, naked to his shirt, a rope round bis

neck, holding in his hand a lighted waxcandle weighing two pounds, before the
principal door of the cathedral, whither he
will be conducted by the executioner, and
there, on his knees, with uncovered head,”

confess his fault and ask pardon of God anl
the king. The pictures were to be burned
before his eyes, and then, after paying all
the costs of the prosecution, he was to go
into eternal banishment.—Harper's Magazine.

with

many hours of thought and glove-tearing,
proposed to insert in the vacaot
places,
displeased me so much when I read them
esterday, that I am still at work for better.
uch is the easy pastime of poetry !"—
Golden

Age.

er

;

Centennial
Ls

Our

Mime.

—

come,

After Dinnerisms,
—

OP

A lively lady, when
* strong-minded women”
cussed, made this remark:

centennial time may

almost to have

fairly

though

be said

celebrations

the subject of
was being dis‘‘ I

notice that

these * women's rights’ people” are invariably men’s lefts.” "Mr. Dickens used to repeat this with admiration. After Mr. Disraeli had likened the late Cabinet to a line
of extinct volcanoes,
some conservative
members, for whom the allusion was too

will not begin until wore than seven weeks refined, were asking as to the literal meanshall have passed.
It was on the 26th of ing of the figure. A member for one of the
February,
1775, that the English made London
boroughs said promptly, ‘‘ He
their first movementin force from Boston, meant used-up craturs,of course.” A French
taking a eourse that might have bronght on valet, lately engaged at a noble house,
a contest like that known as the Battle of startled the company with the following anLexington, fifty-three days earlier than fight- nouncement before breakfast: *‘ Prayers is
ing actually began.
Whatever they may on the table!” Dialogue between a lady
bave done before the 26th of February, a and an Irish servant. ‘Not at home!
strict defense only was implied; but on Would you inquire?” Servant returns—
that day, being the last Sabbath in the ** She's not at home, ma'am j ‘but she says
month, and of tne winter, a strong force she'll be in in an hour.” A noble lord latewas sent from Boston to Marblehead, by ly took in a city lady to dinner, She exwater, the objective point being Salem. patiated on the completeness of her counThe purpose was to seize some cannon try villa—the flowers, greenhouses, or
and gun-carriages. The force was under what she ‘called ‘*‘otouses.” She added,
command of Col. Leslie, an

officer of more

prudence than were most of his associates,
who seem to have been selected for service
in this country because they were most unfit
for it. He landed at Marblehead,and march.
ed thence
to Salem. He reached the
North Bridge, but found that the people
bad raised the draw. Then he sought to
take two gondolas that lay near, meaning
to cross in them. Resistance was made to
this, and the

soldiers

on

land

used

their

bayonets, so that some blood was spilt.
Rev. Mr. Barnard, a Salem clergyman,

packet,of the well-knowa asp ct,ready sealed and corded, and addressed to the printer

through

and

came to the scene,

his

influ-

« In fact, we cat our little all every

day.”

ing that she

noble

Thinking this was a figurative way of suylived

expensively,

the

lord smiled, and asked, was not that a little
imprudent. The equivoque continued for

some moments, the ads it seems, meaning,

« We heat our little hall every day.”
A man of letters was recently in a eountry district in Ireland, with one of those
short-legged, long-backed, and splay-footed
creatures yelept * Turnspits.” The creature excited mueh surprise, being unfamiljar; and one of (he countrymen surveying

i

women.

Their life is Yeduced to such

in-

sipid elements, and the bigotry of the Mohammedan men opposes such obstacles to
their emancipation, that there is no hope
for the education of the rising generation.

This tells adversely
A pasha—gue

in

in many other ways.

whose name

is well

known

Enrope, and a man of great cultivation—

remarked,

in answer

to

some

observation

about his representin
Turkey in some
Western court,
** Pht have done so, but
I could not take my wife with te, because
she would have to appear in society, and

might soon prove fatal,

agitation or surprise.

To

he

received

those

who

it

gd

.
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obituary.
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5 Drawing.
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Amey and Botany,
AVINA
H. HAYNES,

tian character, He was an obliging neighbor
an exemplary Christian, an affectionate husban
and father,
W. J. HAMBLETON,

aap)
Normalulasses includ

;

i

88
ELLA C.
HURD. Music and Algebra.
88 ANGIE E. HANSON, gon studios:
wd Smanglp: will be ta u
by an axhorionced
acher,
5
v
ALvan FoLsom died with a firm Christian (No deduction for less than half a term, e
t on
hope, Dee. 28, ut his residence in Carmel, Me,,
nt of sickness. Half terms Phi
By a the
ning and middle of the term.
;
aged 68 years and 11 months. He experienced be
e price of bodrd, in clubs, varies ‘from $1.60 to
religion in 1824, under the labors of Rev. David
$2.00
per
week.
Ladies’
clubs
as
well
Swett, in Kast Dixmont, and was baptized by men’s are formed.
1
?
y
him and joined the Freewill church in that
Booms and board in private families at reasonable
place, In 1843 he joined the Newburgh church, rates,
!
dis
where he remained a member until he was
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
called to join the church above. He praised the ‘Pittsfield, Maine.
.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
~
Lord on bis dying bed, saying that he
hud something that disarmed death
of its sting apd the

grave of its victory.

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

JAMES B. BLAGDEN.

ELLEN, wife of W. H.

Outealt,

of Dea. O. B. and M. Moon,

and

daughter

The next term of ten

dag,

died in Lodomillo,

Towa, Feb, 13, aged 88 years. She embraced religion 20 years ago, was baptized by Rev. Mr.
Ravelin and joined the Baptist church in Plato,
Ill, - For several years past she held her church

relation in the
bor,
a sincere

Je

ful

friend,

and, the

Christian.

LYNDON

crowning excel-

She leaves a husband, a son of
in

this

vale of tears,

und

+ Faculty :

J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.

G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., dssociate.
Miss L1zzZIE CALLEY, Precepiress.
With
a full complement
of competent assistants,
Three complete
courses of study :— Classical,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course, School first class
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March
9, 1875,
"FALL TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, August

while for her * to die was gain.” She was a
constant reader of the Morning
Star, in which
she took great delight,
She lived remote from
her church, or meetings of any kind, and prized
the Star the more highly for the religious con
solation its Pages gave her in her scarcity of
other
religious privileges. At one time she
suid,
““ I don’t see how I could do without it.”

She was very liberal in her sentiments

had

1875

Christian charity for those not strietly of herown | ~
church.
Her vemains were buried
at Forestville beside six of her children.
A sermon was | Primary Studies,

reached on the occasion by the writer. Rev, Mr, | Common English,
r. Beach, ber pastor, assisted inN. the
services,
W. BIXBY
La

‘

’

ipaly

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

and faith-

8 years, an infant daughter, her parents, a large
circle of relatives in Kunsas, Nebraska, and

Towa to sojourn awhile

.

, The tution will be as usual.
« For fui
" particulars address the Pri;
Ror further Ridge, N.H,, Aug, b, 1874. | notpal.

Baptist church in Forestville,

Sf hor. chatucter, a conscientious

i kspi Somm ence, Mon

August 31,1874

competent Assisiants.

lowa. The deceased was 'a/ devoted wife, an
affectionate mother, a kind and obliging neigh-
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aged 6 years and 8 months.
He experienc- | Instruction on Guitar, = 6.00
religion some forty years ago, and
joined a
|*%ocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
1.50°
Baptist church, in Maine, but worshiped with | Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
1.50
Aar-Clergymen’s children and students relying
n.*
F'. Baptists after coming to Vt. He took the
own exertions for an education, received at xeMorning Star for some thirty years, He leaves their
duced tuition,
a wife and six children and they mourn
not as
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; m clubs at
those who have no hope.®
L. SARGENT.
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
LOCATION :
This school, pleasantly located in the beautiful
Anlley of the Passumpsie, and "iss the line of the

The Life of Jesus,

insertion.

For

Young

People.

Conn, &

A work presenting Christ to the
young in_a more
mteresting and attractive manner than has ever be-

any single

fore been done. Agents always succeed with if, because parents will have it for their children.
Contains 550 quarto pages, with 50 full-page engravings.

For territory address H. S. GOODSPEED

Kezia, widow of Daniel Smith, died in Hodgzdon, Me., Dec, 21, 1874, aged T6 years. She
was a native of the Province of New Bruuswick,
and with her busband moved into the town of
Hodgdon, Aroostook Co., Me., in the year 1828,

with

Academ,

17, 1874.

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A, B., Principal

20,
ed
C.
the

14 Publishers, Barclay. St., New York.

Academies
RIDGEVILLE

Christ.

Soon after her settlement in Me., she was éonverted and united with the KF. Baptist church,
for the prosperity of which she always labored
with self-sacrificing zeal. The county of Aroostook was then an almost unbroken forest, and
sister Smith suffered the hardships incident to
pioneer life. But amid ull the difficulties of her
situation, she always found time and means for
promoting the cause of Christ.
Her house was
a home for ministers of the gospel and a warm
and cordial weleome always awaited them.
Her
husbund and several of her children went before
her to the heavenly rest, and all of the surviving
members of the family *‘ sorrow not as others
which have no hope.”
T. KINNEY.

emaly

fl

MISS

Verses areinadmissible.

where she resided till called to be

of

Academ

Winter term commences
Nov, 2, 1874,
Spring term commences ¥eb, 1, 1875.
Summer term commences ARE 19, 1855,

without

smoothed

and sweetly passed to the rest and joy of heayen.

Not more than a
to

?

Bro. French possessed an unimpeachable: Chris-

not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash

single square can well be afforded

word

, Normal,

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal DePiriment,
erman, Ph ysics and Diactics.
Miss LINDA ©. VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons Wislung obitnaries pubifished in the Morning Star, who do

Brevity is specially important,

Carat

his dying pillow, he said, a few moments before.
death, “1
am now ready.”
He faithfully exhorted his children to fidelity and Christian zeal,
re-uffirmed his attachment to bis devoted wife,
resigned all into the bands of ‘a loving Saviour,

7

equal to fen cents a line, to insare an

ull

Fall term commences Aug.

JouxN BURLEY died in Waterbury, Vt., Feb.

;

PrrTéffio,
My,
4
i
(he)

X53

Furnishes College Prep

ical and Ladies’
weeks.

The Spring Term
close June luvth.

CO.

6m37

2d, 1875, and
1

open June 15th, and close
ud
?

The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close
November 25th.

For Catalogue, address the Secretary,
;
WM. REED,
Ridgeville, Ind.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,
_ The location of this mstitutfon at Evansville, Wis.

is a beautiful one, being suirounded

Railroads

has

already,

under

schéol

of its

of Instruction.

second

to

no

acquired

class in the State; and the present offorts of the
Trustees to place it upon a firm and substantial basis by a liberal endowment. I am happy to state, are
meeting with encouraging results.
For full particulars in regard to the

for catalogue,

I. W.

School

send

SANBORN, Sec’y. Board

Lyndon Center. Vt., 1875.

COLLEGE.
March

River

a name ahd reputation

of Trustees.

&ec.

will.open

The Summer Term will
September 2d.

&

Pass.

its present efficient Board

by a vich, pro-

ductive, farming country.
The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in-

MARY, widow of Dea. William Beal, died in habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons,
Augusta, Me., June 27, 1874, aged 79 years and The school enfers upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
2 months.
She was born in the town of Durham,
Me.. professed conversion at ten years of age, Bradley ind wife having, after four years’ charge of
the
school, recently enterea into a contract with the
and two years later was baptized by Eld. Ephraim
Trastees to condnct it for five years to come, thus
Stinehfield, and united with the.F, B. church in giving permanency.
D.
Twenty-six years ago, she removed to this
CALENDAR:
Place, and with her husband united with the F.
FALL ely opens Aug. 26. 187% —ends Nov. 21,
. church in this cily. For seventeen years,
WINTER TERM opens Dec. p,~ends March 6, 1374.
since the decease of her husband, she found a
Sprint TERM opens March 24, 1874, —cnds June 12.
For tucther particulars, address
home in the family of her son. Very few live to
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
the advanced age of * Grandmother Beal,” as
she was familiarly known, fewer bave so many
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
Joafe of Christian experience; still fewer lead a
ife of such exemplary piety, constancy, and deHE summer terms will commence March 22.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
votion.
Itcould be said of ber in truth, that during all the vears of her Christian life,she ** walk« the State. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
J.8. GARDNER, Prin.
ed with God.”
Her early choice of Christ remained her supreme comfort and joy to the end.
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the disclosureof new excellences in Jesus. She
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s each.
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Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pube
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lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing
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Series.

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

Sabrina Hackett,

Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross,

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy Day
A Rainy Day at School.

Series.
5

Birthday Present,

J5

New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
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75
»

3B rs. Child’s

Series.

The Christ-Child,

=

Good Little Mitty,

J

J5

Making Something,

a5

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.

15
i]

Bright

Bright Days;

Day

Series.

“=

125

Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,

125
125

Archibald Hamilton,
:
&
Starlight Series.

1.25

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,

150

Bloomfield,

150

Glencoé¢ Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

+75
5

100
175
150
125

ps

Perfect M@n,

100

Willie
land,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midian,
When wewere Young,
Sybil’s Way,
:
Reseuned from Egypt,

55
4,58
90
«58
125
+90

Claudia,
,90
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Mohammedanism and Women. catholicity of spirit. and his fidelity to the cause

ence a compromise was agreed upon. Col.
Leslie said, that if the Americans would

in Edinburgh.”
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labor.

Mohammedanism seems to oppose the
greatest barrier, to improvement among the

ently designed to be comic, and several of that would have created too great a scandal
the attitudes are extremely absurd’ and lu- among my countrymen, and I could not go
dicrous. Some have managed to push off away and leave her behind. So long as
the lid of their tombs a little way, and are this state of things lasts, there can be but
peeping out through the narrow aperture; little real progress. I have faith, however,
others have just got their heads above the in the fair sex. They will find means yet
surface of the ground, and others are sitting of working their own. emancipation, and
up in their graves; seme have one leg out, with ii that of their sons and husbands.
some are springing into the air, and some Their life has become utterly tasteless ; they
are running, as if in wild fright, for their are pining for the free air of mupnal inter
lives, Though the usual expression upon course and liberty. Significant beginnings
the faces is one of astonishment, yet this is have béén made in this direction.
The bavaried. Some are rubbing their eyes as il zaars are no longer forbidden ground even
startled from a deep sleep, but not yet to the higher classes, and beneath the alaware of the cause of alarm, others are ut- most diaphanous veil which is now worn,
terly bewildered, and hesitate to leave and the ample Turkish ferijee, or wrapper,
their resting-place ; some leap out in mad of the Turkish lady, it requires no very penexcitement, and others hurry off as if. fear- etrating
eye to discover glimpses of highing to be again consigned to the tomb. An heeled
boots of the newest European lashangel is leading a cheerful company of ion ; and all the rest of the costume, it is
popes, bishops, and kings toward the Sav- well-known, is in keeping; and from the
iour, while a hideons demon with a mouth hands of Parisian modistes. C’est le comstretching from ear to ear is dragging off a mencement de, la fin—an end which all a
number of the condemned toward the devil, woman's craft and finesse, her love of finewho is seen stirring up a huge caldron boil- ry, and her desire for excitement and admiing and bubbling with naked babies, dead ration, with many other higher. and better
before baptism. On another part of the impulses, will certainly bring to pass, in
wall is a carved represéntation of the” vices spite. of Mohammed and the Koran, in
which led to the destruction of Sodom and spite, too, of the power of custom, and the
Gomorrah.
These
were so monstrously
bigotry of mollahs and preachers.
obscene that the authorities of the cathedral,

toil they lead, coupled with such an atten- free from his engagemerfts.
And Timothy
tion to details as less gilted men would refusesto come under any engagements,
have scorned. To hear some people talk of with the greatest candor and good-nature
a man of genius, one would think that the in the world. ” .
!
general had but to grasp his sword and lead
Byron said that Sheridan bad written the,
his men to victory ; or the author to take “best comedy, the best opera, the best farce,
up his pen, and the work which is to charm and delivered the best speech known.
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thousands flows readily from it. B
appeared‘to his friends as a brilliant wit
the one case, the Jears of toil, expended¥in and writer, producing bon not, speech, or
training these soldiers, in mastering the play without effort. But when Moore pubscience of maneuvering them, and attend- lished his manuseripts afler "his death, it
ing to camp ‘details, are forgotten; and in was discovered that all was the product of
the other, if we follow the author to his toil and elaboration.
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The old cathedral at Strasburg, destroyner as
had, been supposed.
The. case of times over, and committed
to memory.
Sie W. Scott may be advauced in opposi- Such a sentence as the following would’ be ed a hundred years ago, was long renowntion to this, for. seme. of jus books were written many times before it satisfied ed for its.sculptured burlesques.
peoned as fast as his quill could ** trot ” hin: *‘His (Bonaparte) areno ordinary forTt marks the change in the feelings and

when he wrote: his Lay,” and fort¥-three
when Waverly was
published—to accomplish such a resait,
duriog which he had
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French observations of the recent trausit of Venus has been remarked, and the reason assigned
for the omission is said to be that all his various
researches on the movements of the planets had
led him to values of the solar parallax so concordant among themselves, that he did not con-

con-

party on South Fork, February 23. They gave
up their arms and ponies, and were expected to
‘arrive at Fort Sill, February 26, There are only
12 Kiowas now out.

Twenty-six of the Black Hills exploring party
remain in the hills well satisfied with their prosJhects, strongly fortified and anxiously awaiting

the leader, ; returns
and is confident that

about the middle of April,
he can make the trip in twenty days with a
He brings letters to friends of the party
mule.

at Sioux City, and fine specimens of gold,
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William S. King, to recover
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by

against

$125,000 paid the

latter by Richard B. Irwin, and an attachment
has been levied on a large amount of King’s real
edlate.
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passed the Pennsylvania house—124 to 54.
The Pennsylvania

Railroad

has

reduced

the

rates of fare for passengers from Baltimore as
follows: To Pittsburs, $5; Wheeling, $5.50;
Cincinnati, $6; Indianapolis, $7;
Chicago, $8; St. Louis, $10.
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ings made as illustrations of Tennyson’s *‘Idyls,”
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we gaye some account of the manner in which
roll buttter was sent.fo market, each roll having
a tin case to protect it. The rolls are wrapped

end.

Dore was paid sixty gu'neas eacu for the draw-

to, * Peace and friendship.”

The snow-¢torm put an end to all regularity of
%

of

ne,

cut off

this not

1010. 11

Superfine.........'@
1 20
FISH.

Ansurance,

thor-

suggestions may be of service to dairymen
other sections where
a considerable quantity

Louisville , $8; | cer ¢lasping the hand of an Indian, with the mot-

The

has

—-

packing of roll butter for that market and the

Cincinnati cut 549,844 hogs lust year, 40, 919 | An interesting family of mummies has just
Jess than in 1873; St. Louie, 416,947, against been discovered in a cave on Kagamole Island,
one of the Aleutian group, near Alaska, and
468,768 in 1873.
the runningof trains in the' West.

aroma

upack the contents of the lower

prove their accuracy.

will celebrate its fiftieth anniversary this year at
Forty-seven business firms of Louisville, Ky.,
the annual commencement in July. Its members
having merchandise on band ordered by Arkanan unusually
brilliant list. Nathaniel
sas merchants, have united in a despateh thank- form
Hawthorne and Henry W.Longfellow are known
ing Judge Poland for his * noble speech and
to the world of letters. Dr. Geo. B. Cheeveris
successful efforts in behalf of a quiet government
famous among the leaders of the anti-slavery
for Arkansas.”
Four have been members of ConThe remainder of the lone Kiowas, 140 in all, movement.
gress and others bave taken a high place in the
including Wolf; Red Outer and other prominent
Dr. Cheever will dechiefs, surrendered unconditionally to a scouting basiness and social world.

Gordon,

the

now. useless contents

sider the bbservations of the trausit necessary to
The

stitutionality of the law if they sue him.

* re-euforcements.

the grounds

extractive. of the fresh ground
the water

of the plant and hin-

down to the live wood; besides

don Times. The absence of M. Levenier’s name
from the list of those who had charge of the

bill was begun.

The manager says he will test the

containing

the grounds, and

eflort to produce

dressing

Xo5o

I place

about life insurance, because it is called a benev-

is | ments on the resources

It is understood the President will take no
further action in the affairs of Arkansas, he being influenced by the recent expression of the
House against government interfereuce.

tickets.

strainer

ing season.
PRUNING.

is es-

suspended,

reftised ‘admission

in the

him a beggar because of his dress,

Massachusetts House of Representatives, Friday.

Two negroes wepe

and

Jus ae [£}
ann itnd oes
4

and Shirtings— | Zin,

ooo

Drills,

manure,
forest leaves, partially decomposed
sods, road scrapings, or any similar material
that is convenient; this serves as a slight protection besides inducing early growth the follow-

establish-

H

To putthe

great powers.
Germauy alone could put 1,200,000 soldiers into the field at once, and draw
1,600,000 more from her reserves, while . Russia
could throw 1,500,000 men into the fray. Even

in peace the drain of these -military

Som
Ag

eration. Now hot water is poured into the upper strainer, and percolates down into the pot,
carrying withit all the goodness remaining in

Packing Roll Butter.

Hoosac-tunnel

nothing.

the summer. At the approach of winter it isa
good plan
to give the bed a covering of coarse

general

Low M Bling. 1548. .1
DOMESTICS,

fresh-ground coffe¢; over this I use’ the second

owing to the strike. ‘The Merchants’ mill in- ing through the mouth, sleeping or waking. The ‘pruning is required except what may be necessary to keep the plants in reasonable shape and
nostrils are the proper breathing apparatus—not
its looms
daily. Everything remains
creases
the mouth.
A man may inhale poisonous gases
limout,
quiet at ‘the other mills.
through the mouth without being aware of it,
The second annual commencement of the Bosi
ton University School of Medicine, occurred in | but not through the nose.
A
Tremont Temple, last Wednesday evening.
The deepest mining shaft in the world is loeatrl
——
class of thirty, seven of whom were ladies, graded near Charleroi, in Belgium, and is 2,820 feet
"Late
fall
and
winter
butter
sells best in rolls,
uated.
deep. The deepest coal shalt in England is
The trouble with roll butter however,is that it
The vote by which the lieense bill was rejects 2,625 feet deep,and the deepest sha't in the Cornoften is not properly packed, and from lack of
ed by the Massachusetts House has been Secon:
wall tin mines is 2,160 feet. In the Hartz Mountknowledge in this particular the butter assumes
sidered and the bill recommitted.
ains there are several shafts which are more
a ragged or untidy sppearance and in conseThe Maine delegation in Congress just prior to | than 2,400 feet in depth.
quence sells at a low price. If roll butter could
to
the adjournment of Congress, presented
A curious illustration of the vanity of M. Lebe sent
to market in perfect form, it would not
Speaker Blaine a silver gavel.
venier, whose standing among the astronomers
unfrequently command from two to five cents
The woman-suffrage bill was killed in the
more per pound than when packed in firkins.
of the age nobody disputes, is given by the LonDebate othe

waste

the top of the pot,

ders its growth.
This is particularly applicable
to the hybrid perpet apt class, some of which are
rather shy autumn’bloomers,
unless care is
taken to keep them growing vigorously ‘during

very

coffee, and

war between the

suggestion of another

of Kentucky,

shudders

manipula

Pr t Clothe... ope)

beauty until the whole bed is a mass of bloom:
Faded flowers should be removed daily ; besides
adding to the neat appearance of the beds, this
fresh.bloom, as the

the

roasted

of the plants. Do not water too often, as, like
persons, they want water only when thirsty.
Let them
get thirsty before
giving them a
drink.
CULTIVATION.
Alter the plants are establish~
ed they need but little attention, except thatthe
ground should not be allowed to bake or become
hard, but should be frequently cultivated with a
hoe and rake, or other implements, so as to keep
it light and friable, as well as clear from weeds
‘and gra®s, Roses of the ever-blooming class will
begin to bloom almostas soon as they commerce
to grow, and as the plant gains in strength and
size the flowers will increase in number and

encourages

it is

according to the

coffee is wanted

oom

Local and
Constitutional Remedy.
Heals the Ulcerated Suri
urfaces and
Purifies the Blood

'

We select -the following case
cas a Showin
how
oof BaxroD
a8 convincing
|Olive,¥#gal
1209125 " frightful
@.. 73 proof of the
Lavon RADICAL
Ti
CURE as
..
Linseed—Eng.,
a reliable remedy for
even in cases of the
7
@S18
.
[AC A
28 @.. 34 American....
Java¥ B.....
test severity. Wer
that, from motives of
.@.. 0
07
0.
Dé.
Ste Domingo... 3 8. =
cacy, the gentleman
Yin
permit the use
75 @. 80: of his BAe; H
doe... 1009110
Ipefined
19 @ue 2M Ne
0 voserseerees
ry
GCOTION,
V
CASE No. 1L.'
Ordinary...... 18 ,
i
PAINTS.
This is the ane. of a man in the prime of life who
Good Ordinat
1448..
.
had contracted this disease
a bad cold six
Mid. to gd
i 8. ly Lena. ,RedAm. ate nea
ous condition of
Sheetings

oughly so as to soak the earth down to the roots

dent students, of whom nearly one quarter are
In the summer term of 1874,
in Trinity College.

when

‘A

WOE ees. oo @es vs
@..~
do. Muscovadc—

Picton. s.ssses 000
Anthracite. «+850 $900
COFFEE.

tions of the second morning are repeated. I
thus extract a]l the soluble and uSeful matter ot

for a

ing on a little earth to keep it in place.
WATER.
If the ground 1s. dry, water

Kaklaiore has in=

water

“Sanford's Radical Cure.

154 Guba Clayed., —- @g.. 38

5 30

art fo the most practical form, I have found it
88. 0
necessary to modity the coffee-pot. Perhaps the
1800s
vt. 00
simplest apparatus is the most ordinary pot pro- Ticking.
Ginghams. .....2.00
@+: 00
vided with two strainers, The strainers are Mous.deLaines 00 @.. «.
of eup form, and fit into each other and into Carpetings—
Lowell sup, ply e160
the top of the pot. For use I set a straineron Extra Superfine.. @ 1 85

few days from the Sith and chilling winds, until
they become somewia
accustomed to their new
position. One of the
bast ways we know of do-

nich, 1,081; Vienna, 3,615.

has

only

pour on it hot

and every time

It will generally be bést,though

PROTECTION.

the University of Berlin had 4,980 students;
Leipsie, 2,809 ; Halle, 1,055; Bresfau, 1,936; Mu-

The damage by the flood in Tennessee

bed

and

12

veers —
Cannel... 22 00 @ 2 00000 POItO RICO. OIL.

French plan in making coffee from fresh ground
coflee. The process is now in full operation,

and enriched

not always necessary to protect, the plants

plays of the aurora, are due to the presence of
minute metallic particles floating in the atmosphere,
.
Cambridge Univ ersity, English, has 2,454 resi-

at

timated
to be
$40,000, and Chattanooga
threatened with further disaster.

e the

one

than the usual amount

grounds which hot water I use

to alfow the roots to be spread out nicely, cover
with
fine soil rather deeper than they were
grown, and pack down tightly with the hand.

Archbishop

ing the theory that thé streams of light and oth-

some time since.

The Chace mill at Fall River

fore

There is a man in the condemned cell in Paris
who can not be guillotined until the authorities

Representative Hale, of
New York, apologizes
Very Nanasomely for the part hie took in the cen-

Brown,

has fre-

within the Territory, and placing them, aceording to law, precisely as they were before marriage.
:
.

The Ohio House of Representatives asks Congress to reduce the President’s salary to $25,000.

Representative

by digging in any fertilizing
convenient. Make the bed
fh suits your fancy; only
pear to best advantage by

John

troduced a bill divorcing all the married

MISCELLANEOUS.

of

of a foot or more,

birds with

ready to be used; in other words, I make French
coffee. The grounds from this gperation I leave
to soak in the pot till the next day, when I begin coffee-making by pouring hot water on these

value

supported by one or more small sticks and heap-

Mr. Paddock

the adjournment of the House, but there were no
formalities in the Senate.

sure

believe

asylum for idiots.

also

a speech

We

proportionate

The great-great grandson of De Foe, the author of * Robinson Crusoe,” is an inmate of an

dent without being finally agreed to Dy the
Senate, and was not signed by him. The river
and harbor bill was greatly modified and then
passed. The other appropriation bills, after
Spedker Blaine

of

of coffee,

ing this is suggested by Mrs. Hull of Cortland,
N. Y. She uses paper grocery bags, turning the
bag completely over the plant, which should be

Thursday, the forty-third Congress expired at
noon. Among the important measures whic h | ‘name since
precedence
have failed are the foree bill, the steamboat bill,
name is not
the bill to regulate the counting of the electoral
vote and the bounty equalization bill. The. lastIt has been
be made in
mentioned measure found its way to the Presi-

passed.

that

stated

authoritatively

ascertain

committees,

that

Paragraphs.

ation bills considered and amended.

conference

says

Four hundred and five Indians were killed
and two hundred and twbnty-seven were captured by United=States troops in 1873.

their opponents were SWorn as members of the
The Pacific
expiring Congress at a late hour.
Mail resolutions were passed, and the appropri-

being amended by

London,

nothing

be (urther from the truth.

ized to the depth

more

Manning is to be made a cardinal.

and

Sypber,

and

in the

Six

Now,

pelled to withdraw from the election contest in re
ou E hend to Vent, If you wish other
Tipperary.
flowers, make other beds; do not put them with
The death of John Timbs, a well-known
the roses,
English author and journalist, is announced.
PLANTING.
Set
the plants about one foot
The British troops in India are to, be held in, from the edge of the bed and eighteen inches
! ‘L from each other. Make a hole large enough
readiness for active service.

.continued until 3:50 Tuesday morning, at which
time the elvil appropriation bill, with amendA bill to protect witnesses
ments, was passed.
before congressional committees from Hest (on
Ne
civil processes was reported and passed.
post-office appropriation bill went into the hands
The deficiency bill
of a conference committee.
still pending, the House adjourned.
‘Wednesday, both branches of Congress were
sitting at an early hour, and the probability was,
that there would be a continuous session of both
The
the House and Senate to noon, Thursday.
Senate completed the sundry civil appropriation
bill apd enormously enlarged the appropriations
on the river and harbor bill. The House reject-

ed the

there.

quent fainting fits, and it is thought will be com-

Wednesday

Monday,

arrived

Mitchel is utterly prostrited in health,

morning, the Senate took up the civil appropria-

tion bill,

foundered

which

have

understood.

process of killing both

“1 take rather more

that can be had #o easily and with so little trouble. The rose is a good feeder and will do well
in.any ordinary fertile soil but is, of course, improved by thorough cultivation, Tt is always
best to plant in beds or masses, and not snugly.
The ground should be well spaded and pulver-

lives are known to be lost by the disaster.

the United States and
bill to encourage telebetween America and

and at 1:30

passed,

steamer Hong Kong,
Indian Ocean,

passed as it came from
A number of bills of minor impor-

the House.

persons from the

telegraphic

to

relating

ing bout’s crew of eighteen

generally

there 1s really no flower

been ,wrecked

A despatch from Aden aupounces that a miss-

tion
to international arbitration,the Senate resolu
recoguizing the independence of Cuba the Senate
en
resolution in regard to the mission to Stved

the bill

has

are yet to be heard from.

dent
the senators being a tie and the Vice-Presi
s
casting the decisive vote. Unfavorable report
were made upon the House resolution in regard

Norway,

Gottenburg

between Van Diemen’s Land and Australia.
Eighty-five passengers and a crew of thirty-five

to equalize

bill

could

steamer

sensible

eves

MOLASSES,

Sperm... ceren 28
COAL, -

stone, which he thus describes:

that roses are difficult to ‘manage and will not
bloom without some spécial or mysterious treat
ment uot

For the week ending Match 8.1875.
CANDLES,

+

ed to, it was laid over,

The

harbor

and

river

of the

the following

RIUT
TRIUMPH.

BosToN WHOLESALE PRICES

matter is utilized, but the aroma flies off with the
steam, Prof, C. A. Seely bas contrived a very MONS...

Many well-informed persons appear to think

from Havana,

object
a second time,and the third reading being
The

reconstitution

Co. gives

On the other hand,

by the common
Yankce plan of boiling the
grounds for along time in water; the extractive

directions:

Senate.
:
Captaln-General Concha has sailed for Spain

read

was
Tuesday, in the Senate, the force bill

the

A
passed

Markets.
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an important bill for

The Dingée & Conard

kas

matter is mostly left behind,

Roses in Open Ground. .

rather than soldiers.

FOREIGN.
The Canadian House of Commons

plan of

filtering boiling water though the ground coffee,
the aroma is readily extracted, but the fixed

agents

ond, that the bill would benefit the claim

was considered in the
Monday, the tux bill
uid
thenD Ju
, and 1.was’ The
To
Senate until after midnight
0
e
voi
a
by
e
tabl
on the
ry civil ‘appropriawas still considering the sund
morning, sevday
Tues
,
hour
tion bill ut a lute
ofng been previously
eral amendments havi
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fered and adopted.

with doing the other.

10, 1875.
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actually vetoed the bounty bill, but his message
It was brief
did not reach the House in season.
The reasons given were: First,
and pointed.
the depleted condition of the Treasury; and sec-

Summary.
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